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Introduction
In November of 1975, the National Council on the Arts
approved the first program budget for the Arts Endow-i
It was anticipated that
ment's Research',Dgvision.
research activities would be disseminatecland re;
viewed in a variety of.formats inc.lding conferences
and workshops.
In December of 1977, the Walters Art Gallery,
under ,a grant from the Endowment and with the coop. eration of The Johns Hopkins University Center for
Metropol.itan Planning and Research, sponsored'
Research in the Arts: A Conference on Policy
Related Studies of.the National Endowment for.the
Arts. The tonference provided arts researchers, administrators, and working artists with an opportunity
to evaluate and inform the EndowMent's Research
agenda and to take stock of the emerging imtardisciplinary field of artg research.
This report contains the conference proceedings.
Papers are presented .on 19 research projects funded
by the Research Division of the Arts Endowment and
one study funded by the National Science Foundation.
Summaries are presented of conference workshops deTaken as a whole,
voted too reviewing these projects.
these stripies comprise a major component of current
policy -research on Ameridan artistic and cultural
institutions, audiences; and artists and craftsmen.
The research presented in this volume is important for seieral reasons. Some of the projects
sought to evaluate the quality, avai1a4ility and
comparability of available data on institutions,
audiences, and various occupations in the arts.
These provide an important stock-taking ofocurrently
available data on the.arts And review a variety of
issues involved in improving the prasent situation.
Several of the studies shed new light on pteviously accepted truths. For example, it has become'
a commonplace that the performing arts are beset by-a..,
congenital "cost-disease ". assuring an ever growing
reliance on non-box office revenile. This diaghosis
was made over_a decade ago by Baamol and Bowen in
their classic study Performing Arts: The Economic
Dilemma.
Research presented at the conference On the more
recent experiences of the performing arts suggests
that these institutions are more adaptable and resourceful than might have been expected.. It has
turned out that there may be more room fbi economizing
than first supposed; marketing and management strategies have spread fixed costs and increased ticket
' income, and contributions have risen dramatically.
The 4ata point out thecomplex economic environment
within which the arts function and .suggest that some
aspects may be mbre in the control of the arts than
In this vein, one
.has heretofore been appreciated.
study has identified managdmegt tools similar to
those available in other industries that are equally
applicable to the arts, while another project suggeSts that by altering their marketing strategies,
arts iirAitutions can significantly increase use'by
Marginal attenders.
Other studies have advanced our understandin of
the fundamental roles played by the arts in the life
of the commUnity, .Projects are included that focus
on the economic effects of arts institutions on their
) local commUnities,, on the range of human needs met
b'y participation in artistic and cultural activitiei,
,

.

,

and on the extent to which young Americans have developed creative and appreciative abilities in the arts,
Through papers and workshops, the conference also
sought to illuminate the relationship between arts
research and policy demelopment. The proceedings
provide insights from the point of vrew of all parthe researcher, the decision maker, arts
ticipants
agency staff and working artists and administrators.
The Endowment sponsored research presented at this
conference would constitute a major advance if only
because it confirms that tile arts are "researchable"
that the methods of analysis, prediction, and explanation applicable to other fields apply also to the
arts. We can expect that research of the sort reported in this volume will be increasingly important
to the development and evaluation of public policy
toWard the arts.
A number of persons contributed to the development
of the conference. Edward P. McCracken, Administra-.
tive Officer, the WaLters Art Gallery, coordinated
physical arrangements, conference registration and related conference elements. David Cwi of the Johns
Hopkins University Center for Metropolitan Planning
and Research was responsible for the program and proceedings; and Harold Horowitz, Director,.Research
Division, the Nationak,,Endowment for the Arts, facilitated the involvement of Endowment sponsored researchers as well as researchers from other countries.
A number of other persons who ougtt to be achlowledged are cited on the inside cover of this
Special thanks are due the several persons
volume.
who chaired morning'sessions or moderated afternoon
workshops.
Morning sessions were chaired by
Eleanor K. Hutzler, Chairman of the Board of Trustees,
Maryland-Institute College of Art; Richard Sheldon,
The Ford Foundation; and James L. Burgess, Chairman,
the Maryland State Arts Council. Workshops were
moderated by Herbert B. Cahan, Secretary, Maryland
State Department of Etonomic and Community Development;
Hugh Southern, Executive Director, Theatre Delielopment
Fund; Steve Benedict, The National Endowment for the
Arts; Philip'S. Jessup, II, the William H Donner
Foundation; and Elliot W. Galkin, Director, Peabody
Conservatory, Peabody Institute of The Johns Hopkins
.
Uoiversity.
In connection with the preparation of the
Proceedings vorume, tge editor would like to express
speci.al thanks to Tom bradshaw ottlle Endowment's
Research Division, and to D rid Greytak of Syracuse
porters for several workUniversity for serving as
shops; to Louie Friner of The Johns Hopkins University for proofing copy and otherwise correcting the
editor; and especially to Victoria Carter who endured
the task of4typing various drafts as well as correspondence with the authors.
'

it

*

*

*

Editor's Note: While all the papers presented at
the conference are included in this proceedings, the
editor with the understanding and cooperation of the
authors found it necessary to edit all papers due to
In many
the immense amount of information presented.
cases, complete reports on these projects are available from either the authors (34, the Research Division
of the Arts Endowment.
David Cwi
Baltimore, 1978
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Symposium on Governmental Arts Research in Other Countries

Symposium on
Govemmen,tal Arts Research
in Other Countries

Moderated by fack C. Fisher, Director, The Johns
Hopkins University, Center for Metropolitan Planning
and Research, this symposium was an informal addition
to the .conference made possible after officials in
charge of arts research in several countries indicated
that they planned to attend.- The informal Symposium
was devoted to reviewing the governmental arts research programs for which these foreign conferees were
responsible. The, officials attending the conference
were Robert !Aitchison, Senior ReSear611 and Information
Officer, Arts'Council of'Great Britain; Yvon Ferland,
Assistant Director for.CUltural Statistics, Statistics
Canada; J.R. Thera, Director, Research and Statistics
Directorate, Secretary of State, Canada; Andre Garon,
Ministry of Culturar -Affairs, Quebec, Canada; and
Augustin. Girard, Head, The Studies and Research Department, Office bf the Secretary of State for Culture,

'Mr. Thera related several factors that may cornlicate the Alq3 research agenda. in Canada as compared
The population in Canada is
to the United States.
much smdller, with a large immigrant component.' Cultural life is dominated by American products in a
country which had no natural identity and is divided
by the use of Frenck ahd English. Further, unlike
the United States, there is no established tradition
of private and corporate arts support. Mr. Thera
noted that research Was inseparable from policy in
that amgumehts about policy often hinge on disagreeHe indicated that the
ment concerning the facts.
broad objectives of the research effort in. his
agency are to identify and understand the relationship that obtain between all segments of the arts
community so as to be in a position to also identify
the.points at whichgovernMent could make a contri-

°

.

France.

bution..to good effect..

Robert Mayer, Executive Director, The New York
State Council on he Arts, and,P. David Searles, Deputy
Chairman for Policy and Planning, The National EndowMcilt For the Arts, joined the panel to lend an American
perspective from the standpoint ofthe state and
federal leven.
As noted, three of the panelists were from the
Dominion of Canada. Mr. Garon indicated that he had
been recently appointed to a newly created position,
and reflected on the. organization of.the research
function within the Minlstry of Cultural Affairs,
He indicated the special concerns of his provQuebec.
ince to further its cultural re,sources and identity.
Mr. Ferland emphasized that the basic task of his
department was the development of appropriate statistics on Canada's cultural life.
In this regard, the
primary task" was to identifrthe range and magnitude
ef current activities with respect to production,
Heocited as one exam7
distribution, and consumption.
ple the field of publishing, in which it would be
importantto know not only.the.numbers of writers
and publishers, but also facts about the sale nnd
Similar data sets are
use of books by Canadians.
being generated for other media and art forms. Dr.
Ferland emphasized-that in Canada the task of ssem-,
bling statthics is separate from policy,.which he
referred to as the addition to separate agencies,))ecause political and policy analysis are considered to
be the responsibility of the docision-maker, not the
researcher.

Mr. Girard's presentation dealt at length with the
practical issues associated with tne integration of
the research and decision-making or planning func-.

,

tions.

.

'

Of primary'cohcern was tbe problcmcommun-

ications between researchers and decision-makerst
Mr. Girard suggested that the two communities neither
used their time in the same way nor spoke the same
.

language.

The researcher cannot be hurried in that a
ious research effort requires at least 12, and
usually, 18 months, yith an additional 6 months de'voted to publicdtion of the findings,' The researcher
is primarily interested in the development and testing of hypotheses with the goal of developing a
piece of work that will be well reviewed by his peers.
The researcher's mileu involves the organitationlof
concepts and findings with the.research community
in mind, while the decision-maker is in a-hurry, in
that decisions must be made within two to six months.
In addition, The dethsion-maker' is under pressures
foreign,to the researcher. The decision-maker may
.not.be trained as a scientist and% consequeutlY, will
not be able to dedl with the researcher'S work in its'
own termS, inasmuch as researai is cast in,the language.ot science and builds 'on past theories'and.
More importantly, research is 'usually de-findings.
veloped without government's 'decision-making needs
in mind and, consequently, is not focused so as to'
make plear its relevance to decision-making. The
,

13-

SymposiCIM on Governmental Arts Research in Other Countries
situation°is furth6r eomplicated by the fact that researchers and .decision-makers rarely meet.
Mr. Hutchidii,reported. that the Arts council of
Great Britain would sllortly emark upon a research
program that would J;e5us on four-broad. areas:
1) Provision orsup.ito-date statistics and other
information to inform decisions on firnancial
pribrities;

2) A continuous plan of thorough program evaluation;

.

3) Research on-perennial quCstions of arts
policy; and
4) Research lo illuminate new policy issues.
'hie development of this program would require a sig-.
)1,ficant .increase in appropriations for research,
hith research priorities developed after consultation with the Arts Council's, main panels and:commit-

r. Seanies, representing The National Endowment
for the Arts, called attention to the fact that thel
.Arts Endowment isiii,tended to be "junior partner" in
arts funding, and that it is.basicaLly concerned:with
the professional ai-ts community. Special research
questions of interest include what, where and how
does the public participate in the arts? What sort
of programs should a federal agency like the Ai'ts
Endowment adopt to foster.quality artistic'activities?
How do we determinethe social and economic impact
of the arts and their role in the promotion of noncultural objectives?
Mr. Mayer, representing the perspective of state o
arts.councils, eMphasized the need for research into
the publics.actual needs and desires with respect
to artistic fare in addition to research oft current
institutional forms and their needs 'ana programs.

tees.
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Developrmg Research

on the .
Arts Consumer
Richard J. Orend

4

We had hoped to be able tO present the resiilts of our
study of demand.for the Arts in the South. .Unfor-'
tunatgly, there have been a number of administrative
delayso(centering around obtaining OMR approval for
the study) which precluded gathering the data fn'time
for ptesentation here.
In lieu of reporting on this research, an-d in
keeping with the purpose of this conference, I believe
it is appropriate to discuss in a more general way
'
the criteria which might.be apiilied in evaluating.%
research projects on the "artistic and cultural consumer.". My intention is to highlight issues central
to the delelopment of a rudimentary modeL of the
iesearch development,process whi-ch can serve as a
guide for both designing and evaluating future re-.4
search projects.
.

With respect &designing and evaluating research
on:the "artistic.and cultural consumer," a key ques-0
tion concerns the role of arts agencies, Such as the
Natibnal Endowment for the Arts. Specifically, what
role does the agency intend to pIay.oin the creation
of demand for the artsr Will the agency facilitate
existing popular culture, e.g., promote more Tituation comedies on TV, or create new.demand by "educat1-ie public regarding the traditional "high cultural" institutions in the society, or some combination ::)f the two? The particulargoal of the agency
will affect the selection of research issues. Thus,
an agency with the goal of "giVing the people what
they want" will focus on general desires in its rdsearch and on'promoting those desires in its policy
decisions. Au agency which seeks to preserve traditional high culture institutions will seek research
Unless
projects which provide support for this goal.
the agency first considers its goals, it may initiate
research. with no prior indication of the potential
There are also prob-.
usefulness of research outcomes.
lemS for the reseafchers, whdHmust either substitute
their own goals or guess the intentions of the sponsoring agency.
'When agencies do not have explicitly defined goals
ot their goals conflict, the organization,of useful
research is extremely difficult. The use of research
produced under such conditions may be dysfunctional)
self-serving for individuals, or, -at best, a useless
And, while researchers may he guilty
waste of money.
ing"

of m;ny sins in the development of research studies,
the absence of such policy direction from the sponsoring agency creates one of the prime conditions-tor.
inapplicable and impractical projeets:
Once the general policy goals of the agency' are
made explicit, it will then be possible to fixus on
Ttantoto
It is 1.
'alternatip research objectives-.
stratnote that significant differences in res,
egy are applicabqe unCier different policy conditionsV
For example, research li.med at identifying the un-prejudiced cultural demands of a given population
would useba different strategy than a project which
sought to identify ways of increasing support for the
In the former case, wejnight sample
local. symphony.
the entire population and inClude a wide variety of
leisute actiVity choices in our questionnaire. In
the latter, we might focus only on those with some
interest or.experience with symphonies, and concentrate xi ways of increasjng participation in a single
or limited set of activities.
'Subsequent to a4Oldar specification of goals, it

:

.

is neSsagtofocusmar-ecliratitepoiicy or,
decision making needs for which research waS inTIT=:
In the Case of our own effort, the Endowment
ated.
raised the-general question of demand=for artistic
and cultural activities in the South. One policy
issue involved in this situation centered around how
Endowment programs could more effectively meet the
needs of the South. This raises the questfon of the
extent of cbrrespendence between Southerners' needs
and Endowment programs. What are the most fruitful.
areas to pursue? .From a more open-ended perspective,
the Endowment could ask, "Given the distribution of
demand fdr cultural actiVitieS, what can the Endowment do to support areas of existing unfulfilled
demand?"- Underlying each question are basic assumptions about the tole of the Endowment as facilitator,
about whether thd Endowment's function is to promote
a broader range of activities or.enhance those already determined to be within its scope.' The absence
Of a clear specification of which role was .being pro*
moted had implications for the design of Ar study..
Specifically, we adopted a very broad approach which;
we felt, could atcoMedate either policy position.
There is another question which is cruciai_to the
development of research. That is, are we interested

Richard Orend,Senior Scienti'st, Human Resources-Research Organization, Alexandria, Virginia.
1.°
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Developing:Reseakh on the Arts Consurrfer
in predicting or explaining behavior? In certain
instances, the accbrate prediction of consumer behavior satisfiespolicy making requiremespts and is also
a feasible economic rqearch altepa,tive. Attempting

beginning of a project. This situation can lead to
dissatisfaction with results and pressure for quicker
turnaround on "useful" information.
These conaLtions
breed what has become, known as "quick and dirty"
research, which Leaves no one satisfied and is particularly subject to the negative evaluations of
outaiae agencies as well as to reduced Usefulness for
.policy decisions,
Within the framework of-the previous general considerations are more practical questions concerning
the selection of subjects, the identification bf approprrate,variables, and theo.building of appropriate

prediction rather than explaWion fends ajso -0
greatFsimplify the-reseaufi problem,s'it is.generally easier to predi-c-t-tehavier thhn td~"determine why
it happened.
Economi,,gts:have long'understood.this,

......

and used it to their adVantage in developing aggregate models of human eConomi'c behavior. The same

approaChis now being used ip numerous consumer
models, indluding the consumption of culture!
While it is generally dissatisfying,to me io examine patterns without searching for reasons, decisions on this.issue are usually driyen by more practical considerations.
In oui -tudy of Southern
consumers, we have compromised.on this issue by
including both predictive (e.g, previous behavior
and attitudes) and potentially explanatory variables

data coll,ection ana -evaluation metfiodolog4,es,L

Subject selection depends,on research objectives
which, as we've seen, aie guided by agency'goAls and
program objectives. Using our own study as an example, the objective of identifying overall demand
for cultural activities that could be supported by
the Endowment's curreni programs led to the..selection.
'of a general-population sample. The .objective is to
be able to generalize to the entire populatien of the
.

(e.g,, ,Ileed patterns, .perceptions oftneedisafisfying

4.

4

qualities of different leisure.activities, and a
total leisure dctivity context model).
Once organizational and policy goals have been
defined' and the objectives of the researen specified,'
it is possible to bring to bear re,levant theories
t is at this
about the behavior being examineEL
point that the researcher function begins to:play a
dominant role in the development of the study. It
is an axiom of social science that research should'be
conducted in response to aetheory.:about the phenomena being ob'served.
It is a.factOf'life in policy
research that this is, seldom the case.
Such theories guide the selection of appTopriate
and potentially useful variables, suggest the relationship tcxbe found among those variables, guide
data analysis, and.provide a systemgtic framework for
the acceptance or rejection of results.
In the absence of such conceptual guidanCe, interpretation Of
empirical results becomes a matter of conVenience'
and statistically significant results become a matter
.of chance:
Given any large set of variables, the
chances that two or more will be significantly related are very. hfkh.
This situation operates to the
.advantage of the researcher, 'who, can usually find
sOmething al.which to point with pride.in stuay results.
However, a'reliable and valid interftetation
ef such results is often'Considerably more difficult

to develo.
.Even in 4eveloping research which.is aimed onlj% at
predicting, an underlying model of behavior,Tatterns
is assumed, and the-selection of'predictor variable's
can-be based on aSsumptiops about related behaviors.
Trevious empirical results.often form the basis of a
"grounded" model ef behavior in givenosituhtions.
For example, we have long ekpected differences in behavior based.upon sudh ascriptive characteristics as
sex, age, and race, and on such acquired characteristics as education and income level, -Our predictive
models arc often based on-these and similar Variables
with some vague ideas about why they,are importarit
lurking in the background, waiting to be'aired should
the empirical.results warrant. While such "quickie"
explanations are easy to produce, they often seem
quite unsatisfying intellectually, and, I think, in
the long run do nof provide the value obtained from
more carefully develbped theories.
However, adhering Closely to such a iigorous approach can produce eertain'difficulties for,sponsoring
agencies. -Social science theorizing Il'as not reached
such an advanced state that strong positive results
can be routinely expected.
Further, it is usually a
fong process to develop, test, modify, and retest a
garticular approach. Thus, teaningfuljeSults are
often several expensive research years away from the

...

South with some specified degree of 'accuracy. ' A,

.

more restrietYve-set of objectives, sbch as building
museum patronage, might,call for a different strategy
in selecting sample respondents (as well as for a
different selection of iluestioris). Audience studies
provide useful information about current,users, but
are a biased sample if odr,goal were to expand tfie ,
role of the arts'a9ency into new areas.
Variable selection is, of couTse, a,,direct fUnction of research objectives and an assoCiated theor, etical model. .(Variables are.the-categories of
ihfoxmation collected from consumers about their behavior, attitudes, perceptiodS; and individ'
l characteristics,)
For example, our stud; is.con erned
.
with-developing a picture of the relative demand for
artistic activities in the South. ,We determined,
therefore, that the pontext of all ltisurb activities
was appropriate.
Accordingly, tl-;e questionnaire we
nveloped,ttempts to collect data on all choices of
leisure,behavior.r Other studies to be described
.
during this conference have used different approaches
based on a mere limited set of objectives.'
Given'our model of leisure behavior, we include
questions on life style cor more specifically, lei-.
sure actiAty style) and external restrictions (these
.. included costlocation, availabilityv quality, etc.)
,Questiogs YOpresenting thete variables were included
in our questionnaire because they'fit our conception
of how leisure activity ch"oices are made, and because
they will helpAnswer general policy auestions about
'the likelihood of selecting particUlar artistically
oridnted letsure activity patterns.
In addition, a
concern for maximizing the predictive capabilities of
our instrument led us to include such straightforward
items as likelihood questiong.
The,ifinal step in ourmodel of the research deVeiopment groco,..:, iithe design of methods for collecting data and evaluating the results.
The most
popular technique for gathering consumer related data
is to ask the consumer, i.e.; conduct a survey.
It
is, however, far from the only available technique
and is often not even the-most useful: For example,
studies which ,generate predictive models based on
previous behavior:Might use less.obstrusive observational techniques.
(Many studies on outdoor recrea
tion have used variations of this approach.)
On the
other hand, studies which are examining continuous
leisure behavior may be best accomplished by using a
survey panel,or diary technique of some kind (if suf.

)

'

,

%

.

.

ficient funds are available) .

The particular' tech-

nique chosen is dependent upon the research objectives 'and the poptlation and variables of interest.
We have discussed several elements.that together
,

y

.

b
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comprise a model of the research development process.
These elements include: Agency goals and objectives,
the application of relevant models of human behavior,
the identification of a target popukation, the selection of.useful variables, and the development of appropriate data collection and evaluation methodol
ogies. All of the elements discussed are integrated
and the linkages between them are almost always two-

.#

For example-, while theoretical perspective
dictates variable selection, the limits in data collection Methodology place restrictions on the application of theories. My purp-ose has not been to
specify the nature of each linkage, but rather to provide a more useful means for evaluating individual
research projects in both development and post hoc
conditions.
way.

a
S
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Consumer Response
to Arts Offerings:
A study
of theatre and symphony
in four Southern cities
Alan R. Andreasen and Russell W. Belk

Introduction
This study was designed to provide insights into
how managers of arts and cultural organizations can
"...make arts and cultural activitiel more widely
Data were colavailable to millions of Americans."
lected on past and likely future attendance at symphony and theater in four Southern cities: Atlanta,
Georgia; Menphis, Tennessee;Tolumbia, South Carolina;
Responses to Proposed
and Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
ghanges in arts offerings were solicited; and these
responses, as well as the attendancecdata, were analyzed using attitude and lifestyle concepts recently
introduced into marketing studies in the btiginess
sector. This paper will concentrate primarily on the
portion of the analysis.dealing with future attendance and responses to the proposed changes in arts
offerings.2
Studies of performing arts audiences conducted to
date have tended te focus on correlates of past attendance.3 Repeatedly, they have found %hat attenders are disproportionately drawn from the well-eduHowever, irrecated and those with higher incomes.
spective of levels of income.and.education, we still
know little about how some individuals become arts
attenders and others do not. And we know even less
atiout what could be done to make non-attenders attend
0
more often.
One study, by Eric arder, has attempted to anMarder developed,a,model of
swer the last* question.
respondents' attitudes toward seven performin-arts,
and then asked the model what would happen if selected beliefs about these arts were changed, deriving
estimates oE likely gains and losses to each art form.
Three problems exist with Marder's pioneering work.
First, respondents were not asked directly what their
Second, relative
responses to the changes would be.
choices were evaluated; a gain for one art form always
Finally, no assessment was
meant a loss for another.
reported on who changed. Thus, one cannot tell
whether the changes simply.attracted more attendance
among present attenders, or, in fact, broadened the
arts audience.

Approach
To overcome these problems, the present study took

,

as its major focus the likely response of potential
theater and symphony attenders to propoosed changes in
Data to help exthe offerings of those institutions.
plain these responses were gathered on past attendance, beliefs about symphony and theater attendance,
benefits sought, consumer lifestyles, as well as
standard socio-economic background information. The
data were gathered by means of telephone interviews
with randomly selected respondents fourteen-years
Since
of age or older in the four study cities.
the focUs of the study was increasing attendance among
past light-or non-attenders, heavy users were undersampled.
Further, to conserve resources, respondents
who were determined to have virtually zero probability
of attending either theater or symphony in the future
were also excluded from the interviews.5 Comparisons
of study characteristics with available census data
suggest that the sample population tends to be younger, better educated, and wealthier; and is substantially more often female than the population of the
four areas. These differences are consistent with
those found in other studies using telephone methods
of interviewing, and consistent with our procedure
for screening out those with zero probability of attending the arts.
To assess the responsiveness of this sample to
changes in the offerings made by the performing arts
in the study communities, a series of "what if" statements were constructed, embodying new offerings that
had been tried in other communities (and in two cases
in one of the communities studied), or that had been
proposed elsewhere, and that could lie explained to
our respondents in telephone interviews.6 "What if"
queStions are, of course, biased predictors of actual
Respondents are speculating on 0
short-run behavior.
theirefuture behavior with respect to hypothetical
alternatives. The likelihood of their carrying
through their speculation in the event the alternative was ntroduced is unknown.* For this reason,
the_responses reported in the pages to follow should
not be considered good predictors of absolute levels
of response. However, we are willing to assumTTEF
whatever bias is found in the answers is constant
across the hypothetical offers.
This reasonable assumption permits us to compare similarly biased

Alan Andreasen, Professor, and Russell Belk, Assistant Professor, Business Administration, University of Illinois
Urbana, Ill. .Dr, Andreasen is also a Research Professor, Survey Research Laboratory, thliversity of Illinois.
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offerings.
This is, indeed, our objective% To discover which offerings are relatively more effective
in broadening the audience for the performing arts.

.

Results
Forty-two percent of the respondents indicated
that they had attended theater in the preceding year
and fourteen percent said they had attended a symphony concert.
Ten percent said they had attended
both; fifty-four percent neither. Our principal concern, however, was not with past behavior but with
future behavior; it is precisely this behavior that
arts marketers will have to influence.
Respondents were asked, "How likely do you think
you are to attend a live professional theater performance (a symphony concert)'an the next year or
two?" Responses reported in Table 1 show that 44
percent are at least somewhat likely to attend the
theater and 29 percent the symphony.
As can be inferred from past and future attendance figures,
future symphony patrons are more often drawn from
those who did not attend in the past year: The proportion of somewhat or very likely future attenders
who did not attend last year is 65 percent for symphony and 39 percent for theater. This may well
reflect the lower availability of symphony performances relative to theater performances in the four
It may be speculated that this also
communities.
reflects an attendance pattern by a significant part
of the symphony audience thaemay tie described as
At the same time our
every7other-year attendance.
data show that those who attended symphony last year
are a more "loyal" audience than are past theater
attenders.
Seventy-two percent of the former will
somewhat or Very likely return in the next year or
two compared to only 63 percent of past theater goers.
BefOre exploring changes in planned future attemdance in response to the proposed new offerings, it
is first important to understand the basic determinants of that future attendance. Most past audience
studies* analyzed such attendance using a standard set
of demographic variables considered.one at a time.
In the present study, we have made two important advances.
First; we have added some important predictor variables to the standard set relating to the
respondent's childhood involvement in the arts and
consumer lifestyle informatio. Second, we have been
able to analyze the set of variables simultaneously
to learn which variables are most important in ex_plaining the variability in planned future attendance.
At the present stage of analysis, classification
of consumers according to lifestyles has not been
'completed: Table 2, however, reports simple correlations of 49 remaining variables with the ligeli,

hood of attending theater and symphony. .Simp:e co-- relations greater than t .045 can be considered
significant.
From the point of view of a total prediction from these correlations, a problem arises in
.that many of the variables are related..
For example,'
as income increases so does the likelihood that the
spouse is employed (r = .36) and the number of cars
in the family (r = .46). The problem then is to
conduct an analysis which assesses the importance of
several variables in explaining the likelihood of
attendance while taking account of their interrelationships.
One useful technique for doing this is
step7wise regression.7 In this technique predictors
are selected one at a time, starting with the single
best predictor and adding the one variable at each
"step" which increases predictive accuracy the most.
This continues until the best remaining predictor
which could be added produces no significant improvement in overall predictive accuracy.
r
Of the 48 variable§ examined, eleven were found

to add to the prediction of theater attendanee likelihood. These eleven predictors were jointly able
to predict 24 percent of the variability in reported
likelihoods.
While this leaves the majority of vari*ability in likelihoods "unexplained" (and potentially
related to the lifestyle characteristics to be examined later in ,the study), one-fourth of the variability of theater attendance likelihoods can be accounted for by these factors.
.The variables which aided this prediction are
shown in descending order of usefulness in Table 3.
The larger the "beta weight" in this table, the more
useful the variable was found to be.
These results
may be compared to the simple correlations reproduced from Table 2. Differehees between the'tables
regarding the importance of variables is due to the
fact that variables introduced early in the analysis
can be highly related to the information supplied by
later variables (e.g., education and past exposure to
ballet), so that the later variables do not enter the
full analysis because they provide little additional
predictive accuracy.
Table 3 shows that the best predictor of future
attendance at theater s experience, expressed as
recent past attendance andninterest in theater during one's formative years.° The importance of continuous experience with the theater is suggested by
negative contribution of having once seen three or
more plays but not attending in the prst year.
Future attendance is also positively related to other
past (cultural) experiences:
interest in classical
music during one's formative years, working in a
theater, music or dance production, recent listening
to classical music, and visits to art galleries or
museums. The latter activities suggest a general
predisposition towards cultural events by theater
.

.

goers.

Only four of the eleven significant variables
are standard demographics.
As has been found in
other past studies, age is negatively associated with
likely future attendance and education positively
associated.
What is important is that we have shown
that these effects hold up when the influence of
several other factors including income are simultaneously taken into account. With respect to income
itself) the fact that only a middle income group entered the analysis suggests that income effects may
not be linear. The simple correlations, at least for
theater, suggest that this indeed may be the case.
Finally, there is a "city" difference; those in
Columbia, South Carolina, are less likely to attend
the theater in the future than those in the other,
three cities in`the study.
Table 4 reports "beta weights" and simple corre :
lations for the fourteen variables that explain about
29 percent of the variance in likely attendance at
symphonies.
Interestingly, eight of the eleven variables in the theater regression reappear in Table 4,
with symphony attendance in the last year obviously
substituting for a ninth, theater attendance in the
last year. Neither age nor working in a theater, music, or dance production enters the predictions of
future symphony attendance as they do in predicting
theater attendance.
Symphony attendance is also predicted by membership in a second, lower middle income group, reinforcing the possibility of
non-linear relationship
jbetween arts attendance and income. There is a positive relationship with the respondent's father'S
education, with parental interest in classical music
during the formative years, and with tbe respondent's
own interest in classical music while growing up.
This suggests that the formative years are particularly crucial in the development of one's taste for
.

.
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Recent exposure to ballet
classical symphonic music.
is a predictor of future symphony attendance as well
as attendance at theater, art galleries, and museums,
suggesting that a general cultural predisposition may
be descriptive of symphony goers al.; well as theater
goers.

Finally, the positive effect of having been to
three symOonies ever but none in the past year woulct
seem to add credence to the suggestion that some symphony attendance for many may be an every-other-year
event.

All those who.indicated some likelihood of attending theater or symphony in the next year or so
were asked whether their attendance would change if
several changes Were made in the performing arts'
offerings. Two questions were of interest here:
(a) Are some changes in offerings more effective than
others in increasing arts attendance?; and (b) Are
some changes more effective in broadening the audience than others?
The answer to the first question is clearly yes.
Indices of relative effectiveness were computed for
twelve new offerings for symphony and twelve for
theater as follows:
Respondents saying they would go "much more
1.
often" as a result of a neA offering were
counted as two additional attendances; respondents going only "more often" ere
Respondents claiming they
, counted as one.
would go "less often" were counted as one
less future attendance.
The resulting number of net new attendances
was divided by the number of interviewees
responding to the new offering to yield an
effectiyeness score for the offering.
Each effectiveness score was divided by
3.
the average effectiveness score for all
twelve new offerings and multiplied by 100
tc yield the .indices reported in Table 5.
(Four offerings were.scaled on a different basis and
.excluded from these calculations.) These ihdices
(Table 5) show two obviously-superior strategies:
introducing mere "star" performers and offering secOffering second tickets
ond tickets for half price.
at half price appears to be somewhat more effective
It is also the case thatfor symphony than theater.
offering a short talk before a symphony performance
is more effective than this type of talk after a play.
On the other hand, changes in !Does of theater performances are more effective than changes in types of
Finally, data not reported in
symphony programs.
Table S show that offering second tickets at half
price is a substantially better pricing strategy for
increasing audiences than giving series discounts as
high as 30 percent and Oiscounts on individual tickets
of up to three dollars.
To ascertain.whether some strategies broaden the
audience more than others, respondents were divided
into those who attended theater or symphony in the
past year and those who did not.
If a given strategy
was more appealing to non-attenders than attenders,
we would conclude that it was effective in broadening
the audience. .Table 6 shows that three strategies
broaden the symphony audience. Non-attenders would
be morel° affected if:
Mure choral music were offered.
1.
2.
They knew that people were dressing more
informally.
3.
Five times a year symphony performances
were offered nearer their homes, with a
performing space not as nice but prices
20 percent lower.
It should be noted, however; that offering choral
music had the lowest total effectiveness of all the
-

.

.

strategies according to Table 5, and that nearer locations and informality drew only average responses
among past non-users. Clearly, the symphony manager
must choose between strategies that broaden the audience by attracting both attenders and non-attenders,
or broadening it by strategies that appeal more exclusively to non-attenders. Cost-benefit analysis
of these alternatives is beyond the scope of this
paper.

None of the new offerings was effective in broadIncieed,.having more
ening the audience for theater.
'classical plays may keep past non-attanders away
while giving series discounts or half-price tickets
on the day of the performance (for somewhat poorer
seats) would be more appealing to regular attenders.
Not surprisingly', present attenders would put up with
a greater price increase before reducing* their attendance than would recent non-attenders.
Conclusions
This paper reports data from an early.stage of
Further investigation of lifestyle and
analysis.
At this point, otir
attitude data is forthcoming.
analysis indicates:
When symphony and theater patrons are com1.
pared as to last year's attendance-and likely
future attendance, symphony patrons appear to
(a) a loyal core
be made up Cf two groups:
and (b) those who may attend regularly but
less than annually. Clearly data are needed
on performing arts patronage over time.
Much of the same set of variables predicts
2.
future attendance for theater and for symExperience with the arts and possibly
phony.
a general predisposition towards cultural institutions are the best predictors, With continuous experience more important for theater.
These variables in general apPear more important than the demographics emphasized in
other studies.
There are clear differences in the overall
3.
effectiveness of alternative new arts and
symphony offerings, with most effectiveness
attributable to including more famous performers in programs and offering second
tickets at half price. There are strategles
that appear to selectively broaden the audience for symphony but not for theater. The
choice for symphony managers is whether to
broaden audiences selectively or through
strategies that appeal to present attenders
The latter is the only option open
as well.
to theater managers.
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8. Note that these are independent factors in that
the relative importance of one variable in this analysis (as shown by the beta weights) is computed after
the effect of all of the other variables displayed in
Tabla 3 is taken into account.

Several screening questions were used to make
5
this determination, with the result that 14.2 percent
of screened respondents were dropped because they
were likely non-users. Seven and a half percent of
screened respondents were dropped because they were
heavy users.

9
The latter two offerings are not shown in Table
5 because.they are scored differently from others
there. The percentages were computed by comparing
the proportion of people going more often or much
more often in response to a second ticket at one-half
price to the proportion of respondents who would go
more often to any of the individual or series price
discounts offered.

telephone and credit card purchease opportunities ware possible in Atlanta, Georgia and all cities
offered season tickets. The necessity to explain
offerings to respondents restricted us from asking
about several voucher plans in practice or planned
around the country.
6

Using version 7 of Nie et al., Statistical
7
Package fof the Social Sciences, 2nd Edition (New
McGraw-Hill, 1975).
'York:

10 Probability S.05 that users and non-users
respond comparably.

Table 1

LIKELY FUTURE ATTENDANCE AT THEATER
AND SYMPHONY BY PAST ATTENDANCE

Likelihood
of Future
Attendance

32 %

28 %

24

46

43

22

26

15

17

22

46

7

12

Not At All likely

10 %

25 %

19 %

Not Very likely

27

45

37

Somewhat Likely .

28

17

Very Likely

35

13

100 %

Number of Cases

Symphony
Attend Last Year
No
Total
Yes

Theater
Attend.Last Year
No
Total
Yes

:630

-100 %

859

100 %

1489

.

4

%

100 %
207

100 %

1282

100 %
1489

Table 2
SIMPLE COhRELATIONS OF SELECTED SOCIO-ECONOMIC
CHARACTERISTICS AND LIKELIHOOD OF
ATTENDING THEATER AND SYMPHONY

Variable

,

Correlation With Likelihood of Attending
Symphony
Theater

Variable

Past* Attendance at Theater

.32

;25

Parent's Interest in Classical Music

Past* Attendance at Symphony

.20

.34

Years in Area

Live in Memphis

.06

.04

Amount of Leisure Time Available

Live in Atlanta

.08

.08

Teenage.Life Cycle.Stage

-.15

-.13

.12

.14

Live in Columbia

PlaY Musical Instrument
Ever Worked for Theater, Music, Dance Production

.18

Correlation With Likelihood of Attending
Theater
Symphony
.19

:28

-.12"

-.09

.02

-.02

-.04

.00

Single Adult Life Cycle Stage

.13

.12

Young Married Life Cycle Stage

.09

Young Children Life Cycle Stage

-.03

-.05'

Ever Attended 3 Plays. (But None Last Year)

-.19

-.13

.00

-.02

Ever Attended.3 Symphonies (But None Last Year).

-.04

.03

Empty Nest Life Cycle Stage

-.07

-.07

Spouse.Is Employed

.07

.00

Widow Life Cycle Stage

-.06

-.01

White

.01

-.02

Income Under $7,000

-.05

-.02

Income $7,000-$9,.999

°

Older Children Life Cycle Stage

-.02

-.01

Past* Attendance at Rock Conceits

.12

.13

Income $10,000-$11,999

Listened to 10+ Classical Records Last Year

.14

.17

Past* Visits to Art Galleries, Museums

.22

.24

Female

.01

.03

-.05

-,03

Income $12,000-$14.,999

.03

.00

Income $15,000-$1999

.05.

.03

.16

.19

Income $20,000-$25,000

.02

,03

'Past* Seeing Ballet Live or on Television

.11

.20

Income Over $25,000

.08

.05

Number of Cars Owned

.02

.18

Employed Full Time

.06

.04

Education of Respondent

.19

.16

Employed Part Time

.08

.04

Education of Father

.11

TemPocalIlly UneMployed

.01"

.00

Education Of Mother

.12

.12

Number of Children Over 14

-.07

-.06

Not Employed

Age oi ResPondent

-.12

-.07.

Homemaker

..Past* Attendance at Non-Symphony Classical Music

Interest in Tlieater When Growing Up

.28'

.24

Parent's Interest in Live Theater

.90

.23

Intetest in Classical Music When Growing Up

.23

Retired

-.11

.

-.04
-.03

-.06

-.06

"Past" means within the last twelve months.
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Table 4

Tab.le 3

STEPWISE REGRESSION RESULTS PREDICTING
THE LIKELIHOOD OF SYMPHONY ATTENDANCE*

STEPWISE REGRESSION RESULTS PREDICTING
THE LIKELIHOOD OF THEATRE ATTENDANCE*

Variable
1.

2.

Beta
Weight

Simple Correlation
With Attendance
Likelihood

.181

.28

.163

.32

Interest in Classical
Music When Growing Up

1.

Interest in Theater
When Growing Up
Past Attendance at Theater

4.

.35

:::

Past Attendance at Symphony

2.

.34

\N-,
NN,

3.

Simple Correlation
With Attendance
Likelihood

Beta
Weight

Variable

6

Age of Respondent

-.118

Live in Columbia

-.096

-.12

Past Seeing Ballet Live
_or:on Television

.093

4.

Income $15,000-$19,999

.076

.03

3.
9

-.15

,

.20

Interest in Classical
Music When Growing Up

.23

5.

EdUcation of Father

.076

.14

.096

Education- of Responaent

.090

.19

6.

6.

Listened to..10+ Classical
Records Last Year

.074

.17

7.

Ever Attended 3 Plays

Interest in Theater
When Growing Up

.073

.24

8.

Income $7,000-$9,f.-.99,

;072

.03

9.

Ever Attended 3 Symphonies
(But None Last Year)

.069

.03

-.064

-.13

5.,

(But None Lae,t Year)
8.

9.

10.

11.

-.083.

-.19

Ever Worked for Theater,
Music, Dance Production

.078

.18

Listened to 10+ Classical
Records Last Year

.078

.14

Past Visits to Art
Galleries, Museums

.059

-.22

Income $15,000-$19,999

.057

.04

7.

.

10.
,-

Ever Attended 3 Plays
(But None Last Year)

11.

Parents' Interest in Classical Music

,061

.28

U.

Education of Respondent

.059

.16

13.

Live in Columbia

-.058

-.13

14.

Past Visits to Art Galleries,
Museums

.053

.24

*Using 90 percent confidence level for variable inclusion.

P

*Using 90.percent confidence level for inclusion.

Table 6
Table 5

PROBABILITY THAT RESPONSES OF NON-USERS
AND USERS TO NEW OFFERINGS ARE THE SAME*

EFFECTIVENESS INDICES FOR SELECTED MANIPULATIONS
o.

a

Past
RIA.0.111

_Lifers

SYmPhony
Past
Nou-Dsers

lotal

Past
User.

Theater
Past
Non-Dsers

Offerings

.EYmphony

Theatei

Total

A. Product Variables
A. Product Variables
1.

2.

1. Type of Performance
More Classical Music
More Romantic Music
More Contegporary Music
More Concertos
More Choral Music

Type of,Performance.
More
More
More
More
More

61ansical. Music
Romantic Music
Modern Monte
Concertos
Choral Music.

More
More
More
More
More

Mumical Comedic.
Clasmical Plays.
American Drama
Mgdern Comedies
Original Plays

108
115

56
' 60
33

103
87
52
55
47

105
97
54
57
43

136

162

31

16

107

124

118
45

112 f

,,,

More
More
More
More
More

149
26
115
116
41

.34
.99

.73
.00

Musical Comedies
Classical Plays
American Dramas
Modern Comedies
Original Plays

.82

-.09
.95
.43
.57

quality of Performance
More Pomo.. Performers

160

IH

161

153

172

Quality Of Performance
More Famous Performers

.10

.19

3. Formality of Atmosphere
Dressing More Informally

.02

.12

4. Extent of Learning Opportunities
Short Talk/Discussion

.52

.57

.89

.58

.37
.22
.19
.82
.13

.33
.46

.48

.01

.45
.05

.22
.40

163

:

3.

%23

*Formallty of Atmosphere
Dressing More Informally

65

87

96

62

89

75

Extent of Learning Opportunities
Short c71k/diecuselon

108

114

116

62

68

66

5.

B. Price

Second Ticket One-Delf Off
Telephone/Credit Purchasing

212
82

78

80

165
69

169
64

169
69

116
100

168
83

102
88

117
87

186

173
.

C. Combination Strategies
1/2 Off Day of Performance, Poorer Seat.
Nearer Location. 20 Percent Discount

Ml

116
108

_Qality of'Seating
Series With Good Seats

B. Price

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Individual Ticket Reduction
Second Ticket One-Half Off
Series Ticket at Discount
Telephone/Credit Purchasing
Individual Ticket Increases

.08
.61
.02

C. Combination Strategies

a. Half-0ff Day of Performance, Poorer,Seats
2. Favorite Performance***
Individual Ticket Increase
3. Nearer Location, 20 Percent Discount
**Approximate Number of Cases

(420)

(652)

*Probabilities are likelihood of obtaining,computed Chiosquare,
value when rcsponses to offering are truly independent of past
attendance classification.
.**Actual. ntimber of cases varies by offering:

***Selected from five alternatives indicated above.
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A Behavioral Approach
for Assessing
the Demand for
Cultural and Artistic
Recreational Activities

-

George L Peterson and Alex Anas

:

There. is a.growing need for scientific methods of
assessing demand for cultural and artistic leisure'
time activities. Tpis paper presents.concepts and
me'Olods currently being developed and tested as pari
of a study of Urban recreation demand.1 The study in-fl
artistic and cultural activities as part of a
much broader spectrum of leisure time pursuits.
Our approach to demand assessment is based on an ..
explanation of the individual choice process underlying recreational belitavior, rather than on observaOur.approach
tion of aggregatg patterns of behavior.
hinges on six basic concepts whicg underlie thebehaThean are needs,
vior of individual recreationi.sts.
attitudes, perceptions, market segmentS, andcheice
constraints.
Needs, the basic elements of human motivation, are
manifestations of physiological and psychological'
drives, personality, and psychological deprivation.
Leisure time activities, including cvltural and ar- =
fistic pursuits, are.important instruments to fhe
.satisfaction of needs, and needs strongly influence
which activities an individual will.,thoose.?
Driver has extensively studied the motivations and
need benefit of outdoor recreation activity.3 Based
oi his work ar.d the work by Tinsley and others, we
have identified the following need concepts for,use in
the assessment of recreation demand:
.

1.

Achievement, including skill developmhtand exercise
Enjoyment of nature
Tension release and relaxation
Learning and thinking
Meeting and being with Members of the 4posite sex
Doing things' with the family
Having thrills and excitement
Independence and control
Helping other people
,

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

JO. Directing the activities of other people
'kl. Enhancement of self-worth
12. Avoidance of boredom.
It is expected that these also apply to cultural and
artistic activities, although there may be some additional need concepts that should be added.
We can thus perceive of needs as the most basic
element in demand.. If.ive observe a significant change

in the demand for certain recreational activities,
two fundamental questions ought to be asked: Is this
change in demand caused by a widespread change in
If so, can these new needs by identified and
needs?
measurnd?
The first question is.important because the shift
in demand could result from the increased availability
of the new activity, increased awareness that.it is
available, more Aisure time, changes in participation
costs, and a variety of other circumstantial changes.
Thus, the new levels.of demand could be the way in
which old'and well established needs are satisfied.
The setond question is important if tbe concept of
needs.is to serve a practical purpose in the prediction of demand.
We now know.that an individual's need-state can
be described on several scales, each of which meaSubsequently,
sures the intensity of a single need.
a great deal can be inferred about that.individual's
For example, an mdi.likely rec,r,eation patterns.
a strong need-for.physical exercise cari
viçival
be judged unlikely to satisfy it via movie going and
more likely to satisfy it via dancing or hiking.
'Similarly, an individual with a strong need for nature
enjoyment is unlikely to satisfy that need via attending theatre, but much more likely to do so by engagrng in outdoor photography.
Attitudes are predispositiofts in faver of a particular activity.- Attitudes are formed through actual
.experience, yersonal background or education; or
through tocial norms and pressure§ Which act in a more
Attitudes are also inindirect and subliminal way.
fluenced by the specific needs that an individual is
attempting te satisfy through cultural and artistic
recreation.
Perceptions are a retreationist's view of the
experiential or need-satisfying content of specific
Perceptions can be measured by methods
activities.
which reveal how much Of a certain attribute a specific activdty contains."For-exampLe-,,--asSume-that-"re:---laxation" is an attribute (an experiential property)
A certain
of all cultural and artistic activities.
individual might perceive that an opera provides much
more relaxation than pottery or folk dancing. On the
other hand, if the attribute is l'interaction with
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others," folk dancing might tate higher than both
opera and pottery.
Finally, if the attribute is '
"using one's hands creative4,," pottery tight take the
lead.
In summary, an attribute is the experiential
quality or stimulus provided by an activity. A perception is a measure of the intensity of an attribute
to a particular recreatiohist.
Perceptions play an important role in the formation of attitudes, but, as we observed above, attitudes have many diverse causes of-which perceptions
are only a limited set. In fact, for the recreation.ist who is inexperienced with a giYen activity,.attitudes. and perceptions are almost inseparable. It can
even.be said that the inexperienced base their perceptions on preconceptions (attitudes) which are
:
0
externally influenced.
Participation in a recreational activity tends to change perceptions first,
then attitudes, and ultimately it takes its toll on
demand.. In order to accurately forecast demand, it
is important to first accOrately measure perceptions,
attitudes, and needs.
ReCreationists develop preferences over the spectrum of activities facing them, on the basis of their
perceptions,needS, and attitudes.
A recreationist
will prefer jctivities that he perceives a- better
satisfying his needs. If one actiyity is preferred
over another, the likelihood.that it will be chosen
higher under the influences pf external income,
time budget, and other restrictions.
Our approach relates activity choice to activity
preference, and we perceive choice in probabilistic
terms.
A recreationist could:participate in every
conceivable activity with a probability ranging from
zero to unity.
By properly aggregating these choice
probabilities over a set of individuals,.we can arrive
at a forecast of aggregate demand expressed as the
number of "person hours of theatre attendance" or
"person events of theatre attendance."
Thus, an important step in demand assessment is
the proper quantification and measurement of needs,
attitudes, perceptionst, and prefevences so that
choices can be predicted.
Two more netions are crucial'in behavioral demand
assessment methodology. These ate the notions of
market segmentation and of choice constraints.
Market segmentation is the ptocess of grouping
individual recreationists. The criterion for such
grouping is that the behavioral ptocess of individuals
Tra-0
within the same group be approximately the same.
ditionally, market segments have been established
using demographic ihformation,.so that individuals were
grouped by sex, age, life cycle, ineome, and education
characteristics.
In our behavioralapproach, needs,
attitudes, personality traits, and past recreational
experience might prove more useful segmentation cri'

teria.

Choice constraints refer to physidal, medical, financial, time related, talent related,and any other
personal or social restrictions which ptohibit the
manifestation of needs and preference.; as recreational
choices.
When, because of sdch constraints, demand
for a certain activity does not result inchbice, it
is said that the demand for that activity is jatent or
unennessed. Choice constraints can also be powerful
criteria for market segmentation alongside the above
mentioned criteria.

'

.

.The Demand Assessment Process.
Tlle demand assessment process utilizes a questionnaire to gather several categories of information from
recreationists.5 In this .report, we identify the categories of information to be solicited by such a questionnaire, and show how each category fits into the
framework ef "basic concepts."

It is first necessary tp identify the activities
to be included within the scope of the study.
For
example, if cultural spectator events arc being
studied, it will be crucial to distinguish between
attending theatre and going to a Movie
It mighk be
less important to distinguish among types of movies
or types of plays.
Similarly, playing the'Violin,
the viola, and the trumpet can be conceived as separate activities.
In a study of a different sort,
groupings such as playing a string instrument might
be more appropriate. At another level of inquiry,
playing a musical instrument might suffice.'.
As a rough general rule, avoid the study of two
or more activities which are very close.substitutes,
and represent groups of activities by a feW, pteferably one or two, typical activities, rather than' by
aggregates of activities.
For example, in a study of
the demand for. various instruments, it might be Preferable to choose piano, violin, trumpet, and drums.
rather than broad categories such as wind instruments,
stting,instruments, etc.
The demand for viola, clarinet, and trombone might be better inferred from,
studies of piano, viol,Ln, drums, and trumpet than from
studies of broad aggregateo.
In any study of demand, the problem does arise .
of how many activities to study, and how to aggregate
the aCtivities.
The most preferable approach is to
t,
let the recreationist define his or her activity.
If
a list of activities is deemed necessary to orient and
stiMulate the respondent, it is probab'y better to
choose activities reptesentative of the diversity
that exists in the entire spectrum of activities than
to aggregate those activities into groups.
To directly measure choice, the reSponding recreationist is asked to indicate how ofted he or she
participated in the sample of activities during vatious seasons or time frames.
A major difficulty in the assessment of recreation demand is the fact that activities which appear
quite distinct and diverse may yet closely satisfy
the- needs of given recreationists.
Consciously or
not, recreationists judge each activity via its experiential qualities or attyibutes. Although Perhaps
hundreds of such attributes influence behavior, it is
imperative, in a questionnaire-based study, to keep
their number down to a manageable size. To get maximum measurement of substitutability, attributes should
be selected which are relevant to as many activities
Hopefully, but not necessarily, all acas possible.
tivities will reflect some degree of each experiential
attribute.
The larger the number of activities
covered by each attribute, the stronger is the researcher's ability to analyze substitutability.
Recreationists' ratings of an activity's attributes provide the analyst with a profile of that
uset's perceptions of the activity in question.
In
order to measure these perceptions, the question
ought to be asked as follows:
"Attending theatre gives me a chance to appreciate human interaction." In this example, the acfivity is "attending theatre," the experiential attribute is "appreciating human interaction." The respondent can be asked to respond by indicating the extent
of his agreement with this statement.
In our research,
we have used a five-point scale varying from "Strongly
disagree," to "Disagree," to "Neutral," to "Agree,"
to "Strongly agree."
Attribute ratings reveal the perceived similarity among various activities, and can be the basis
for a behavioral grouping of activities.
Ideally, each need-related attribute concept
shOuld be measu4ed by numerous questionnaire items to
ensure reliability and to avoid semantic ;mbiguity.
However, this would produce an inventory of several
0
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hundred items, which is not practical in a demand as,sesSment questionnaire. Thus, a short pragmati;t inventery is needed. In our .questionnaire, we use 23 items
to estimate a dozen.significant attributes.
To measure recreationists' needs we can reverse
the focus 'of the activity specific attribute statements. The_following is an appropriate way to ask the
"Appreciation of human interaction is imporquestion:
tant in my recreational behavior." Again, the respondent is asked to indicate his degree of agreement or disagreement, which this time measures the
strength of the need "appreciating human interaction." Needs and attributes need not.be based
on the same concept, and needs may be more general
than attributes. It is expedient,. however, to ,conceive orattributes as those stimnli that satiSfy corresponding needs in the context'of an activity. In
this way, it is possible to obtain a measure of how
1..arious experiential attributes in the context of,
several activities reveal the differential satisfaction of the sajee recreationists' needs.
Our preliminary questionnaire tests show that
.each respondent need onlr provide attribute ratings on
r three recreational activities of his choice.
two
Although a larger number of activities is to be pre-.
ferred, it also makes the questionnaire tiring and
difficult to complete. Our pretests also show that a
list of 20 to 25 questionnaire items measures a fairly broad spectrum of about a dozen dimensions of experiential content relevant to a large number of recreMere rigorous or-more detailed
ational activities.
need tests are available, including the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EPI,S), the Personality Research Form (PRF), and, for specialized environmental
"needs," the Environmental Response Inventory (ERI).
Experiential attributes are intended to measure
the content of activities that appeal to primarily
psychologiCaineeds nnd are net chosen to be specific
to recreation sites or situations. A svond set of
attributes measures aspects of activitieg related tq,
sftes.of recreation, to travel, and to the situation
within which-a reereationist engages in a recireational
activity.
qliese attributes are needed. in recognition of the
fact that, although an activity may appeal strongly to
the satisfactLon of certain needs, the available sites
for that activity may-inhibit or limit participation
in the activity.
Trip purpose, time of year, duration and cost of
trip, weather, participation cost, waiting time, -site
quality, antl site congestion'can all be used as situational-attributes.
In our pretests, we hnve solicited most of the
above attributes for the same two or three activities
In doing
for which attribute rafings were obtained.
stp, we have asked respondents to report this informa- ,
'VI:on for their last participation in the relevant
activity.
Correlating recreationists' actOity choices with
their attribute ratings according to various statistical procedures reveals recreationists' preferences
indirectly and provides the analyst with a measure of
It is still desirable to
each attribute's importance.
,directly.measurelideivity preferences by asking recreationists to report a degree Of attractiveness for
In our' pretests,
each of a chosen list of activiti.es.
Together
this is done for 20 diStinct activities.
with a rating of the availability of each of these
.

activities, we can infer the extent to which latent
demand plays an important rolein recreational choice.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper.we have provided a.qualitative
description of the essential concepts and identilication problems that play a role in the behavioral
We
assessment and prediction of recreation demand.
have begun testing these concepts for a wide variety
of activities which include cultdral and artistic
We expect that the same methodology ds
'pursuits_
Plso applicable-to a More in-depth study which
focuses exclusively on cultural and artIstic,activities.

.

-

Our confidence stems from the fact that cultural
and artistic recreation habits are formed in ways
very similar to habits in sport, nature seeking, and
outdoor recreation. The key to a correct assessment
procedure is the accurate measurement of recreationists' needs, attitudes, perceptions, preferences, and
choi.:es Zi'd the proper.identifications of the interactions among these concepts.

Footnotes
This researchois currently in progress under
1
Grant No. APR76-19086, titled "Prediction of Urban
Recreation Demand," from the RANN (Research Applied
to National Needs) Division of the, National Science
Foundation.
It is, bL; eyond our scope to discuss siiecific needs
2
in depth. This area has been the object of much psychological research. To summarize some significant

findings, Tinsley reports 42 reeds that are leisure
The needs whicb differentiate
activity specific.
most strongly among leisure activilies are (I) sex, '
(2) catharsis, (3) independence, (4) understanding,
and (6) affiliation
(5) getting along with othei
(cf. Tinsley, Howard E.A. et- al., "Leisure Activities
and Need Satisfaction," Journal of Leisure Research,'
Vol. 2, No. 9).
,
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B.L. Driver, "Quantifications of Outdoor Rdcreationists' PreferenceS," in Research, Camping and Environmental Education, Penn StateHPER, Sec. 11, University Park, Pa., December 1975, 00165-187.
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gee J. Veulinger and C.S. Rapps, "Leisure Atti4
tudes of an Intellectual Elite," Journal of Leisure
Research 4' (1972):196-207; A. O'Connor, "A Study of
PersonaliFy Needs Involved in the Selection of Specific Leisure Interest GrouTs." University of Southern
Dissertation Abptracts International 31,
California.
11-A (1,971):5865; J.R. Kelly, "Three Leisure Locales;
Exploring Role Stability and Environmental Change,"
in B. Van der Smissen (ed.), Indicators of Change in
the Recreation Environment - A National Research
Symposium. HPER Series No. 6, the Pennsylvania State
University, University Park,, Pa., 1975.
The development of this questionnaire has been
5
described in "A Questionnaire Design and Survey
Strategy for the Assessment df Urban Recreation Demand," research report, Department of Civil Engineering,'Northwestern University.
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Our project examined the nature of broadcasting in
the United States in light of the potentiaT for something called..arts and cultural programming. The
first problem we came up against was the-lack 0 any
clear definition of arts and cultural programming.
More amportant, though, was the need to make. distinctkons between TV and radio broadcasters and
between cOmmercial and non-commercial (or public)
broadcasters.
The radio and TV industries haVe basic structura]. diaerences. There are just under 1,000
television sZations.(over 700 commercial and over
250 public) and over 8,000 radio stations in the
United States. The television industry is doMinated
135, the three commercial networks'which account for
most prime time programming on approximately 600
network affiliates:
six out of seven commercial
stations.
Radio programming is on a station-by7
station basis, and stations tend to program by
formats rather than programs.
Pubdic broadcasting is a parallel, but differeni
set of TV and radio stations that has developed'
because of an earrk faith in the educational power
and mer'kts of the two media. Public broadcasers do
not worry about profits, and they are not seriously
involved in ratings competition, although they
worry about'how many people they reach.
'Although public broadcasting has been our primary client in one way or another over the last five
years, and although we know a great deal about the
details of public TV programming.and audiences,,I do
not want to dwell on the problems of non-commercial
broadcasters, but focus instead on commercial broad-.

.

.

casting.

No matter what statistics you may generate
regarding attendance at.artiStic and cultural events'
or actual participation in artistic endeavors, the
faCt that at eight o'clock tonight thfee-quarters of
the homes in Chicago are turned to television'should
overwhelm iOu with the effect of this medium on our
culture.

Commercial broadcasters respond to program Mferings by creators by contemplating how many people
will watch those offerings.
This reflects the nature*
of the bidustry. The commercial broadcasters are not

'in the business of trying to sell products to their
Rather, broadcaSters are selling yOu
audiences.
(and ali the rest of the audience) .to the adver,
Commercial broadcasters do not reanY care
tisers.
whether or rift you buy the'things that are advertised,
They wan't\to-be,ablOto go to
on their stations.
sponsors 'and sell commercial time; and, the rate akd
.ple
for commercial vime is baSed on the number of
(Actually, rtes for commercial
in the audience.
time are also based on the natn' e of the people in
the audience: younger adult w en are the most
expensive audience'to buy becaus .advtrtisers want
to reach them with messages abou alr sorts of

4

-

ppducts.)
ThUS, profits are directly re ated to the size of
the audience; and in recent years, commercial broadcasters have added a long-range pe spective.to this
relationship. They are aware of the correlation between audience size Tor one program, and =udience size
for other programs on.their channelS. pR the simplest
leVel, there is a great deal of inertia irudiences.
They stay from one program to the next. But there is
also the factor of a station!S ability tb useits
6wn air time to promote other programs and the more
general phenomenon of a station (or network) becoming generally preferred by-a group of viewers.
The enyironment in which a program goes on the air is relevant: the size of the lead-in audience
fromthe previous program, the number and nature'
of people who.normally watch at that time, and
the strength of competing programs all go into
the assessment of response to programs. ofolexample, a program with an above average audience may
still be dropped if it fails to hold enough of the
lead-in from an extremely successful preceding program, while'a below average audience can sometimes
be accepted if it is the result,of provamming on
other stations such as "Roots" and "Gone With the
Wind." Consequentfy, even if you had the money,
commercial networks would not letjou buy time to
It might pull down
put on any program you, wanted.
the ratings for the rest of the schedule,,- Audience
measurement is the heart of the systems used by both
commercial.TV and commercial radio broadcasters to
determine the response .to their programming. And
0
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that brings us to ratings.
There seems to be a bad connotation to the term.
Intellectuals especially seem to dislike the notion
of ratings. One can argue the merits of the ways in
which ratings are used to determine which programs
will survive and which programs will never be aired
again. I suppose that the argument is really about
whether commercial broadcasters should be allowed to
do everything possible to maximize profits. But the
ratings do not make programming decisions any more
than the census causes a certain portion of the population to be at a given income level. You have an
idthastry that is trying to attract an audience to its
broadcasters, and the various rating systems are
nothing more than methods to estimate the size of
Consequently, the important issues are
the audience.
, technical ones: Are the estimates of audience size
obtained by the ratings services valid indicators of
actual viewership?
There are a number of techniques for estimating
the Size and_composition of audiences for television
programs. The 'most important of these estimates are
provided by independent companies which sell their
services to broadcasters. They are:
1)
The national rating service (NTI/NA6
provided by the A. C. Nielsen Company in
almost every week of the year for the three
commercial TV networks.
2)
The ratings for local markets provided
in designated months by both Nielsen and the
Arbitron service of the American Research
Bureau.

The local metered services that Nielsen
provides in the three largest metropolitan
markets in the country, and Arbitron provides to Los.Angeles, with further expansidh
3)

planned.

cr The Nielsen Television Index, or (NTI), service. :
indidates thesize of the national audience for television programs. This gives the,key ratings which
are used by the networks to determine the success or
failure of national programming. .The NTI sample is
based op the U.S. Census Bureau's records. Nielsen
selects roughly 1,200 homes in all parts of the
nationofrom a pre-designated sample drawn .from census
Their staff goes to the designated homes and
tracts.
gets about 75% of them to agree to be part of the
sample; if there is a refusal, Nielsen gets a similar
home in the same neighborhood. An "audimeter" is
attached to every TV set in each home.
This is a
device that autoffiatically,records whether the set is
on and what channel it is tuned to. The meters are
linked by sPecial phone lines directly to Nielsen
Thus, no response is required
,computerS in Florida.
by anyone in the Home% and the meters are as close
to an unobtrusive viewing indicator aglanything yet,
devised.
You may have already noticed that using meters

%does not give any information bout the people who
are watching a Program. They only tel when the set
Nielsen gets.demois on and what channel is on.
graphic data about the homes in the NTI sample:
income, presence of children, age of lady-oflhouse, education of head-of-house, otc. .Metergathered data can be used to give viewing patterns ,
among different kinds of households.
However,
another technique must be used to get information
aboutNthe kinds of people who'are watching.
A National Audience Composition panel is selected
in the same way that the NTI sample is selected.
Homes in this sample are given a response diary for
Respondents are supposed to
each set in the home.

fill in all pr6grams viewed by all household Members.
In addition, a "recordimeter" is attached o each
It Measures the number of hours the set is in
set.
use and produces a signal every half hour of set use
to encourage diary entries Efforts are made to have
total.set-in-use hours in diaries correspond to the
amount registered by recordimeters. The NACJanel
fills in the, diaries on a week-on/week"-off basis, and
about a third a the panel is replaced each year.
The NTI meteied sample is also upgraded for shifting
population patterns, and the sample is completely
replaced over a five year period.
A wide range of data is reported by the NTI/NAC
service. At the simplest level, the NTI meters are
uSed,to estimate the percentage of all U.S.,homes
with TV that Were watching a given network. This is
known as a rating. From this, Nielsen estimates the
number of homes in the audience for a program.
National ratings for non-network programs on PTV and
independent stations are more difficult to obtain
because the meters only indicate the channel that wai
watched; this is of little us& in non-network situations where different channels around the country
are carrying different programs. At the most complex
level, there i$ the NTI/NAC Audience Composition
Report issued at regular intervals. This combines
data'from the meters in the NTI sample and the
diaries provided by the NAC panel. In a middle level
of complexity, the NTI metered data have been used
to generate audience estimates within household
typologies. Ratings can be generated for.income
By
levels, regions of the country and so forth.
connecting the meters with a central computer, one,
can generate instant ratings. The morning after a
program has been on the air, network executives have
the ratings in their offices via teletype terminal.
Both Nielsen and Arbitron provide ratings for
loch television stations by "markets." ,The Nielsen
service is known as the Nielsen Station Index (or
Its reports are called Viewers in Profile
NSI):.
Arbitron provides Television
(or VIP) bOokS.
Market Reports known as the Arbitron books. The two
services are basically quite similar:
Both services divide the United States into.
approximately:200 television markets. These are nonoverlapping and cover all counties'in the gontiguous'
Sampling is based on counties, and.
48 states.
weighting procedures give apprOximate proportions to
The key to the
the respondents in specific counties.
local 'market audience reports is the diary that is
placed In eath home in the NSI Or Arbitron sample.
The key to die survey method is.the placement of
these diaries. Both rating services use telephone
solicitation. to hel place diaries; thus, the sample
drawn,from among hpmes with telephone numbers.
(The'actual procedure is quite complex and NSI has
recently introduced a méthOd for reaching non-published numbers.) Phone calls are made tb prospective sample homes to enlist cooperation:, (Arbitron
precedes the phone call'with a letter..)..The calls
.

also help determine the number ofplevision sets in
th&home. The diaries are sent.(one for each set).
along with.a small cash incentive. The final stage
of the survey procedure is in the hands of the diary
recipients. They must"complete and return the
diaries. A spot check we have conducted indicates
that the response rate varies from 4896:to 60% of
The typical rate
initially designated sample homes..
Both rating services
is in ihe middle of this range.
seem to get'similar'rates in the same market.
You may be wondering what the diaries are like.
tThey are small booklets that have pages covering a
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seven-day period.
Days are divided into fifteenminute periods, and respondents are asked to indicate
whether the set was on or off. If it was on, they
are asked for the channel, the program, and the members of the household who were watching. All the
information can be indicated 4ith simple marks on the
diary form.
The diaries are se/f-mailers, so at the
end of the survey week respondents seal the booklets
and drop them in a mailbox.
The local market reports of'both rating services
'cover a number of four-week "sweep" periods each
year.
Over each sweep, local ratings for most urban
markets reflect responses from 800 to 1,300 diaries.
Over the course of a year, we estimate that the two
rating services collect data from as many .as 1.4
million households.
(Given response rates, this
means that initial contacts reach over two and a half
million homes per year.)
While the sample size for
a single week in a small market may be relatively
small, data aggregated over four weeks or several
markets or several sweep periods tend to provide
stable, teliable estimates of audience size and composition.
Since the NSI and Arbitron local rating systems
are diary based, they give the same kinds of information as the.NAC panels. The local rating books
givelratings for all programs on the air in a market:
network, independent, or public. They also give the'
demographic composition of the audience by age and
sex of viewers.
In recent years, both rating services have established local metered markets.
They install meters
in a sample of homes, and thus they get almost instant
ratings from the computer for every day of the'year.
Remember, though, that in most markets ratings are
.only obtained in the sweep periods.
This is yhy syndicated programs such as the Nixon/Frost interviews
only have ratings given for major cities where there
are local meters. The NTI natiqpal system cannpt
easily deal'with non-network audience patterns; NSI
and Arbitron local reports take weeks to produce,
and only local metered service can give next-day
'audience estimates for local programs.
Radio audience ratings are obtained by a siMilar.
diary-based system provided by Arbitron. There are
two major radio sweeps per year, OFtoher/November and
April/May, during which Arbitron surveys 163 different markets.
Oreplacement calls are made, and
Arbitron then sends diaries to every household member
,

.
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over twelve.
There is also a mid-survey followup calk. to make sure the diaries are being kept.
Notice that radio diaries are based on listening by
each individual, while television diaries represent
all the viewers watching a particular TV set.
That is
how the radio surveys attempt to get information about
the use of car radios and portable radios. The emphasis in.radio reports tends to be the total reach of
a station over a block of time rather than the size
of the audience at a given moment.
In the end, the result of each of these surveys
is an estimate of audience size; and there are many
different statistics that are used to describe the
nature of audiences.
katings refer to the percentage
of all homes that chose to watch a program, shares
refer to the percentage of homes with a set on that
is tuned to a given channel, cumulative audience
refers to the homes that tune in at least once among
a group of programs or in a specified time period,
and various measures are applied to indicate the kinds
of people who are in the audience.
Commercial broadcasters take all of these data
and use-them to assess the response to iheir programs.
Over the years they have learned the relationships
between the ratings and demographics for one program,
and audience characteristics of other programs or an
entire schedule.
The so-called ratings game is
played for large amounts of money among commercial
broadcasters.
The rules of the game are relatively
simple:
adjust your program schedule in any we you
can so that the audience measurement services
cate you have as large an audience as possible.
Ratings don't make things better or worse.
They
simply indicate how many people have voluntarily
chosen to explose themselves to television.
Interestingly enough, an'analysis of viewership reveals
that upper income and upper educated groups have
increased their television viewing much more rapidly
in recent years than the other segments of society.
Perhaps more interesting, and more disturbing for
policy, is the,fact that all studies indicate that
viewing levels are.almost as high when there are not
alternatives.
That is, even if there were only one
channel in Chicago, a vast majority of homes would
still be watching whatever was on. The minute you
introduce the medium, the public overwhelmingly
chooses it,
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Workshop:
Estimating

consumer demand

Moderated by Herbert B. Cahan, Secretary, Maryland
State Department of Economic and Community Development, this workshop examined different techniques for
studying consumer demand discussed in the morning
Workshop panelists included: Richafd I.
papers.
Orend, Alan R. Andreasen, Russell W. Belk, George L.
Peterson, and Natan Katzman. Participants were particularly concerned with how suryey research techniques could assist the producers of art (art institutions, et) with the questions or problems they
haVe in the area of consumer demand. The chief concern expressed at the workshop by arts administrators
was how to increase demand or attendance at arts
,performances.

Two general approaches to this problem were put
First, survey techniques could be used to.
identify'regular attenders, occasional attenders, and
non-attenders at arts.performances. Additional surveying of the occasional or marginal attenders could
yield information about factors that might induce them
to attend.. For example, in the study conducted by.
Andreasen and.Belk, it was found that marginal attenders would respond tb certain price and product changes.
Two concerns were raised in the workshop discussion with regard to' changing the product to increase
First, concern was expressed that the
attendance.
"artistic mission" may be impaired jf the performance
Second, regular attenders
is altered substautially.
A
or patrons may not care for the changed product.
decline in their attendance could offset gains from
new audience.
The second approach to increasing demand proposed
forth.

by a workshop participant involved increased adver-,
This approach assumes that increased awaretising.
ness leads to trial, which then leads to adoption.
Thus, increased awareness, through increased advertising directed at groups of people who are not
already regular attenders, leads to larger audiences.
Once the new audience has been induced to attend, one
can then experiment with techniques that might
encourage them to return.
General trends in attendance at arts functions
were alsodiscussed. Much debate centered on whether
there has been an "arts boom" in terms of attendance
The Consensus
at arts functions in recent years.
reached was that the participation in arts events has
risen in terms of absolute members. However, it was
not .clear whether this was attributable.to more
regular attendance by the same arts patrons or new
attenders. This suggested the need for more detailed
information on attenders.
Also discussed were current trends which might
,affect future attendance at arts events'. Several
factors which are likely to increase attendance in
the future are (1) increasing level of education
among young adults; (2) rise in.the number of dualincome families; and (3) decline in birth rates.
The increased income of families coupled with having
fewer children will provide more money and time for
However, it was also noted that
leisure activities.
producers of alternative forms of recreation or
entertainment aside from the arts would increase
their efforts to compete with the arts for the
recreational "dollar."
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Audience Studies
David Cwi

Among arts councils and planning agencies there is an
increasing awareness of the need for policy relevant
data of the sort available from surveys of arts audiences and more general populations of interest. This
paper will review data collected as part of recent
policy oriented research donducted by the Center for
Metropolitan Planning and Research of The Johns
HopkinS University. A basic data base on the current
audience_for the arts will be reviewed with exaMples
given of the impact of particular policy consideratiohs on additional data requirements and overall
research design.'
In the last three years the Metro Center has con-,
ducted 6,4o sets of audience surveys. One project was.
conducted jointly with the Regional Planning Council,
the Baltimore area's council of governments agency.
This project sought to develop and evaluate metropolitan-wide private and public sector approaches toward
,
arts policy development and funding and examined 14
representative arts institutions on a number of audience, finance, program and management dimensions.2
Last year the Metro Center conducted further audience
surveys at eight of these institutions:as part of a
case study designed to pilot aR arts economic impact
Model.3
When we began our Baltimore research it was
assumed that little was known with confidence about
the current audience for the, Laltimore area's culResearch was conducted in order to
tural resources.
resolve uncertainty and provide a basic policy relevant data set.. It was thought particularly'important
to (1) develop a basic profile of the current audience for selected local arts institutions and (2)
assess local institutional impact, e.g., spending by
The survey instrument'
resident and tourist.audiences.
was designed to (3) allow institutions an&their
audiences to be cOmpared,ond contrasted using measul-es,,
of cOmmunity useand suppbrt'felt to be pOlicy rele; '
, vant abd (4) questions were,inCluded of inherent
interegt to 'participaing institutions and organizaj
.

.

.

tions,
Local planner's. may be surprised by the wealth of

information that can be gathered using self-administered questionnaires completed during intermission,
before the :;tart of a performance, or while visiting

a museum or.other cultural facility. Audiences in
Baltimore were asked to report the political jurisdiction in which they lived--the metropolitan nrea
consists of Baltimore City and five surrounding
counties--their zip code, age, family income, occupation, education, the size of.their party, and spending
by the.party in addition to 'admission chorges.4
Tourists: were asked whether their intention to attend
the.examined institutibri ivas their principal reason
In addition, local audiences
for'being in Baltimore.
were asked to report the frequency of their attendance
not only at the,institution .at which they completed
the questionnaire, but at all the other institutions
in the Study, as well as Whether they were subscribers
or members, and hoi4 much they contributed. Data was
also gathered on respondent sex and race.
Specific policy purposes of the sort that will be
examined llelow may require planners to gather additional information, not only .about arts audiences
but more general populations. But data of the sort
idehtified above can be used bOth to compare and contrast cultural institutions and to answer basic Questions about their current aud;onces.
'For example, the data can help to identify the
total number of individuals served by an institution
by adjusting total reported attendance by respondents'
reports of how frequently they attend.. Service maps
can be Created for each institution based on the
reported residence of users. More generally, planners
as well as institutional managers could .use the data
base to answer a variety of interesting-questions.
Is there a core group o,f individuals who frequently use community institutions-or,is tile audience for
the visual and performing arts highly balkanized
among institutions? Are there natural audience groupings; ,for exampie, are mtleum audionces More likely
to 4soattencl. the, theater rather than. thelsymphony?
With respect tO.the performing arts are there interesting difterences hetween-sin'gle ticket'buy'es and
SUbscrib'ers? 'For all imItitutions, how do contlibutors and frequent users differ from non-contributors
and infrequent users? What arc the charactdristics'
most highly correlated with being a contributor and
attending 'frequently? Do contributors to one art form
.
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also give te others? and do they give the same amount?
If local planners know the number of contributors reported by each institution, audience data may allow an
estimate of the total number of local individual conInstitutions can be ranked
tributors to the. arts.
acdording to their effectiveness at raising funds from
among the audience,.frequent-aitenders, individuals
of means, and so forth.
Institutional managers would find this information useful in developing marketing and program
strategies. Decision makers may find data on.service
and effectiveness in marshalling -Community support
to be usefUl in evaluating requests for subsidy, in
developing new programs; ana for various policy specific purposes, e.g., verifying that public expenditures on artistic and cultural activities have important community externalities.
In recent years arts advocates have been especially interested in assessing the economic effects of
arts and cultural institutions in the belief that
this information was particularly influential in-the
public appropriations process. Audience surveys can
be used to identify spending by audiences, one important dimension of an institution's economic impact.
It should be noted that all the externalities cited in
justifying public support can to some degree be 'examined utilizing information available from surveys of
arts audiences or a more general population of interest.
Other externalities typically cited include the role
of artistic activities in the development of local
identity, pride, and international prestige; the contribution of the arts to the education of children and
adults; the broader influence of artistic and cultural
amenities on the location decisions of individuals
and businesses; the interdependence of art forms so
that f'we enjoy one,art form'we benefit from support
to other art forms; and the desirability of securing
today's cmItural heritage for future generations.
Nationally, data on these externalities is sparse.
This may be a blessing in disguise inasmuch as were
it to be available, it might be improperly used in
public policy decisions.5
As communities develop specific goals and objectives, they will come to evaluate both the adequacy
of the basic data set of their choice and the frequency with which it is felt necessary to collect
Community goals and objectives are particudata.
larly important as the background against which
research findings tan be interpreted as "gbod" or
"important" or "bad" and "undesirable."
For example, a recent resolution by the United
States 'Conference of Mayors tails for local government
to "help make the arts available to all their citizens"
despite "the barriers" of "circumstance, income,
background, remoteness, or race."6 Let us suppose
that an audience survey determined that certain types
of individuals,were not present in the audiences of
the examined institution to the same extent they were
Further, suppose'
present.in the general population.
a cpmmunity interprets "making the arts available to
all" not in terMs of. new aCtivities.geared toward
under-represented groups, e,g., special programs on
television or in schools and'other settingS,.but in
terms of-attendance at Museums anelive.performing
Suppose
arts events at their traditional sites.
also, that the.community has developed policies.to
accOmplish thiS. The implementation on a recurring
basis Of the sort of survey noted would serve to
monitor the effectiveness of these policies by
identifying increases:in attendence over time by a
population of interest. This suggests that with the
development of specific policy objectives there will
evolve a need for information associated°with the
tasks of program development and evaluation; and
'

'

this may require the implementation of recurring
surveys.

Any discussion of data needs related to the
evaluation of program effectiveness or quality must
address the interplay between data on institutions,
for example, their finances and levels of service,
If we were discusand data on user satisfaction.
sing library service, we might acknowledge that
the best indicators of quality service would not
be the money spent and the number of books that were
bought and borrowed, but citizen satisfaction. Are
books available when desired? Are the needs of
specific groups, e.g., the young and the aged; adequately met?
In the case. of the arts, data on institutions
might be augmented by studies of audience satisfaction with present services and reactioni to proWhile satisfaction with.current
posed alternatives.
services would be indicated indirectly by increases
in the absolute number of season subscribers, the.
percentage who resubscribe, the percentage who
become contributors, and so forth, audiences could
be asked directly to identify their likes and dislikes on a variety of issues. In this regard it is
important to note that measures of respondent preferences' for services may have,limited use to the
decision-maker if views are based on little or,
incorrect'information.
At'some point, the policy maker may not only
want to monitor the quality of service and the
effect of various policy initiatives, but also predict what would happen if other policies were'adopOr, he may want to understand why a policy
ted.
intitiative failed; for example, why do under-represented segments of the community fail to respond
to opportunities to attend certain live performing
arts, or why haven't contributions increased? To
some extent this may require an evaluation of the
marketing of the service; i.e., people sometimes fail
to act because they were not approached in an effecIt may require'an examination of the
tive manner.
general environment; e.g., you cannot attend an
event if you lack transportation.. It also may require the development of models that incorporate the
key variables associated with becoming an arts
attender and becoming a contributor. The eventual
models will be developed on the basis of multidimensional longitudinal and cross sectional studies
not only of art users but of the general population of non-attenders. With the advent of such
models, local and national policy makers will be in
a position to evaluate the extent to which they can
shape community use of artistic and cultural opportunities and estimate the cost of alternative programs.
But the beginning of the public policy process is
An examinoften the idbntification of community needs.
ation of audience satisfaction and desires together with
surveys. Ur the perceptions and desires of the general
"population can be cOnducted as part of4the community
needs assessment'process.
In this regard,,it is important not to suppose
that'because a demand has been identified, one has
At the risk of falling.
also identifed,a public need.
into a seMantic thicket, consider the following exam'pie. We might discover that there is a segment of
the population that could be induced to use a drivein movie were one to be built. And we might know that
the cost of providing this service could not ke
°covered solely.by'box office revenues, at least not
without pricing large segments of the population out
of the market. Evidence 'of demand for, and even use
of, such a facility would not tell us how government
ought to respond with respect to subsidizing proviAn assessment would.have to be
sion of the service.
.

,

,
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made that government involvement in the provision of
the service was in the public interest, perhaps on
either or both the externality grounds noted earlier,
or because the service was a "merit good."
.Many_individuals believethat thoatts 4re merit
goods, i.e,, goods whose production and consumption
should be encouraged.by public subsidy simply because
they are meritorious, irrespective of the public exAdvocates for
ternalities prompted by such support.
the arts,nre aware of this and also aware that questions of public needs are ultimately settled in the
political arena rather than by the research process.
Consequently, arts advocates have sought.to use data
on pubiic perceptions to advocate certain goals as
In this'connection,
being in the public interest.
they are often content to stay at the level of
"X percent of Americans think that art is important"
as a characterization of public perceptions to which
the corresponding goal is expressed as "No American
should be deprived of the arts." Such goal statements
have limited usefulness in individual policy and proa
They Sre analogous to, "America i
gram decisions.
nice .country" and "no foreigner should be depriv, d,of
be
a visit." In fact, the statements about art m
At least.we know what is meant by Amer ca.
worse.
When people say that arts are important, what o they
mean by art? and in what respect is it import nt?
and for whom? and how often? and at what cos ' and
where? Are certain activities more important t an
others? If you couldn't have both, would you pr er
a fully professional symphony or two ballet compani
and a museum? Almost anything you could propose would
help ensure that some American, somewhere, some way,
sometime, got cxposure to something that someone
called art, thereby helping to ensure he wouldntt be
deprived of it.
To the extent that public opinion is important,
and subject to caveats noted earlier: it might be helpful to identify the relative importance assignedtby
the public to "the arts" or particular forms and
activities as compared to other public prOgrams and
This might be especially helpful When defunctikons.
cisions have to be made regarding the allocation of
iimited public dollars among various competing interests both within the arts community and between "the
Multi-dimensional
arts" and other public functions.
studies would be required should local or national

policy makerS think it important to soit out local
preferences in a way intended to assist decisions regarding specific goals and objectives.
In closing, I want to emphasize that researchers
have to be careful when they go beyond reporting
findings and attempt to interpret the policy implications. Researchers may be on safe ground when they
are content to identify the sorts of'questions which
But researchers may
can be addressed by their data.
sometimes not be aware of the responsibility they
assume when they go beyond elucidating their findings
and make recommendations regatding goals and priorAt that point, they become advocates for a
ities.
particular point of view. Whether they want to or
not, they've entered the political arena which determines the alternative demands and goals that will be
treated as national, state, and local needs.

Footnotes

Special thanks to Stephen 03ttfredson for his
1
usual hejpful comments.
.

In Search of a Regional Policy for the Arts:
2
Phase I and II, The Johns Hopkins University,
Center for Metropolitan Planning and Research, 1975
and 1976.
Economic impacts of Arts' and Cultural
3
Institutions: A Model for Assessment and Case Study
in Baltimore, Research Division Report #6, The
National Endowment for the Arts, 1978.

Various problems inherent in the identification
4
of audience spending are discussed in an appendix to
Economic Impacts of Arts and Cuatural Institutions,

For, a discdssion of the possible misuse of
5
economic impact data, see Economic Impacts of Arts
and Cultural Institutions, p. 29, op.cit.
6

Adopted in 1974.
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of the Content,
Quality and Use
of Audience Studies
Michael Useem and Paul Di Maggio

'

The purpose of our research was twofold: to summarize
information on the composition of the American public
for museums and the live performing arts, and to
assess the technical quality and the utility of
Information was gathered
studies of arts audiences.
from three major sources. First, a collection of
materials from 270 studies of museum visitors and performing arts audiences was compiled from an intensive
search of libraries, indexes, and bibliographies;
and from over 600 responses to an inquiry mailed to
more than 1,200 museums, performing arts institutions,
arts councils, and other organizations involved in the
Second, directors of 110 recent audience
arts.
studies, reports of which were received by January 1,
1977, were mailed an extensive survey. The survey
forms, returned by 86 study directors, obtained information on study-director background, characteristics of the organization conducting the study,
information about the relationship between the conducting and subject organizations, research methodolOgy, and managerial applications of research results.
Finally, intensive structured interviews were conducted with.directors and users of twenty-five
audience studies, selected on the basis of recency,
region, and representativeness of the range of institutions studied and type of research undertaken.
These interviews yie;ded data on research applications,
the purposes for which studies were undertaken, the
manner inuwhich research findings entered the 'decisionmaking procesS, and factors facilitating and impeding4
the use of research in management and policy making.
The Character of Arts Audiences'
The studies.from which rindings were drawn included
,
data On visitOrs to art, history, science, and other'
'museums; arid audiences for fheater, classical mqic,
opera, ballet,'and dance.
Institutioris whose audiences
were surveyed ranged widely in sizel function, and
gonetheless, theyty no means represent a
location.
stratified sample of American museums and live perform-,
In particular, abdiences for
ing arts organizations.
ethnic music, jazz, and other popular art forms were
not included.
Because different studies asked different questions
and used divergent schemes for categorizing responses,
comparabflity was established for categorical variables (gender, educational attainment, occupation, snd
race) by tabulating percentages of respondents in those
categories used in the greatest number of studies.

For continuous variables (age and income), comparability was establish,d by calculating median figures 'for
Our findings about the compeach audience studied.
osition of the, audiences for which reports were available are as follows:.
While the percentage of men and women in the

,

,

audience surveyed varied widely by art form, overall medians did not differ greatly from the population at large. The median male percentage was
46 percent for museums and 43 percent for the performing arts (compared to 49 percent for the popAmong the different art
ulation as a whole).
forms, audiences for ballet and dance were t4e most
heavily female (60 percent) and visitors to science
,and history museums were the most preponderantly
male (53 percent).
The median age for performing-arts audAge.
iences was thirty-five, and for museums it was thirtyone. The median age for the United States' population as' 1 whole is twenty-eight; for Americans
aged sixteen or older, it is forty. Among the art
forms, ballet and theater audiences were youngest,
and opera and symphony audiences oldest.
Children
.were well represented among science and history museum
,yisitors, but largely absent from other audiences.
Educational attainment
Educstional attainMent,
appears to be the individual characteiistic most
closely related to attendance at museums anelive
performing arts events.- Although .audiences varied
considerably, median educational, ttainment was in
most cases very high relative :to ttie population at.
large. The median percentage with graduate 'training
was 30; wi,th a four-year college degree, 54 percent
(as.opposedto 14 percent of American adulp.); with
ro schobling beyond high school, 22 percent, (U.S.
adults, 74 percent)i and mithout a high-school
diploma only 5 percent (compared to 38 percent -of ail
Median education..was higher tor
adult Americans).
performing-arts audiences than for musuum visitors,
higher for ballet and dance than for theater, and
higher for art museums than for science and history
museums.
Occupation. The most notable findings were the
high median percentages of professionals in the
audiences surveyedrelative to their share of the
employed civilian work force, and the rarityof bluecollar workers among attenders surteyed in art
Professionals conmuseums and the performing arts.
Stituted 56 percent of employed persons in the average
.
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audience, but only 15 percent of the employed civilVisitors to museums other than art
ian work force.
museums Were less likely to bo professionals than any
other audience group. Blue-collar workers constituted
4 percent of employed persons in the median audience,
as opposed to.34 percent of the employed civilian
work force. Blue-collar workers were found in.museums
other than art museums in substantially greater numbers than in audiences for-the performing arts or
amOng visitors to art museums. Students were present
in all audience groups in disproportionately high
numbers; managers participated in audiences in proportions greater than their share of the population;
and clerical/sales workers, homemakers, and the retired and unemployed were slightly underrepresented
relative to their share of the population.
Income.
Median incomes were adjusted for inflation to constant mid-1976 dollars. The median income
for performing-artS audiences was approximately
$19,000, or about $4,000 more than the United States
average.
Median incomes ranged greatly from audiende
to audience, although almost all were above the
national average. Median incomes were somewhat
higher for opera, and lower Eor university and outdo* theatrical productions. Median incomes for
museums were about $17,000, with visftor incomeS for
science and history museums conSiderably lower than
for art museums.
Race and ethnicitI. The paucity of information
collected.on race and ethnidity and the absence of'
studies of audiences for predominantly ethnic events
makes generalization hazardous.
Minorities Participated in the relatively few audiences for which data .
were available at rates consistently, lower than their
share of releVant metropolitan populations. Their
relatively low representation in these audiences may
be due in part to the-faCt that minority group members; on the'average, are younger, have less education
and lower incomes, and work in less prestigious occu' pations than white Americans.
An analysis of trends in audience composition
failed to find significant changes over time.
It is
Ro5Sible that change has occurred but was indiscernable because of the relatively few pre-1970 studies
available and because of extensive variation among
study procedures.
Am analysis of frequent and infrequent attenders
found that frequent aetenders reported themselves to
,be better educated and of higher income than less
frequent attenders, but similar'in gender and age%
With the exception of intensive theater-goers, heavy
attepders in one live performing art .form participate Y
.intensively in others as well.
An examination of econo#c impact studies indi7
cated that, while definitive methodologies havenoi
yet been deelOpedc the amounts spent on incidentals
by performing arts attenders vary grehtly, but appear
to hive sut;stantial.aggregate effects.
Finally, a review of atzitude studies 'indicated
widespread publA'support'for the general principal'
of government.aid to the arts; but With support'for
subventions to specific kinds of.arts institutions
varying considerably.

The Study of Arts Audiences
Study reports and data from the ques'ionnaires
returned by study directors were used to,rate the technical quality of each of eighty-six studies. Multipleregression analysis was used to determine the effects
on.quality of relevant study characteristics (level
of funding, investigator's profession, type of
organization conducting the research, prior research
experience, and whether the study was in-house or done
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by an outsider). When the impact of each factor was
assessed with all.others held constant, level of
funding proved of greatest importance, with inves-tigator profession also significantly related to
quality.
In general, more expensive studies were of
higher technical quality, as were those directed by
social scientists, other professional researchers,
and marketing specialists, as opposed to arts manaTogether these variables explained more than
gers.
63 percent of the total variation in quality among
the studies assessed. Scales rating each studO
utility were then developed from directors' .reports.
Analysis showed no relationship between the technical
quality of studies and their usefulness to managers
and policy makers. The only factor with any signifiz
cant impact was an interaction between two variables:
experienced in-hopse researchers produced more useful
research than outsiders or inexperienced in-house investigators. Nonetheless, in contrast to the 63
percent of the variation explained in technical quality, lass than 10 percent-of study utility was predictable from the variables assessed.
We drew on forty-two interviews of users and
directors of twenty-five audience studies to explain
the impact of organizational factors on research
usefulness and, in particular, to understand the surprising lack of relationship between study quality
In contrast to the conventional viewand utility.
point on applied research, which suggests that institutions undertake research to obtain information needed to
make specific managerial decisions, it was found that
audience studies were undertaken for broadly political reasons, because an opportunity for relatively
cost-free research presented itself, or because of
diffuse and general concern about one or more areas
of management. Also in contrast to the conventional
viewpoint, research was found to enter into decision
making in ways that were marginal and indirect.
Study findings were marginal in that they were used
against a complex background of previously acquired
knowledge and beliefs; decisions involved not only
rational data-based calculations, but also choices
among competing values-and priorities; and research
was often relevant to marginal problems% The input
of research was indirect and difficult for interviewees to assess precisely'because study findings
were less often used to solve problems than to catalyze action into a broad managerial area, to symbolize
commitments to particUlar priorities or concerns, or
to identify problems as they arose.
Nonetheless, once completed, audience studies were
For the
found to be highly.usekul to managers.
twenty-five studies assessed, seventy-seven applications or outcomes were mentioned, of Which twothirds were primarily instrumental and one-third
principally related to internal Politics (e.g.,
legitimating managers' decisions) or external:P(51itibs (A., lobbying or fund-r'aisfng). 'The greatest
number of applications (29 percent) were for physical
planning, *followed by internal politics"(22 percent),'
marketing (20 percent), re5earch (12 percent) , external politics (12 percent), and prOgrath.or exhibitcontent planning (6 percent),
In general, audience studies had powerful effects
when their findings confirmed the suspicions of arts
managers; when an influential person within the institution actively sought implementation; when the
authority of outside researchers lent legitimacy to
their feelings; and when researchers were involved on
a sustained basis in staff deliberations. Studies
failed tonnake an impact when there was high staff
turnover; when influential individuals were hostile
or indifferent to the research; when organizations
lacked the resources to use the findings; and when
,
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study reports were confusing or percei'ved as trivial
or inconclusive.
Little concern was evinced for research technical
quality. While the lack of connection between tech-0.
nical quality and u-tility to some extent reflects a
lack of training and experience in research methodology, the willingness of *arts managers to use the
findings of research that does not meet conventional
technical standards is in large part a rational
response to three aspects of the environment in which
First, most arts organarts organizations function.
izations have too little time, money, or experience

.rdies

to undertake or sponsor high-quality research;
second, most arts organizations have virtually no
systematic irformation about the composition, attitudes, or habits of their audiences, so that any
increment in knowledge can be valuabke; finally, lack
of concern with technical'qualitY reflects wrecognition of the . way in which reSearch findings enter
into the decision process: as marginal, indirect,
reinforcing, suggestive, expressive, or symbolic
inputs that depend littje on the precise technical
methods employed.

0
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Workshop Tut tidal:
Improving
Audience Studies

Moderated by Hugh Southern, Executiye Director,
Theatre Development Fund, New York, this workshop
was devoted to basiC issues underlying the design .
and implementation of audience studies and the ahalysis of resulting data. Panelists were Michael
Useem, Paul DiMaggio, and David Cwi.
The workshop began with presentations by the
panelist's regarding practical issues in the design,
staffing, implementation, and analysis of audience surveys.
While the workshop was intended as a tutorial -for
conferees with little cr no experience ih conducting
audience surveys, it quickly became apparent that the
majority of those attending were Associated with a.ts
institutionS and had previous experience in conducting audience studies. Conferees showed some
interest in improving their technical understaffding

1

,1

.

of audience studies, but they were especially interested in comparing experiences with others in the
workshop.
While participants indicated that audience
studies are becoming a standard practice, many seemed
Amsure as to whqher the information gathered,was
.worth the effort, time, and other resources expended.
These individuals had attended the workshop in the hope
that case studies would be presented to identify techniques and inforMation from the standpoint of the
various organizational purposes for which it was
valuable.
In particular, participants were concerned
with the role of audience studies in the development,
of the institution's marketing.plan, conO.dered as
the plan by which the institution cOuld increase it
visibility in the community, its level of contributions income, and its ticket sales.

Dinner Program: Research and Public Policy
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Dinner Program:
Research
and public policy

The conference brought together researchers, arts
administrators, working artists and public officials-an eclectic and exciting mix of resources and points
of view.
By the close of the second working day,
conferees had ;:ome to know one another personally and
had begun the critical discussion and exchange of information central to the success of any conference.
The dinner event enhanced this natural conference process, while the dinner itself was exciting and elegantly executed in the magnificently restored banquet
hall of the former Belvedere Hotel. Introduced by
Francis D. Murnaghan, Jr., President of the Board of
Trustees, the Walters Art" Gallery, each of the dinner

Congressman Long's informal remarks focused on
the broader goals of programs of public support for
the arts.
He noted at the outset that the arts-whether the development of new art forms and activities or the preservation of the oldHave always
been sulisidized.
In particular,_artists themselves
have implicitly subsidized the arts by accepting a '
lower standard of living as compensation for their
commitment and contribution.
Congressman Long did not believe that artistic
development cbuld be left to\aally to the market
If artists were force to respond_to the
place.
market place, their activities would reflect the hard
realities of market econdmics which dictate that
"competition meets in,the middle," i.e, directs"
itself toward the largest share of the market. Consequently, artistic production would tend to be
conservative.. Subsidy was needed if only to assure
innovation.
At the same time, the Congressman cautioned that
there was a natural tendency for'public subsidy to
go to those with power and "know how"--organizations
that are already famous with an established private
sector constituency and adequate resources-rather than to organizations and areas in real

.

program speakers addressed'one aspect of the ro l..! of

research in the development of public policy.

Information and Politics
The Honorable William Donald Schaefer, Mayor, City of Baltimore

The dinner program began with welcoming remarks by
The Honorable William Donald Schaefer, Mayor, The City
of Baltimore. .Mayor Schaefer called attention to the
wealth of cultural resources located in the.city, and
noted that they had evolved historically due to the
efforts and philanthropy of a few individuals..
In
turn, the Baltimore City has responded so that today
it is among the leading cities nationally in local
governmental support for artistic and cultural activ.ities.
Mayor Schaefer emphasized that the city's
award winning and nationally recognized urban renewal
efforts required an equal.emphasis on assuring the
amenities needed by a truly alive and cultured city.
However, he also emphasized that in the conflict of
priorities and public needs, it would be increasingly
difficult to increaSe public funding of the arts
unless the supporters of these activitieg came forward to argue the case for public support. Certainly,
the availability of accurdte information on the neids.,
'and'impact of fhese activities Was important, but
from the Lew of. publie.officials,it'pepded io be
ccimplemented by.evidence of public support for arts
appropriations.

Infonnation and PolicyGoals
The Honorable Clarence D. Long, U.S. House of Representatives

Mayor Schaefer was followed by Congressman
Clarence Long, member of the House Interior ApOropriations Sub-Committee, which reviews the Arts.Endowment
budget. He is from the 2nd Congressional Distiict,
Maryland.

need.

In this connection, the Congressman suggested
that the Endowment had ;A to forfiulate its goals,
but was putting out dollars "in all directiOns." In
particular, he saw the need to identify whether.the
basic philosophy of the Endowment-Was to help the
best get better or to "raise the whole 'average" by
helping those currently below average. Congresgman Long,eMphasized that, since we cannot. predict
"who will be.great," public policy.should.not
set qualification standards geared to protecting
against failure and, 'consequently, cut'Off from
.

support individuals:-and orggnizations.that might;,,
.1:ater come topake Substantial contributiOnS.,

,

'Believing that "Art is the most enduring element"
of a ciyilization,..the Congressman expressed the-,need
for the continued development of the'National
Endowment-and the utilization of research findings in
the development and evaluation of agency.programs.

The Policy Makers' Need for Research Infonnation
Uvingston L. Biddle,Jr., Chairman, The National Endowment for the Arts

Jr.,

The formal remarks of Livingston L. Biddle,
newly appointed Chairman, The National Endciwment for the
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significant impact'on the lives Of artists,
through policies in Areas such as taxation,
unemployment, jobs, and health and welfare
benefits. The more information that is avail- °
able, the more the Endowment can work with
other agencies in-areas that affect the arts.
Good hard information in the arts is important, then, to Congress, the Arts Endowment,
and other federal, state and local agencies.
But there are also many other current and.future constituencies to be assisted froM
established arts organizations to newly develBecause these demands,will
oping groups.
continue to grow, I think we need to broaden
the base for support of arts research in order
to involve other agencies, institutions, public
interest groups, and universities in commissioning work in the field.
This work needs to concern itself with the
kind, of basic information which, say, agriculture, transportation, or housing can command.
The standard economic series have paid little
attention to the arts in the-past, and, as a
result, we know less than we should about such
fundamental matters 'as attendance and ticket
sales, earned income, and.operating expenses
In each area of the
for the performing arts.
arts we need a full range of ,input-output data;
we need to know a lot more.about the geographical distribution of the arts as a major
national' activity; we need long-term continuity for all our data.
I recognize that useful work has already
begun. Of course, we are all greatly indebted
to the Ford Foundation surveys, and there are
service organizations which have begun collecting very important data in their particular
areas: Opera America, The American Symphony
Orchestra League, Theater Communications
Groups, and The Association of American Dance
Companies re among these. Also, I think the
Endowment's Museums U.S.A. study is a real contribution to the assembjage of important inforWithin the Endowment, we are concerned
mation.
about making our own data mile accessible to
research through'compliterization, and the
Research Division is moving towards, an annual
data Series which would use the grant application process as a means of data collection.'
Ideally, our work would be of help to many
agencies, public and private,.but as yet we
have not often been able to match that intent
Someof the research done by the
with action.
Arts Ebdowment hastbeen of use to the states,
for.examrle, and we want tJ go further in that
We are working and want to work
direction.
increasingly with the states, especially through
the National Assembly of 5tate Agencies; to
approach research problems in a way that com
bines state interests,with our own needs on.the
federal level.

The speech
Arts, highlighted the evening program.
represented the first major policy address by the new
Chairman and served to further emphasize the impor.tance that the Endowment had begun to place on the
Chairman
activities of the Research Division.
Biddle's address is reprinted nlow.

No single area more clearly demonstrates the
changes at The National Endowment for the Arts
In
than the work of our Research Division.
earlier times, priority was placed necessarily
In those days, there was a
on other areas.
skeptical attitude nationally toward directly
fUnding artists and arts organizations, while
the lack of 'funds made it difficult to address
critical needs.
This conference represents a real maturing
We now recognize that
of the Arts Endowment.
our thinking has to go beyond the time span of
We must fully understand all needs
a few years.
in the arts, and we must "lave better information in order to set priorities and make
decisions.
Our change in attitude is appropriate given
the development of the arts community and the
In recent years the arts have
Endowment.
grown tremendously. We have twice the number
of symphonies and opera companies, four times .
the number of resident theater companies, and
Seven times as many dance companies as we had
Moreover, during
at the Endowment's inception.
this same period the Arts Endowment itself has
grown from a budget of less than $2.5 Million.
to one of more than $115 million. The'Endewment
now spends a significant amount of public money,
and the impact of these funds on artists and
their institutions is correspondingly increased.
This expansion in.the arts and in government
support for-them puts a new value on research.
Legislators and arts, administrators alike are
faced with increasing public demand for the
In responding to this demand they must
arts.
deal with questions of accountability, evaluation, and long range planning.
Today, researchers are beginning to make
information availa6le that is essential to the
Our supporters are looking for
Arts,EndowMent.
evidence that programs work, and work effectiveWe need a continuing judgment about our
ly.
relationship to all aspects of the arts and
about the effectiveness of funding at different
We need to know about
levels of government.
the ways in which we are meeting our program
goals and about alternate strategies in our
All require a solid basis in the best
planning.
available data.
A good example of our need for information
cah be seen in the questions raised by the
Office of.Management and Budget at our redent
hearing. These were among the questions they
asked:.
1

.

,

HoWever, 'As we. move to improve Our research

--WSat shoulrl the arts sector of the economy
look like:in 'normative terMs?
'--What.is the optimum kix of sources of income
to support the Arts?
-"-What dees research indicate with respect to
elasticity of demand for the various arts
disciplines by socioeconomic status?
We need to answer such questions with the fullness of information they deserve. '
Research is important to the Endowment not
only for internal program planning, but to
enable us to speak for the arts to other goverGovernmental programs' have a
ment agencies.

and gather:needed information, we need,tovkeep
in mind some dificulties.' Even the.most rudimentary kinds of.data collection immediately
raise questions of definitions and sampling
techniques which need to be worked out. 'I hope
that researehers,can rospond to existing disparities by developing greater uniformity in
the research language and techniques by which
they describe arts activities. But researchers
can distort our point of view even when there
For
is agreement on definition and proceddres.
example, facts and figures abolit ihe arts as a

'
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major national industry seem to bring their
importanee to people in a special and cohvinc-'
ing way.
In s.howing how the arts are focal
points for economic activity, they become more
visible and related to the everyday life of the
While we pursue this line of recommunity.
search and show the place of the 'arts in our'
-economy, we need always to keep-in mind that
the core purpose of the arts is na economic.
Economists doing research for the Arts :Endowment,have made a special point to remind us not
to lose our perspective. Economic impact
statements are one interesting, 'valuable, but
essentially limited element in the information.
needed for arts advoCacy and for sound policy
decisions.
,
One of the greatest challenges to research
in the arts is to meet the needs and problems
of indiVidual.artists. Here the information. is
much harder to obtain than it is for institutier's.
The links between a grant, its impact,
and the needs which stimulated that graht are
much lasier to pin down fof an arts .4-istitution han they are in the case of an individual
artist.
How do we effectively spend money oni
indi idual artists? This is a difficult question but one you can help us answer,by providing
ima native methods for, gathering and analyzing
the information we need.
Now, although I have been advocating a great
dea more research, I would also like to say
some_thought must.be given to simplifying
tha
th
demands being made on arts institutions.
Mo e and more they are plagued with surveys
wh ch make increasingly difficult requests for
Here again, if researchers can correlate
da a.
th,ir efforts and their techniques, the result
will be data that is more useful. It will also
rn an relief for the arts institutions from'
rdensome, repetitious questions and requests
r data too remote from their everyday con-

One of the key elements, then, in
developing the field ()farts research must,be
better communication among researchers and
be'ter dissemination of readable and understandWe need
able research to the general-Public.
more pUblications and newsletters; and we need
the kind of cdbrdinated effort a conference like
I see this conference ag,
--this one can provide.
cerns.

an attempt to'create a. wlvel& series..of ways by

.

,

'

:which researchers in the arts can keep in touch
with gach other and can work out in professional
and expert ways the problems inherent in the
field. The federal role, as in other aspects of
arts support, should be as a catalyst to help
stimulate non-federal endeavors.
One of the great pleasures of the Arts,,.
EndoWment in recent years has been in the high
quality and in the variety of organizations now
interested in research in the arts. Many of the
researchers we assist hre 'quite new to the arts
Oorld, and we are delighted.with that fact, A
,glance at the program of.this conference shows
that the Call for competitive Proposals has reulted in a wide range of responses, from large
academic centers to.small independent reSearch.
orgapIzations. This is'yet another sign of the
increasing 'impbrtance of erts tesearch.
And so I see this conference as something of
The twenty presentations being made
a milestone.
here are worthy in themselves. They represent
the sort of wore which needs to be done and
which is going to.be done in. the future: They °
also,stand for the clear recognition by the
Endowment that we must develop an effective data
base for making-increasingly complex decisions..
good research helps us toward sound decisions
for a. healthier arts community. In this, we are
at the begirining'of new. discoveries, and'of developing techniques for the arts in keeping
with their significance, whieh has the deepeSt
kind of meaning for us all.

l".
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Economic Data
on the Arts:
Current status
and possible improvements
Dick Netzer

Virtually no One concerned with the arts in the
United States has ever been satisfied with the information available on the economic and financial characteristics of the artS in 'general, for specific art
forms and types of cultural institutions, or for speThis is nothing
cific regions, states and cities.
new, but dissatisfactfon has grown since the creation
of the National Endowment for the Arts a dozen years
ago marked the acceptance of a larger and.more direct
role for the Federal government in support of the
arts..

v

This dissatisfaction does not.merely reflect the
peculiar American proclivity for facts and figures,
but the very real needs for information in making
sedsible policy decisions and managing arts institutions. Members of Congregs, in authorization and
appropriations hearings, repeatedly raise questions
that cannot be answered on the basis of the available
data; advocates for the arts and arts.journalists
pose still other questions that should be readily
answerable but are not; boards and administrators of
arts organizations lack all sorts of comparative data
relevant to their.operations; and researchers, as
always, find the gaps in the Aata huge and disabling.
There'are some obvious -and understandable reasons
why eponomic data on the arts are faz less adequate
than the data oh other aspects of American social..and
economic life. First, the best Federal government
economic statstics are for the sectors that have
long been "clients" of the Federal government, with
major, well-established Federal agencies devoted to
their welfare; agriculture, transportatiOn, and housing are notable examples.
In'contrast, the arts have
not been an object of Federal policy until quite recently, and the Arts Endowment remains, by Federal
standards, a very small agency.
Second, Federal economic statistics in general
are good at covering activities organized on a commercial, for-profit basis or conducted under governmental auspices, but rather poor at covering activities organized on a non-profit basis or by people
working on a self-employed basis. Film, the Broadwq
stage, and broadcasting aside, most of the activities
that we ordinarily refer to as artistic and cultural
are conducted b'y non-profit organizations or individuals working on their own.
Moreover, art as an

"industry" is a relatively small one (accounting for
only about one percent of gross national product,
even if broadly defined), so that the arts easily
fall between the cracks in the standard Federal
statistical series.
Third, artists and those who run arts organizations are not statistically-mind policy analysts,
,nor should they be. Rightly, they concern themselves
'mainly with artistic creativity and artistic output,
not with statistical reporting on their own activities or those of their counterparts. Thus, they have
not organized themselves into counterparts of the
heavily-financed, statistics-producing trade associations characteristic of corporate business. Arts
service organizations are relatively new ventures,
with slender financing and (with one exception) no
tradition of concern for the production of economic
data.

In recent years, there have been serious efforts to
improve the economic data on the'arts, but on a rather
Several of the service organizaunsystematic basis.
tions, following along the lines pioneered much earlier
by the American Symphony Orchestra League, have begun
to collect data annually on the operations of their
There have been a number 6f major, but nonmellpers.
recurring, statistical studies of muSeums and the arts
The Ford Foundation conducted a
in individual states.
major study, covering a nine-year period, of the finances of the major professional performing arts organizations.. There have been marginal improvements in
the treatment of the arts in standard Federal economic
statistics.
The Arts Endowment has been involved, financially
or otherwise, in most of these efforts to increase the
However, in the
supply of economic data on the arts.
past two years, that inyolvement has been more deliberate and systematic. The study that this paper reports is part of the new effort to assist the Arts
EndoWment in making decisions about the Endowmentts
future role in the development and improvement of
ecOnomic data on arts and cultural instititions.
Our task was to systematically revjew'and evaluate all existing sources of data of nationwide scope
and recommend action to correct the deficiencies recrude summary of the adequacy of the
vealed.
existing data available to users (that is, excluding
1
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data buried in agency files), using criteria such as
coverage of the universe, data items included, and
continuity over time, is found in Table 1.
In our
view, there is a modicum of adequacy (and not much
more than a modicum) only for the large non-profit
traditional performing arts organizations.
Otherwise, the data available to users range from sketchy
(e.g., for the commercial theater) to nonexistent
(e.g., for nontraditional performing arts).
However, to say that the accessible data are deficient is not the same thing as saying that potential,
users of data find themselves crippled. Of course,
sophist:cated researchers and policy analysts complain bitterly, but our survey of the people who are
running programs, operating arts organizations and
making legislative decisions, did not disclose a
widespread passion for great volumes of additional
data.
In fact, most of our respondents began with expressions of doubt that there were major unfilled
data needs, but continued by pointing out quite specific ones.
Although.our respondentssseemed to perceived their own limited needs as the only ones not
being satisfied, the sum total of those individual
needs could be met only with major data collection,
tabulation, and publication efforts.
Thus, we concluded that a substantial improvement
in Federal government data collection for the arts
should be made, and.recomMended a recurring program
estimated to cost approximately $300,000 annually.
The primary target for thb data improvement effort
should be the development of a system of recurring,
reliable, and fully comparable statistics on the finances, inputs, outputs, and prices of each of the art
forms for which production is done through organiztions (rather than on a highly individualistic,
largely self-employed basis). The secondary targets
include the improvement of data on individual artists'
employment and income and data on public-sector arts
activities.
Improved data on arts organizations are
seen as the primary target not because individual
artists' activities are unimportant, but because,
necessarily, the great bulk of artistic production is
done through organizations and the great bulk of public funds devoted to the support of the arts must take
the form of grants to arts organizationS.
In summary, the features of the economic data system for organizations that we recommended are as
follows:

Coverage and frequency
1.
Large arts organizations (essentially,
all fully professional organizations in conventional art forms): develop universe-based
annual surveys with detail at least equal to
Ford Foundation surveys.
2.
Smaller organizations and unconventional art forms:
develop sample-based annual
estimates for selected financialcand operational totals.
Surveys should be designed to
jdeld nationwide totals of income, employment,
and attendance (with limited detail within these
categories) for all the arts combined and for
individual major art forms.
3.
Universe-based detail for all arts organizations should be collected every five
years in order to provide benchmarks for the
annual estimates in 2, above, and to permit
considerable geographic disaggregation.
4.
Theresshould be no attempt to collect
data more frequently than once a year, but
"flash" surveys, as exemplified tiy the Project
in the Arts, should be continued to assure upto-date information on4annual trends.
B. .Mechanics
1.
Tabulate raw data in grant applications
A.

.

(and supporting schedules) the the Arts
Endowment--after making those schedules uniform among programs, and rely heavily on these
data as the basic source of annual information on the non-profit arts.
2.
Conduct an annual survey of the commercial theater's ."large organization" side
(i.e., Broadway and the Road) to provide
detailed information on this sector.
3.
Utilize the Census of Selected Service Industries, suitably improved, to pro-.
vide most of the quinquennial data for
smaller organizations, supplemented by special-purpose surveys of arts organizations
excluded from Census coverage even after
that coverage has been appropriately expanded.
4.
Employ the service organizations only
in a limited capacity, notably to encourage
member response and assist member organizations in completing forms; but if such members agree, suPply service organizations with
copies of member's submissions for service
organization use and for dissemination of
specialized information applicable only to a
specific att form.
.

It is worth emphasizing that we propose considerable detail on operations data, closely matching
the detail proposed for financial data, so that
changes in the financial magnitudes can be linked to
changes in attendance, prices, employment, and salaries.
It is also worth emphasizing our conviction
that the Arts Endowment itself should take primary
responsibility for operating the proposed data system.
Heretofore, the Arts Endowment has either'
given grants to service organizations, thereby subsidizing several uncoordinated, albeit earnest, data
collection efforts of varying adequacy,
or spent
very large amounts for occasional one-time surveys.
The system proposed focuses on art organizations.
What about the secondary targets, i.e., better data
on individual artists and public-sector arts activities? In our view, these targets call for improvements in the data-collection efforts of other Federal
agencieS:
the Census of Population, the Census of
Governments, etc,.
This requires that the Federal
statistical agencies for whom the arts are a minor
side-show be goaded, encouraged and assisted by the
one Federal agency for which the Arts are everything:
the Arts Endowment. Therefore, we recommend strongly
that the Arts Endowment take on, explicitly and consciously, the task of continually pressing others to
improve data on the arts.
This does not require
major Arts Endowment expenditure, but it does require.
that some staff time be specifically allocated to
this assignment.
As more economic data on the arts become regularly available, art-world users of these data no doubt
will become increasingly more familiar with them and
increasingly more adept at interpretation and analysis; moreover, the availability of data Will induce
more researchers and policy analysts to devote more
attention to the arts. However, because there is
little present familiarity with economic data on the
arts, users will need help in handling the new data.
Essentially, the forms in which the new data are
presented and disseminated must include enough easily
comprehended interpretative material to make the data
truly.accessible to unsoiThisticated users.
At the'
same time, the new data should not be presented in
such summary form that material useful to the sophisticated is suppressed or available only upon special,
frequently rejected and costly.request.
The reports on the.Project in the Arts survey are,
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who arc familiar with the buried treasure of "SelectInstead, the Arts Endowment
ed Subject" reports.
itself should publish, and promote the distribution
of, reportS containing the data.
It is worth making explkcit the importance of including in standard publications as much of the data
as possible. Analytic as well as informational usds
of the data arc minimized bY publishing nothing but
'skeletal summaries with a footnote mentioning that
Once
-special tabulations are available upon request.
the decision to invest in a good system of economic
data on the arts has been taken, the cost-effective
corollary is surely to publish everything not subject
to confidentiality requirements, and to ensure that
the publications circulate as widely as possible.

perhaps, the right prototype for interpretive material on arts data for the general art audience. Thus,
we envisage an interpretative discussion of findings,
done within or by 'contract with the Arts Endowment;
as a necessary introduction to any and all publieations containing the data recommended in thi.s study.
A poSsible publications schedule would include separate annual reports on each.of the major'art forms;
an annual compendium repeating the tabular content of
the separate reports and providing totals across art
forms and whatever geographic disaggregation is feasible; and'an bxpanded version of these reports in the
We note, explieitly, that
quinquennial Census yehrs.
Census of Selected Service industries data must not
be permitted to languish in Census of BUsiness reports, unknown to everyone except the few analysts

Table

AN IMPRESSIONISTICCHARACTERIZATION OF EXISTIN6 DATA
ON THE ARTS AVAILABLE TO USERS

(Ranked on' a scale of 0-5, in terms of coverage of the
universe, data items included and continuity over.time:

5excellent
4--adequate in nearly all relevant respects
3--adequate in some, but'by no means all respects
2--limited data for some activities, characteristics
and time periods
1--verj, sketchy data for a few aspects

0Virtually no data)

2

1

Commercial-theater

Non-profit traditional
performing arts,
small organizations

Museums

Individual
Artists

3

Non-profit traditional
performing arts, large
organizations

...

Financial supporters of the arts

Other (mainly
nontraditional
performing arts)

e
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Problems and Issues
in the Development
of an Econometric Model
of the Performing Arts
Harry I. Greenfield and Samuel Schwarz

This study sought to construct an ecdnometric model for
analyzing the economic behavior of the non-profit performing arts, as well as to assess the model's data requirements in the context of the NEA's interest in developing an economic data series on art and cultural
institutiona.
Our task was complicated-by the poor
quality or short-term nature of available data. However, extensive raw data has been collected for a number of years by the American Symphony Orchestra League.
By drawing upon the data collected by the ASOL, we believed it possible to come close to obtaining all the
variables of interest. Consequently, we created a detailed aggregate data base for seventeen major orchestras spanning a quarter century (probably the first of
its kind in the arts field) utilizing ASOL data. This
symphony data base was used to refine and develop the
model reviewed below. Crucial to understanding this
model is our revision of the traditional approach to
the analysis of the non-profit "earnings gap."
Ever since the path breaking work of Baumol and
Bowen, the focus for the analysis of the performing
arts has been the "earnings gap," the difference between expenditures and earned income.
It has been
taken as a
...fact, well known to professionals in the field,
that the labor-intensive performing arts, whose
productivity cannot keep pace witiLthe ever-increasing productivity of the industrial economy in which they exist, are faced with an everincreasing gap between their operating costs
and their earned inCome. The costs, principally wages, are set by the cost level of the
economy;- the earned income is limited by the
inherent limit on the number of performances live
,performers can give and the number of seats in
halls.1
.

from one group of years to another, ."occur around an
underlying, steady trend."3 One question has never
been faced head on:
Is the "gap" we are measuring
today the original gap plus its natural growth, or'
is it a different gap?
The problem will be understood with a simple
example..
Suppose an arts organization which has,10
weeks of performances annually with expenditures of
$50,000, earned inCome of $40,000, and a gap of
$10,000: doubles its season to 20 weeks and, for the
sake of simplicity, its expenditures increase to
$100,000, earned income to $80,000, and gap to
$20,000.
Our study. documents the fact that this was
a major problem faced by orchestras during the '601s'
in that the ,earnings gap increased as a result of an
increase In the level of output. Two situations
must be distinguished. The earnings gap may
groW when-output is constant but input costs, for
example, player wage rates, increase.
But an increase in the gap may be due to a movement to a
higher level of output, with the same input costs.
Failure to make this distinction win.,
rojecting
future trends can produce seriously m'sleading
results. This is our first conceptual innovation
in the analysis of the economics of arts organizations.
In order to analyze the behavior of non-profit
organizations, it is also important to understand
that these organizations receive contributions income
as well as earned income. Further, the.organization
Must balance. its budget on a long run basis. The
organization can balance its budget by influencing
earned income, expenditures, and contributions.
Given demand conditions, it controls earned income
directly by the price it charges for its services,
and it can influence contributiohs by its level of
solicitation and overall financial condition.
Expenditures are the product of the level of
output.and the cost of each unit of output.
Both are
determined by management in conjuction with'labor.
Wages in the arts consisL of the wage-rate per pay- °
period, and the number of pay-periods per year, the
latter determining the level of output.
More fundamentally, however, any increase in the

1.

-

In light of this approach, analysis of the past
and projections into the future have been based upon
measures of the "rate of growth" of the earnings gap.
Although it has'sometimes been pointed out that "the'
growth was also the product of more sudden changes in
which organizations or art forms operate,"2 it was
,assumed that the fluctuations from year to year and

.
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"earnings gap" must be matched by an equal rise in
For over the long run, the "earnings
contributions.
gap" is simply the other side of the coin of "contributions." Thus, whether it is the case that
contributions increase first, then draw up wages, or
the reverse is the case, the two must go hand-inFor an increase in the "earnings gap" without
hand.
matching contributions is a deficit which cannot go
on indefinitely. Consequently, to study the growth
of the "earnings gap" one must study the growth of
"contributions." If contributions grow slowly, the
growth of the "earnings gap" must also be slowed
through large price increases and/or small wage
No longer is the "earnings gap" the
increases.
"residual" after expenditures add earned income are
determined along with wages, the level of output,
and so on.
By being able to dissect the growth of
the "earnipgs gap" into its various components, in
the context of a unified system, one can get a fuller
understanding of its past behavior as well as more
reliable projections for the future. This basic
frameWork of analysis constitutes the major conceptual innovation of our study.
We have a system, then, where earned income,
output, contributions, the price charged for services,
and the wages of employees are simultaneously determined, subject to the non-profit budget conConsequently, a change in.any component is
straint.
not an isolated event, but must also 8ffect other
components in order to bring the system back into
balance. Our mode of adalysis allows us to analyze
the system as a whole as well,as the behavior and
determinants of every component of the system.
While the exact behavior of the system varies by
art form as well as for the same art form over time,
our major findings as applied to the seventeen examined symphony.orchestras are as follows.
(1) The behavior of the system we modelled was in
great part determined bx institutional phenomena
which cannot be quantified add which change over time.
Thus, for example, the examined orchestras exhibited
very passive behavior during the 150's with a
"natural" growth of the earnings gap; while the '60's,
mainly as a result of union power and the Ford Foundation Symphony Program, was a period of unusual .
growth in the length of season (hence, output) , and
a relative rise of orchestra players in the hierarchy
of worker wages. Also, some of the variables exhibConseited constant behavior or a steady trend.
quently, the da'ta did not lend themselves to regression
analysis (same for the ticket-income equation) but
rather to careful analysis in the context of the simultaneous'determination of a unified.system.
(2) the Ford Foundation Symphony Program had two
additional effects on the finances of the major orchestras which have important policy implications.
First, its matching-funds requirement forced the
orchestras to increase immensely the level of regular
contributions they received, demonstrating that arts
organizations can influence the level of contributions.
SeCond, the orchestras began depleting their endowment principal to cover deficits at roughly a constant
annual rate for the last decade. This raises the
question of whether a permanent in-Come to the arts can
be created by setting up an unrestricted endowment
fund.

(3) The evidence confirmed our basic contention
that, in our system, everyone is controlled by the
non-profit.budget constraint.
Thus, for example, in
the early '60's management was forced, under increasing wage pressures, to increase ticket prices at a
greater rate than the price level; while in the early
'70's, labor learned that the real weekly salary
could no longer rise, even though it meant that their

-Pbsition relative to manufacturing workers was
falling.'

Based on our model, we have developed an approach
to forecasting involving a system of "informed"
extrapolation, i.e., extrapolation of past trends
with adjustment based on our "prior knowledgeP of
Thus, for example, in forecasting
the system.
expenditures for our set of major orchestras, it
should be noted first that nearly all the orchestras
have a full season. Therefore, the wage bill of
players can increase only through an increase in the
compensation per week. One would then develop a
set of possible trends in wages based on past trends,
conditional upon different states of income to the
This would yield a set of conditional
orchestra.
forecasts for wage expenditures. The same would be
done for the other variables, again getting conditional forecasts. These would then have to be
grouped together in the context of the unifked
system, so that, for example, a forecast for smak4
increases in total expenditures conditional upon
the same for income would have to be paired with
forecasts for small increases in contributions and
earned income.
.The forecaster would then have a set of possible
forecasts for the system, based on "prior kriowledge,"
and he would be able to rank these possibilities
based upon current "expectations" in the arts field.
This would require a "resident" forecaster who
would be well versed not only in past trends and
forecasting methods but also in the current expectations and rumors in the arts field.
The date needs for an analysis based on our
framework are as follows:
Type I. Total earned income, expenditures, and
contributions are the minimum necessary
for documenting the "earnings gap" and
tracing major movements in any art form.
The following additional data types identify the
level of detail required for analysis and forecasting
along the lines set out above:
Type II. (1) To determine total wages, it is
necessary to include players' average
wage-rates per pay-period, the number
of players, and the number of pay-periods;
(2) To determine earned income, the
average price charged for tickets, the
number of performances, and the number
of admissions (where services are contracted,.the charge per service and, the
number of services) should be included;
(3) To determine unearned income, a
breakdown of total contributions into
major components is required.
The following are useful and important:
Type III.(1) A series of prices charged, i.e, low
price, high price, etc., as exemplified
by the Ford Foundation data set, will
enable a correction of the average
"realized" price for changes in demand
for different types of tickets; similarly kor wages, if there has been an
appreciable change in the number of
players (otherwise, this is optiOnal);
(2) The number of weekly services, e.g.,
the number of performances and rehearsals required of players, will provide
a. better measure of wages and output.'
Type IV. More detailed breakdowns and information,
such as of the components of.expRnditures,
are sometimes used to verify reqdired
data 'or to clarify questiOns which arise.
In addition to our symphony data set, our experiences in 'collecting and analyzing the annual reports
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of a sample of museums has taught us that even from
these simple reports one can obtain Type I data, and
At
some Type II data for a subset of this sample.
the same time, this requires an immense editing job
since different organizations have different and
very complicated bookkeeping schemes.
Our experience with the Ford Foundation data
clearly indicated that, despite its span of only nine
years, it is the most valuable data base available
At the same
on the non-orchestral performing arts.
time, even this detailed data base can lose much of
its value for purposes of analysis and forecasting
the player wage-rate.
if it lacks a key variable:
Fortunately, since it is a recent period, this can
hopefully be remedied by obtaining a wage series
from other sources, such as union.files.
Based on our study, we made the following recommendations to the NEA with regard to future research
and data collection.
The NEA can proceed with some or all of the
following possible paths:
Set up a forecasting system for the major
1.
orchestras based on our outline of such a system.
This could include further analysis of major orchestras.

Conduct analyses of other art forms using our
2.
framework of analysis. The NEA could begin by using
the Ford Foundation data in conjunction with a player
wage series, which would have to be independently
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Further
created using other sources of information.
work could- be done if data coverini a longer timeAt least our Type I data should,
span are collected.
and probably could, be collected to give an overall
For museums, it is
picture over a longdc period.
the only possibility given extant data.
Further, an analysis similar to ours could be
conducted to examine the minor orchestras, using
Subsequently, a forecasting system could
ASOL data.
be set up fer these other institutions and art forms.
Set up a data collection system to create a
3.
permanent data base on arts and cultural institutions,
together with a proposed "sample""check for error.
We have previously outlined the data needs ranked by
priority. The collection of the lower-priority data
would have to be determined in conjunction with other
A final permanent
studies of the costs involved.
data set and procedures should await at least the
initial results from a study of other art forms.

Footnotes
The Finances of the Performing Arts, Vol. I,
1
The Ford Foundation, New York, 1974, PP. 7-8.
2

Ibid., p. 87.

3

Ibid., p. 91.
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to Forecast the Impact
of Economic Conditions
on the Operation of
Artistic and Cultural Institutions
Robert T. Deane and Ibrahim A. S. Ibrahim
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Introduction
Applied Management Sciences was awarded a con.tract in September of 1976 from the National Endowment for the Arts wiih a very broad mandate. Not only
were we, within a period oE six months, to model'a
variety of institutional types, but we-were also to
acquire all of the available data pertaining to these
institutionaL types (and identify and document data
gaps in the process), edit the data so as to be suitable for uso in model parameter estimation (i.e., regression analysis), use these data to empirically test
the models, and offer 'recommendations regarding what
we felt to be the most fruitful fnture research activities,'
Traditional economic theory is not well suited to
handling the behavior of non-profit institutions. In
the case of our project, the key element in developing a conceptual basis respecting the behavior and reactions of these institutions (or, more properly, their
managers) was the input of an expert advisory panel,
composed of Mr: Thomas Fichandler, Executive Director
of the Arena Stage; Mr. James Morris, Director of the

Division ofTerforming Arts at/he Smithsonian Institution; and Mr. Donald Nicholas, Deputy Directer of
the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts.
This project succeeded in (1) developing fullscake conceptual models for each institutional type
(each containing approximately thirty equations); (2)
examining available data to identify gaps as well as
the data most useful for empirical research; (3) egtimating as many equation parameters as data would allow; and (4) exploring alternatives to econometric
Madeling. Before describing the research findings
relative to the behavioral (econometric) models, however, our experience with the trend modelirig requires
discussion.
Trend Modeling
As an alternative to behavioral modeling, a sophisticated trend modeling.approach was employed: a
Box-Jenkins technique, which combines the influences
of autocorrelation with moving averages. It was
thought that this technique would lead- to simplyobtained short-run forecasts of key policy variables.
It was found, however, that-this technique was difficult to implement and required a great deal of sub-

jectivity in its application.
Thus, the'forecasts
could not be expected to be consistent ampng resetrchers using the same data series, nor could one
inexperienced in econometrics or statistics be expected to implement the process. For these reasons,
it was concluded that this particular form of trend
forecasting could not be conSidered a viable alternative to behavioral modeling from the point of view
of the Arts Endowment. There may be other trend
modeling techniques which are, but they were not
within the scope of this study.
Research Findings
The remainder of this paper will be devoted to
the discussion of selected research findings and
recommendations as condensed from the full 280-Rage
report to the Arts Endowment. These findings represent empirical results from the behavioral modeling
together with our findings regarding data base availability and quality.
The empirical analysis utilized
a total of six separate data sets:
__a data set for For7Profit Theater (Broadway), developed by Applied Management Sciences;
--data sets applicable to Non-Profit Theater,
Opera, Symphony, Ballet, and Modern Dance, pro
vided by the Ford Foundation;
- -an updated Non-Profit Theater data set provided
by Touche Ross & Co., based on Ford Foundation
--data and Theater Communications Group records;
Museum time-series data acquired from individual
museums and the Smithsonian Library, through the
joint efforts of Applied Management Sciences and
the Center for Policy Research; and
- -a cross-section data set for Museums supplied by
the National Research Center for the Arts.

The most comprehensive and consistent data sets
were found to be those supplied by the Ford Foundation.
These data, while not covering the entire set of variables specified in the conceptual models, nevertheless iatisfied the requirements for preliminary model
estimation for Non-Profit Theater, Opera, Symphony,
and Ballet.
The main deficiencies were found to be n
the limited 9-year span covered, and the inadequate
representation for Modern Dance. In any event, the

*Robert'Deane is the Director, and Ibrahim'A. 5. Ibrahim'was a Project Analyst, Economic Analysis Division, Applied
Management Sciences, Inc., Silver Spring, Md. Dx. Ibrahim is presently a Senior-Associate, CACI, Inc., Arlingten, Va.
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Ford Foundation data-were well organized, edited for.
consincy, and provi.ded in usable form. Any attempt
to systematically update this dat. a base would prove
tb be extremely valuable.
The attempted partial update by Touche Ross
using the,Theater Communications Group data proved to
be inadequate in light of the initial incompatibility
of the two data sets. Perhaps, if more time and resources had been provided to Touche Ross, the necessary editing could have been accomplished, but-it is
probably thecase that only the,Ford Foundation, or
an organization working closely with the Ford Foundation, can successfally update this data set in a
strictly cbmparable fashion.
An alternatiye to updating the Ford Symphony
data base can be found in the use of the American'
Symphony Orchestra League.(ASOL) records. These records arc rich in detail and number of symphonies.
Thus, an effort to develop a data base for symphoni(!s
using ASOL records would be valuable, both in terms

.

1

'

oe, the time span and variable 'Coverage.

The data sets which will require the most effort
to develop are those for For-Profit Theater and Muse-'
The data set acquired for_For-Profit Theater
um.
suffers from a lack of adequate cost and capacity
Efforts to remedy these deficiencies, while
data.
demanding in tenns of resources, are, nevertheless,
feasible, as was demonstrated by Dr. Moore's analysis
of the cost data for selected years.2 The deficiencies in the capacity data could also be remedied
through the analysis of theater records.
The Museum time series data proved to be inadequate because of the lack Of standardization in financial statements, both among museums and, ever.time,
Definitions of accounting
for individual museums.
items vary, as do allocations of costs and revenues.
In addition, different levels of detail are provided.
Further, import-int data items, e.g., Sttendance, are
An effort
missing from the records of most museums.
to remedy"the deficiencies in this data set s likely
to be expensive (comparable to the Ford Foundatien
effoit), but.is absolutely necessary if meaningfu41
analyses of the several types of museums are to be
pndertaken.
The Museum cross-sectional data were used to estimate most of the Museum conceptual model. However,
the purely'cross-sectional nature of the data re-

.

.

(.1 uired the modification of the model.to eliminate the
need for .past information, i.e., lagged values for
the variables and most first differences. This deficiency'is a major handicap in the analysis of art
It also exacerbates the heterogeneous
organizations.
nature of the museum industry. That is-, the use of

cross-sectional data introduces variances in the
quantities being measured due to the substantial mix
of factors such 'as museum type, size, operating cfmracteristics, goals, and ownership. To properly Measure the impact of a particular phenomenon, all of
these influences must be accounted for. Another deficiency for these data is the absence of information
and critical variables such as publications and educational programs.
Even though time and resources did not permit
the fine-tuning of the models, nor their use in generating long-run forecasts, several empirical results
The regression results clearly indiwere obtained.
cated that models designed for individual non-profit
art forms generated results superior to those, obtained for models of combined non-profit art forms.
This indicates that there are sufficient differences
in the modes of operation among the non-profit art
organizations to warrant individual treatment (esti-.
As examples of these differences, the role
mation).
.of endowments for Opera and Symphony was different.

.
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:from that for Non-Profit Theater and Ballet; Symphony,,
and Pppra were further differentiated by the impact of
the:Ford Foundation Symphony Program; variations in
the methods of eStablishing prices were observed; the
rolts of private and governmental contributions were
different among the art forms; attendance determinants
varied; advertising and promotional activities differed, and so forth.
Among the'several art.forms, the results obtained
for Symphony were superior: Close examination reveals,
however,'that this shperiority was not necessarily due
to any intrinsic characteristics Of symphonies, but
rather was a function of the superior data base availSymphonies had, by far, the largest number.of
able.
organizations represented in ihe Ford Foundation data
Further;
base, i.e, 76 symphonies and orchestras,
.symphonies arc one of the oldest and best established
art forms, and'have generated the most extensive and
consistent data over the years.
Significant improvements in all futdre model
estimation efforts can be made only if the data of
.other art forms establish a level of consistency alIt is encouraging to
ready reached by symphonies.
note that some- efforts are presently und.erway in this
direction, as exemplified by the current efforts to
standardize the accounting conventions of museums.
While the project did not yield fully estimated
simulation models, selected individual results were
obtainod which provide insight into the behavior of
arts and cultural.institutions. .These results are
not new discoveries, but are presented as confirmation
of the ability of the separate models to reflect the
real world, thereby partially validating both the individual models and the Overall approach of developing
forecasts by way of econometric modeling.
The term "grants and contributions" includes
federal, state, county, and municipal grarits; foundaFederal grants
tion grants; and private contributions.
were found to be positively associated with the number
of performances and- total attendance.
When combined
with the frequently observed negative association between these grants and measures of the overall level
of economic activity in the country, this implies that
the federal government tends to help those organizations in financial difficulty, and.that 'the size of
these grants is generally commensurate with the level
of activity undertaken in the art form.
State, county, and municipal grants are influenced
by a variety of factors. The estimated coefficients
indicated that federal grants act as an incentive for
increasing state; county, and municipal grants.for
Opera, but are 'viewed as a substitute in other art
forms; the grahts vary positively with the economic
conditions of the government jurisdictions., except for
Non-Profit Theater; and large operations wre successful-in-lobbying for public support only in the cases
of Symphony and Non-Profit Theater.
Except ip the case of Symphony, an increase in
foundation grants follows an increase in the accumulated opbrating deficit. niis supports the statement'
by Baumol and Bowen that "foundations have played a
crucial role for a number of particular performing
Indeed, without foundation support
organizations.
some groups would not have survived."3 The case of
the Symphony should also be viewed in light of the
very large Ford Foundation Symphony Program, which undoubtedly confounded-the observed relationships between
symphonies and foundation grants during the period
.

studied.

.The effect df the number of performances on foundation contributions is positive in 'all art forms, except Ballet. 'These positive relationships are likely
to be the result of fund matching policies by foundations.
Thus, the more successful an organization is,

.
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as indicated by its level of operation, the more likely it is to participate in programs which reqdire
matching funds from other sources.
In addition, the
interest of foundations in initiating new programs
can best be accomplished by funding a successful organization. The negative relationship in the case of
Ballet might be indicative of foundation suppert to
help financially troubled organizations of this particular art form.
The results with the capacity expansion factor,
the desire of the art form to increase its 'seating
capacity, are very mixed. It is likely that foundation support is not typically .provided for.capital
expansion projects, but rather to aid financially
troubled organizations or to encoUrage special programs.

Private contributions we-fe found to respond positively to increases in the tax rate, as well as, but
to a lesser extent, to increases in. the wealth positions of the potential contributors.
Both attendance
and fund raising activities produce mixed and insignlficant impncts on Private contributions, so that
further work is required before a final determination
can be made for these effects.
Two types of attendance measures were attempted
for most of the art forms: number of attendants, and
the utilization rate of the seating capacity. In r
almost all cases, the specifications using total attendance performed better than those using the utilizwtion rate.
These specifications had higher predictive powers, contained more significant coefficients,
and included more coefficients of the expected signs.
In particular, the coefficients on price were consistently negative, while the coefficients on.consumer
income were consistently positive. This is in accordance with economic theory, which says that, as population increases, the purchase of goods and services,
including the attendance at art and cultural organizations, increases; and, as the price of a good
(ticket price) increases, the amount of the-good demanded (attendance) decreases.
For most art forms, the crime rate in the area
had a negative effeCt on attendance, as expected. At
the same time, howeyer, a variety of impacts of the
unemployment rate on attendance was observed. For
.For-Profit Theater, the.impact of unemployment on
attenddhce was positive, indicating that unemployment
provides additional leisure time, at fower cost, which
creates some additional demand for leisure activities,
and generally restricts such leisure demand to the
local area. On the other hand, the coefficient on unemployment for Non-Profit Theater attendance was negati-re.
Since the effect of income was already accounted
for by a separate income variable, a negative coefficient is not easy to explain, unless unemployment
makes the population more sensitive to declines in income when contemplating Non-Profit Theater attendance.
Further work is required.
The analysis suggests quite clearly that the pricing i*chanism for the non-profit art organizat'In is
that of cost-plus-markup. The.net cost of proo...,ction
is always a major determinant of the prrce of admission.
At the same time, the size of the accumulated
deficit-surplus fund also usually influences the
levcel of prices:
That is, as the deficit grows, the
pressure to increase prices also grows.
Finally, the
rigidity of the price structure, nd the reluctance
to raise prices because it may reStrict the audience
base, is indicated by a negative coefficient on last
period's price level. Thus, in the absence of any
other changes or influences, the desired price has a.
tendency to decline from one period to the next. This
is a reflection of the goal of maximizing attendance
and maintaining a broad base of interest.

The level of subscription sales was generaply
found to be positively related to the single-ticket
price of admission. This v,ts expected because of the
discount generally provided to subscription holders.
Thus, as a result of a general rise in the prices of
admission among the various art forms
in-all
art forms except Operh), a general shift to subscription sales has been taking place over time. .This relationship would not be expected to hold over the
complete range of prices, however, since at some
point the negative effect of the price increase on
total sales will dominate.the positive effect of the
discount on subscription sales.
The size of the positive effectrthat has been estimated, however, is understated because the,percentage discount has been
declining throughout the period of investigation.
Worker produCtivity was investigated by examining the behavior of a wage index in several cost
functions (i.e., all but Museums).
In every case,
the coefficient on the wage index was positive, indfcating that the coSt function shifts upward as the
wage index increases.
If this wage index represents
the change in money wages of the employees of the individual art organizations, then the upward shifting
of the cost functions confirms the hypothesis that
worker productivity is not keeping pace with money
wage increases (i.e., the real wages4 of workers are
increasing over time, hence the upward shift in the
cost function).
This means, of course, that the real
costs of production are increasing, which will ultimately lead to shifts toward labor-saving production
techniques, e.g., shifting toWard non-musical drama
and away from musicals, increasing the incidence of
one-man shows.
Recommendations
This project accomplished each of its four main
goals.
In the process of accomplishing the project
goals, however, several conclusions can be drawn relative to the direction that future efforts should take.
Clearly, preliminary efforts at model estimation
-were fruitful in terms of accurately describing a
large part of the behavior of the various organizational types.
It is.expected that increases in bOth
the number of observations and the number of variables
included in available data sets will, with a high
probability of success, produce econometric models
which are suitable for simulation and forecasting.
The acquisition of data for each of the art forms
is possible, although with varying levels of required
effort.
The most fruitful approach would be to coMplete the editing (in the tradition of the Ford Faindation) of the extensive data set a.,Iready acquired by
the American Symphony. Orchestra League.
This is an
outstanding data base, but it requires substantial
editing to make the observations compatible.
The second most fruitful approach is to extend
the Ford Foundation study on all or a subset of the
organizations included. A few more years of these
data, properly edited by the Ford Foundation, would
greatly enhance the model estimation effort. Of
course, the linking of other data sets with the Ford
Foundation data base should also be explored, but the
effort to link.the Theater Communications group data
was not very successful. Many variables were excluded
and many others appear to be incompatible.
Whether
extensive editing would be sufficient to permit such
linking is unknown.
Considerable work should be done to generate
additional For-Profit Theater data, and must be done
to generate sufficient data for Museums.
dith a minimum of effort, one.could substantially improve the
For-Profit Theater data by extending the effort of
Dr. Moore, investigating the availability of seating
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capacity data, acquiring wage structure data for
Broadway artists, and exploring such data deficiencies
as attendance, Secondary sources of income, and production by Company. An adequaie Museum time series
data base can be developed which is certain to be
more cost-effective than duplicating the cross-secThese data may be
tional approach of Museums U.S.A.
useful to other researchers for other programs, but
they are of. limited usefulness in generating forecasting models.
Lastly, implicit in the above recommendations is
the 'abandonment .of the Box-Jenkins trend modeling
Even though the above data recommendaapproach.
tions apply.as well to this approach as to behavioral
modeling, and even though Box-Jenkins 'trend modeling
will produce forecasts superior to those of other
trending techniques, the complexi:y of implementation
and the expert judgment reqUired therein ob3/iate the
It will not prove to be
primary purpose for its use.
an effective "short-cut" method for generating shortterm forecasts compared to simulation models.
With these points in mind, Applied Management'
Sciences is enthusiastic about the potential for success in developing fully estimated econometric models
Ceronce the appropriate data have been acquired.
tainly, there has been nothing so far in the analytical effort to indicate that such a project would not
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be successful. .To the contrary, the empirical results
have repeatedly confirm4 expectations based both on
economic theory and on the conversations with the
The models as conceptualized are
expert consultants.
essentially correct, and only await the necessary
data to realize their full potential.
Footnotes
This work was performed under contract to the
1
National Endowment for the Arts (Contract No. NEA C
Special thanks are extended to Mr.,Harold
169).
Horowitz and Mr. David Waterman of the Division of
Research, National Endowment for the Arts, for their
assistance and direction throughout the project. Of
course, the contents remain solely the responsibility
of the authors.

Thomas Gale Moore, The Economics of the American'
2
Theatre (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1968).
William J. .Baumol and William G. Bowen, Perform3.
ing Arts: The Economic Dilemma (New York: The Twentieth
Century Fund, 1966), pp. 340-34'2.
the money wage
Actually the product wage
4
divided by the product price - rather than the money
'wage divided by the consumer price index.
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Collection
of Useful Economic Data
in the Arts:
Some issues of financial reporting
Joseph Kraemer and J Ifiy Baldwin

Introduc on.
In May 1976 the National Endowment for the Arts
(the Endowm nt) engaged certain contractors to undertake the fol wing research activities:
A.
Feasib 'lity Study for an Econo;ilic Data Program
On the ondition of Arts and Cultural Institutions; and
for an Economic Data Program on
B.
Model Stu
the Conditi.7 of Arts and Cultural Institutions.
Because many of t e issues and problems were
associated with financ 1 reporting, Touche Ross 6 Co.
wasengaged by the Rese ch Division of the Endowment
to provide technical anal ses to these other contractors,
Our role as an acco nting firm has been to
perform, among other things, the following tasks:
1.
To review the financi 1 data available in the
files of the Endowmen and of certain major
service organizations
order to draw some
conclusions as to the reliability and accessibility of already exist ng data;
2.
To compare the data bases óf selected organizations in a systematic ma er in order to
evaluate their comparability nd their suitability as a basis for model-b\ilding; and
3.
To summarize the experience of hose organizations which have collected dat from arts
organizations so that the Endowme t might benefit from that experience.

Summary of Major Issues
As a result of our activities, we have ide tified
certain problems in the area of financial repor ing
which constitute obstacles to the orderly collec ion
of useful economic data from arts organizations. \
Currently, no system exists for regularly surveying organizations across all art forms. Rather,
within each art form, there may (or may not) be a
service organization which collects economic data on
a consistent year-to-year basis from a sample of its
constituents.
To the.extent such data is collected,
it will have only marginal utility for inter-art form
comparisons.
It also may not be consistent with data
collected from identical arts organizations by a different surveying institution at approximately the same

period in time.
.
The issues summarized below are representative of
the kinds of basic financial reporting issues-which
affected the various data sources that were examined.
These findings highlight the typical problems which
must be anticipated and planned for as part of the
design and implementation of any new data collection
process.in the arts.
.

Data Reliability
Reliability was estimated by comparing the inforBecause the
mation across organizational datd bases.
data collection process in the arts is decentralized,p.
certain respondents have been asked to supply similar
information to different organizations at the same
'

time.
.

,

Thq Ford Foundation (Ford) and the Theater Commucations Group (TCG) collected financial data from a
number of in-common theaters. A single data element,
"Total Operating Expenditures," was selected as the
The year
basis for a theater-by-theater comparison.
chosen for analysis was FY74, since both organizations collected data for that year.
InasLach as
comparable data was collected from common respondents,
the information should have been consistent.
Table 1 shows the comparison.
Only seven (30%)
of twenty-three in-common theaters reported identical
"Total Operating Expenditures" to both TCG and the
Ford Foundation. Variances ranged from a low of $240
(Theater 8) 'to a high of $355,703 (Theater 17)..
Twelve of the sixteenlrespondents reporting different
expenditures had variances greater than $10,000.
Four
of the sixteen had variances greater than $100,000.
Without additional information, the exact causes
of the variances in the reported data could not be
However, the
determined on a per theater basis.
range of probable causes would include the'following:
1.
Definition of Terms. There is no generally
accepted set of financial reporting terniinology for
Often the definition of the
arts organizations..
surveying institution does not coincide with that of
the respondent.
For example, both TCG and Ford requested "Total
\
,Operating Expenditures," and devised survey forms
\tilizing several line items of expenditures.
Ford
,
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built the total figure from the sun of "Total Salaries/Fees/Fringe Benefits"-and "Total Nonsalary
Costs." TCG built to the total by summing "Total
Administrative Expenses," "Total Artistic Expenses,"
"Total Production/Technical Expenses," and "Total
Other Expenses." In theory the two approaches should
sum to the same total. Table 1 shows that. this occurred only about '30% of the time in FY74.
2.
Inclusion of Parent Organization Data. To
the extent a respondent's books are consolidated with
a parent organization, reported operating expenditures
.may sometimes include expenses of the parent.' For
example, Theater 23 is associated with a major university.
It is probable that some of the variance
shown in Table 1 results from inclusion in the response to ycc of some expenditures associated with
university operations rather than purely theater
activities, e.g. salaries may not have,been allocated between faculty duties versus theater duties.
3.
Inclusion of Imputed Cash Values for Contrib-,
uted Goods and Services.
Arts organiozations often
receive contributions in the form of goods or services.
Should a respondent include in a survey
response an imputed value for such contributibns, the
response will vary from the organization's audited
statement which usually does not, include such imputed

is presented when more than one organiiation collected the data, the material presented should be
noted accordingly. For example, TCG data for FY75
and FY76 will be used to up-date the Ford Foundation
data. -There will be a certain amount of variance
hetween FY74 and FY75 because these organizations
used different surveys and procedures to collect the
clata.

Additional Factors Affecting Reliability
Interviews with representatives of organizations
that have undertaken data collection activities in
the arts revealed some additional factors which have
affected data ,reliability in the past.
1.
Financial Capability and Incentive of the
Respondents.
There is a wide range of financial
capability (or lack thereof) among arts organizations.
In some cases, this is comPlicated by an attitude approaching disdain for the commercial aspects
ofnon-profit arts activities.
Consequently,sa lack
of accurate financial records may not even be considered a problem.
Some grantor organitations (such as Ford) have
begun to request periodic financial reports from
grantees.
This process.tends to result in grantees
maintaining similar financial rlcords.
Consequently,
this may become less of an issue ia tile future.
2.
Fiscal Year-End Variances. The records indicate that a majOrity of arts organizations have a
30 June fiscal year-end.
The next most common fiscal year-end is 31 December. 'Other fiscal year-end
dates include 30 September, 31 August, and 30 Maich.
The inconsistency of year-end dates complicates the
conduct ofa survey. For example, a survey conducted in September-October 1977 will not collect
FY71.year-end data for those organizations mhich are
on a calendar year for accounting purposes. Most
likely such organizations will submit FY76 data and,
thereby, cause a problem for the surveying organization, which is interested in collecting and 'analyzing
FY77 data. Mixing FY76 data for some respondents
with FY77 data for others can result in misleading
conclusions.
Unfortunately, such mixing often occurs
and-is justified in terns of the need to publish a'
report as soon as possible.

values.

The area of contributions becomes even more compliCated when a.parent organization, e.g.; a university, provides such things as utilities, security,
and maintenance at no charge to the arts organization.
(This may account for the large variance associated with Theater 17 which receives a great deal of
in-kind services from a university.)
The provision
of ih-kind contributed Servites would show as both
income and expenditures in a given year and,. therefore,
net to zero.- However, the non-inclusion of such ser,vices underestimates the actual level of public support and can result in misleading comparisons between
organizations with institutional parents and those
without.
Human Error.
4.
Another explanation of variance
is human error. Such errors cap occur in transcription or tabulation by the respondent or be introduced
by thg surveying institution as part of the coding
and editing process.
Table 1 shows two cases of probable human error: Theater B's $240 variance and
Theater 22's $900 variance.
The data shown in Table 1 lead to two conclusions:
1.
For a significant budget item in a single
fiscal year, some inconsistent responses were
reported to surveying organizations by incommon respondents; and
2.
No single factor appears to account fot.the
inconsistent responses.
Whether the variance is significant is a function
of the use to which the (lath will be put.
Inconsistent responses regarding :he level of operating
expenditures could be higWy significant to those
auditing the financial records of a given respondent.
However, the data collected by TCG and Ford were used
to determine problems and trends within a broad effort
to monitor the economic state of the arts.
Consequently, inconsistent responses on the order of those shown
on Table I may not be significant in the aggregate.
The sum of the operating expenditures for FY74 reported to the Ford Foundation by theaters also
reporting to TCG was approximately $500,000 (2%)
greater than the sum of the responses to TCG. A 2 %
variance would appear to be acceptable for purposes
of analyzing the state of an industry, for presenting
trends over time, and for model building purposes.
One data use does require some caUtion because of
these variances. To the extent that trMe setes data

Data Accessibility, S'torage, and Retrieval
' There is no centralized accesS available to
financial data on arts organizations. When information is required, as occurred on this pioject, it
must be drawn together from diverse sources, both
within and without the Endowment.
This processiks
time consuming and expensive. The effort required to
gather the data tends to impede_the data analysis by
diverting resources from the analysis to the more
mundane tasks of data collection and data organization.

With the exception of Ford, none of the service
organizations or Endowment Program Offices has automated the data retention or retrieval process.
Consequently, information is stored on paper records
and summarized manually on spread sheets. The analysis performed is usually basic cross-tabulation
without any use of interpretive statistical techniques,

.

The Future.
The studies sponsored by the Endowment's Research
Division,, of which our work was only one:part, have
demonstrated that the lack of a centralized data
collection effort hinders, if not renders impossible,
any systematic analysis of the financial and other
characteristics of arts organizations.
Consequently,
when there is a request for information, for example,

t-,
0
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from Congress, there does not exist any system of
generating a response which is both timely anclaccuarate.
Touche Ross was concerned With the accessibility,
reliability, and comparability of financial data colWhat we found was
lected from arts organizations.
that data collected to date were not particularly ac-cessible, had reliability problems, and were not gen0 erally comparable--even.in situations where different
institutions conducted surveys of the same respondents in the .same year.
The arts face a choice: either to 'continue the
elisting decentralized data collection process, or
to cooperate in'the design and implementation of a
Such a process would facilitate cc:insisnew process.
tent reporting*practices and create a data base:oh
This data base would contain current and
the arts.
accurate information and would be accessible to a
variety of potential users. With cateful planning,
such a da'ca collection process need not impose any
significant incremental burden on arts,organizations
nor should it divert resources from the primary creative tasks of the arts.
We discussed previously-the underlying causes of
non-comparabde and unreliable data in current data '
The new process.must address and
collection efforts.

corrat these problems.
1. ,Uniform and accepted terminology should be
defined, with the participation of arts
organizations to enhance acceptance and use;
Standard reporting practices shbuld be spe2.
cified for such items as allocation/consol-

3.

4.

idation of parent organizatidh data and
in-kind-services;
The process should include review points
to allow identification of errors;
In order to insure timely and accurate
responses, the process should contain some
for example, it should be made
incentive:
an integral oart of the Endowment's'grants
process;

Finally, the data collected should be
into-a coMputerized system and
enter
outputs made available.to the various
users, including service organizations
and state and metropolitan arts councils.
The non-profit artscannot sustain themselves on
The grantors who provide the,
earned income alone.
required unearned income have a right to know the
economit health of the institutions they support,
while the arts have to establish their funding needs
in the context of competition for scarce, public
There'is no dhoice other than to bring
resources.
to fhe process of arts data
coherence and consistenc
collection, a process which, currently is,discontin5.

.

uous.,in time;' fragmented in 'responsibility, and in..

consistent across art forms.
Footnotes
By letter dated'August 11, 1977, TCG did advise
1
the Endowment's Research Division of possible ex'planations for specific variances based on, TCG's
knowledge of a theater's financial situation in FY74.
TCG's comments provided .some helpfulinsights for our
analysis.

11

Table
REPORTED OPERATING.EXPENDITURES FOR FY74

Ford
Foundation

Theater
Theater 1
Theater 2
Theater 3
Theater 4
Theater 5 \
Theater 6
Theater 7
Theater 8
Theater 9
Theater 10
*Theater 11
Theater 12

Theater
Theater
Theater
Theater
Theater
Theater
Theater
Theater
Theater
Theater
Theater

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

$

ez

375,540
2,383,119
1,602,545
1,604,517
640,585
254,361
583,612
2,082,292
591,669
782,116
2,280,406
735,714
1,974,075
-S82-,091

877,789
513,850
887,169
752,727
841,580
8o6,979
1,026,993
233,510
480,513
.

$22,953,752

'Theater
GoMmunications
Group
$

Variance

375,540**
2;134,367
1,589,793**
1,604,517'
592,207
267,011
594,969

$

-0-

(12,650)
(11,357)
240

591,669
879,342
2,131,464
738,581
1,974,075**
582,091
0 905,563
517,380
531,466

752727

4

.48,378

.2082,052

841,580
847,732
935,962
232,610
724,574

-0-

248,752
12,752

(97,22,,6).0%.

.

.

148,942
(2,867)
-0-0(27,774)

(3,530)"
355,703

F

-0-019,247
.

91,031
906
(244,061)

$526,480

$22-,4C7,272

**Adjusted to reflect FY 74 year end data reported to TCG as part of.their FY 75 annual survey': The adjustment
was required because certain respondents were on a calendar year basis for accounting purposes; therefore, FY 74
year end data could not be gupplied to TCG in time for inclusion in the FY 74 survey Asults
,
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Workshop:-Evaiyating Data Series Recomrnendations for Forecasting
,

4,

Workshop:
Evaluating data series recommendations
for forecasting
the economic condition of the arts
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.

Moderated by Steve Beneaict, consultant to the
National Endowment for the Arts% this workshop reyiewed a report by Booz Allen and Hamilton on altlrnative approaches toward developing an Endowmentsponsored arts data series. 'While the reports reviewed during&the morning session focused on the data,
needed for forecasting and modeling, as well as the
quality and accessibility of current.data setS, thb
Booz Allen stt.dy compared the costs (If aleernative
data collection plans and recommended 4 plan for
putting the prefkred method into operation.
,The National Endowment's Research,Division has
proposed a three-part system of data ciollection eMphasizing annual, five-year, and semi-annual surveys.
The annual data'series would cover theatre companies,
opera companiesl, dance companies, symphony orchestras,
and museums; would seek to report e&nomic conditions
and levels of activity and tervice by ,arts
tutions; and would provide a basis foi preparing forecasts for use in five-year plan development. The
five-year survey would not necessarily be done by the °
ArtsEndowment, but might use the Census of Businesi
The 1.
that is rekularly done on a five-year basis now.
semi-annual "41.0.ck response" survey will utilize a
small sample to identify developing trends and prob-'
lems.,

The Booz Allen report focused primarily on the
annual data series; 'evaluating five data collection
plans, four of which utilized'questionnaires diStributed and collected by mail. The fifth method used the
grant application mechanism as the means for distributing and collecting the questionnaires. Fooz Allen
recommended use of the application mechanism, inasmuch as this approadh'Would produce the highest response rate and the most complete coverage at the
least annual operating cost, estimated to be $160,000
to $220,000 annually. In addition, it Was felt that

the applicatiOn mechanism imposed iess of a burden
on participating arts institutions than would a
separate survey, and would represent an expansion of
in-place Endowment procedures rather than an entirely
new initiative.
A number of issues were raised during workshep
discussion. There was extensive-discussion.of the
consequencet of the application.mechanism for data
It was suggested that
accuraiy and universe coverage.
the use of the supplement constituted an incentive to
respond since it formed a part of the grant application, and would help overcome the usual, hesitancy to
respond to mailed questionnaires. A number of categories of artistic activities 'and organizations are
represented completely in the application process,
while some might never appear. Therefore, the application mechanism might have to be supplemented by
Arts service
mailed surveys to be totally complete.
organizatfons'are also collecting data, and there
was discussion of the need for cdordination to avoid
imposing an additional reporting burden.
Advocates of both a role for the Endowment and
the recommdnded approach.pointed out that service
organizatiOns have their own purposes for data collection and currently'generate non-comparable data sets
covering a limitea universe, usually their memberAs an agency of government, the Endowment has
ships.
a responsibility to collect data needed to satisfy
the information and planning data requests from
Congress and the Office of Management and Budget,
as well as the needs of the more general arts commUnity it serves.
Other questions raised concerned likely data
quality, given institution accounting and recordkeeping procedures, and the accuracy of4he estimated
cost of data collection.
.
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Issues
in Developing a Model
to Assess the Community-wide
Economic Effects
of Cultural Institutions
David Cwi and Katharine C Lye!f

Introduction
In recent years there has.been a growing interest
on the part of the arts community to document the full
range of effects of the arts and arts institutions on
American life. In particular, while the primary purpose of artistic and cultural institutions is not to
create jobs, generate business for local entrepreneurs,
or boost sales of durable goods, many in the arts coin;
munity have felt it important to engage in studies
aimed at estimating the economic effects of selected
arts institutions on their local communities.
Intentionally or not, arts institutions do generate a number of economic effects.
Under a grant from
the Research Division of the National Endowment for
the Arts, we tackled the job of developing a model
which could be used by the general arts community-individuals likely not to have had advanced training
in economics and the social sciences--to estimate a
xariety.of positive and negative economic effects of
arts institutions on their local communities. More
generally, the model we adapted
*

utilizes data generally available froM an
Institution's internal records or from
local, state, or federal documents;

*

can be adapted to a variety of settings and
take account of local governmental, social,
institutional, and economic conditions;

*

focuses not only on the institution but on
its-employees and audiences as well;

*

can be used to assess the effects of one
inittition or many;

*

uses as inputs a variety of policy-relevant data
respecting an institution and its community; and

*

identifies negative as well as positive effects
on the local economic base.

What follows is a brief introduction to the model,
and a report on the results of its application to a
group of eight institutions in metropolitan Baltimore.
The model we evolved was adaptid from one used
originally to eptimate the economic effects of colleges
and universities.
The model consists of 30 linear
equations developed to measure effects on local bus-

iness volume, government income and expenditures, and
personal income and jobs (rables 1 and 2). A number of
these:equations are subequations of others and are
The tripartite
added up to calculate a larger impact.
division into business, individual, and government sector impacts allows us to recognize effects that may
benefit one sector at the expense of another and also
to identify effects that may unfold over different'
periods of time. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first arts impact study to explicitly recognize
such differential effects. This means however that in
looking at the table of results below, the effects cited
cannot simply be added up for a total impact figure.
The data required to use the model are taken from
the internal accounts of the examined institutions as
well as from local, state, and federal documents. In
addition, surveys ,of institutional audiences, employees, and guest artists are used. To test the models we
applied it to eight major arts.institutions in Baltimore.
These institutions include the traditional core
of Baltimore's resources in the visual and performing
arts, but hardly exhaust the full range of arts re-,
sources available to residents of the Baltimore' metror
politan area.
Correspondingly, these institutions,
while important, do not exhaust the effect of the arts
on-the local economy. For example, total full time
employment at the examined institutions nuMbers'only
404 or seven percent of the 5805 writers, artists, and
entertainers reported by the 1970 census to be working
in metroliolitan Baltimore. As has been typical of
studies nationally, our model .focuses only on the
economic effects of arts institutions.
The local institutions we examined include The'
Baltimore Museum of Art, The Baltimore Symphony and
Baltimore Opera, The Arena Playeis, The Maryland Ballet,
Center Stage, The Morris Mechanic Theatre, and the
Walters Art Gallery. We are pleased to acknowledge
again the assistance and cooperation received from
their management and staff.
The economic effects of these eight institutions may
be small relative to other industries in metropolitan
Baltimore, but our findings indicate that significant
reductions in their budgets would have perceptible
local effects (rable 3).
'

Business Sector Impacts
In Fiscal 1976, the eight institutions spent

David Cwi and Katharine Lyall, Senior Research Associate , The Johns Hopkins University, Metro Center, Baltimore,
Md. Dr. Lyall is presently Deputi Assistant Secretary for Economic Affairs, HUD, Washington, D. C.
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$5.3, million ter .goeds. and services, of which 47 per-

cent represents purchases from suppliers and individuals in the Baltimore region. Another $4 million
6..v; spent for, wages and salaries.

Lighty rercent or more of the institutions' professional and administrative staff members live in
Baltimore Ctiy, with the remainder concentrated priSlightly less than half
marily in Baltimore County.
(47 percent) of all employees, are homeowners in the
metropolitan'area. Empleyees reported that, of $6.7
million.of disposable family income (net income after
deducation of taxes and social security contributions), two-thirds ($4.4 million) was spent_in.the
metropolitan region.
Total local paid attendance at all eight institutions during the 1976 .season was approximately
718,000, with about six percent of patrons-eoming
from outside the metropolitan region. The percentage
of.out-of-region audience de rmined from our audience survey varied substantially among the eight
institutions, ranging from two percent for the Walters
Art Gallery and Center Stage Theatre to 14 percent
for the Baltimore Museum of Art.
ln addition to the ticket price, local audience
parties spent, on the verage, suMs ranging from
$3,85 to $15.65 per visit (meals, transportation,
paiking,....babysitters, etc.), depending on the institution andtinr-tof performance. As might be

expected, attendance at the museums'entailed the
sMallest ancillary expenditures, while attendance at
the Symphony and the Mechanic Theatre involved the
highest average supplementary expenditures. Altogether, local ndiences in fiscal year 1976 spent
an eStimated $2,634,601 in addition to ticket'and adThese figures.were obtained from
mission 'fees%
audience surveys taken over a variety of performances
Because many persons attend perand times of day.
formances and cultural activities in couples and
groups, we .formulated our survey questionnaire to
elicit average expenditure by party size.2
In fiscal 1976, some 43,000 visitors from outside
the Baltimore region came specifically to use the
These visitOrs contributed
eight arts institutions.
roughly half as much as resident audiences to local
area spending, despite the fact that they comprised,
at any one institution, only two percent to 14 perOut-of-region patrons
cent of total attendance.
exert a disproportionate economic.influence compared
to local audiences, both because they spend more per
visit, and because a larger share of these visitors
spend money at all.
Average per diem expenditures reported by out-ofregion viSitors ranged by institution from $11.80 to
$48.60, yielding a total expenditure of $1,891,393
attributable to the drawing power of these institutions in attracting out-of-town-Visitors. it is important to note 'that this calculation reflects
expenditures only for those respondents who indicated,
that they came to Baltimore specifically to visit
the arts institution under study.
Each year, arts institutions contract with deigners, directors, conductors, choreographers,
featured soloists, and others. These eon-resident
"guest artists" make a modest contribution to local
The eight examined institutions reported .
spending.
a total of 1,913 guest-artist days spent in the
Baltimore region, at per diem rates_ranging from $30
to $40, for a total estimated fiscal 1976 local expenditure of $68,247. Our computation of guest
artist spending is undoubtedly conservative, since
no attempt' has been made to include members of family
or entourages in the total estimate.
Notice, however, that these direct expenditures
by the institutions and their staff, audiences, guest
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artists, and out-of-region visitors 0 not capture
the full effect of such, activities on the economic
base of the region. These direct expenditures generate second order effects, as local businesses make
purchases of their own to support the institutions'
local demand for goods and services." Eventually,
Baltimore metropolitan region businesses will purchase $9.1 million worth of addjtional or backup goods
and services from other local businesses, while the
employees of all local firms eventually affected by
institution-related business generate another $9.4
In addition, these
million in local business volume.
local firms have invested $5.7 million worth of
inventory, equipment, and real estate in order to
service institution-related business.3
A portion of the business and personal incomes
generated by institutional activities are also deposited with local banks, and this results in an expansion of the local credit base by some $3,106,000.
At this point, we should note that some aspects
of arts institution activity may have negative
effects on the local economy. To the extent that
the institutions operate enterprises or provide services in competititon with local businesses, their
receipts from these activities should be recognized
as a substitution,for.other private business earnings
in the.community. In some instances, however, it
may be reasonable to think that the subsidiary
activities of arts organizations are net additions
to total business volume in the region, perhaps'competing with activities outside the area but not
reducing sales within the region: Upon examination
of the particular auxiliary enterprises operated by
the eight institutions in our Baltimore sample, we
clecided not to count any of ,he $280,820 in income
from subsidiary enterpriFo aS a net loss to other
private sector vendors. The bulk of this income was
derived from gallery and gift shop sales and from
profits from
concessioned restaurant facilItIes:
concessioned restaurant sales go to private business
In the case of gallery sales, we assumed
anyway.
sales represent items that are largely unobtha
tainable elsewhere, and that, in any case, museums
stimulate other private sector purchases through a
heightened interest in the purchase of art. No data
are available on which to make an evaluation or
assumption regarding the transfers from other recreational, entertainment, or educational areas that may
be represented by the ticket and related expenditures
associated with attendance at arts events.
Government Sector Impacts
A related finding concerns the impact of taxexempt arts institutions on the fiscal status of
local governments. The eight institutions in our
sample both impose costs on the city and bring revCosts are assessed in terms of
enues to the city.
,foregone property taxes; unreimbursed municipal
services; and the operating costs of public schools
attributable to the institutions, their personnel,
and their children. The unreimbursed value of local
government services to the institutions and their
employees is estimated at $678,612. These items
clearly do not exhaust all effects on local government, but reflect only selected impacts directly
traceable to the institutions and their employees.
On the revenue side, although all eight institutions
operate under tax-exempt status, they are nonetheless
responsible for $132,157 fn tax payments to the six
local governments in the SMSA.4 The sources of
these revenues were property taxes, locally retained
sales taxes,5 local income taxeS, and populationbased state aid to localities.
The-institutions also provided municipal-type
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services for themselves, including security services
ahd trash collection, with an annua'l value of about
Finally, we have estimated that the value
$33,172.
of foregone taxes an.tax-exempt property owned or
occupied by the eight Baltimore arts institutions is
no more than $100,000 and is more likely $60,000.
These figures reflect only foregone tax revenues on
property used by the arts institutions themselves
and do not attempt to reflect any positive or negative spillover effects that these institutions may
have on the value of surrounding (taxable) properIt is important to
ties and neighborhood cohesion.
note also that all local governments in the metropolitan area contribute more than $1.5 million to the
eight institutions in outright trwisfers.

IndividualImpacts
Impacts on private individuals in the metropolitan region are largely through jobs and employment
opportunities. We estimate that 1,175 full time
jobs in the Baltimore area are produced by the activities of the eight arts organizations in our sample
and that these generate more than $9.6 million in
personal income for the region.
Broader Use of the Arts in Attraction Of Firms
In recent years, advocates of the arts have
stressed the importance of spinoff economic effects
In particular, it
chat are not easily quantified.
has been claiMed thatthe availability of artistic
and cultural activities can be a decisive factor in
both industrial relocation decisions and in the recruitment and retention of executives.
Without arguing that public policy toward the
arts ought to aim primarily at maximizing economic
returns to the community, it should be noted that, if
arts and cultural activities have an ancillary role
in economic development decisions, this would represent an important additional consideration in the
development and evaluation of public policy toward
the arts. Therefore, as part of the Baltimore Case
Study, we sought to evaluate local and national experience with respect to the impact of artistiC and
cultural amenities on industrial'development and
executive recruitment.
Since there are no hard data on the impact of
artistic and cuftural amenities on industrial development and executive recruitment in the Baltimore
region or in the nation, we sought the judgments of
a variety of knowledgeable individuals through unstructured interviews.
We refer you to our full report for a discussion
of these interviews. Suffice it to say that there
was universal agreement among respondents that artistic and cultural amenities by themselves are not a
determining factor in either industrial or executive
When locating a business; business clidecisions.
With respect to
mate issues are of prime importance.
"quality of life" issues, it is important for arts
advocates not to equate "quality of life" with "quality of artistic and cultural resources." Artistic
.and cultural amenities are a part of the total community fabric that also includes such factors as
recreational opportunities, schools, neighborhoods,
the cost of living, climate, efficiency and performante of local government, the environment both
manmade and natural, the quality of health and educational facilities, and positive social conditions.
Cultural and recreational opportunities are generally

viewed as one area of concern, and business and individuals are interested in the total mix of available educational and recreational opportunities
within this.broader "quality of ife" context.
Some Conclusions
In reviewing the effects of the eight Baltimore
institutions, we are persuaded by our work that institutional type, e.g., theatre or museum, is less
useful for identifying economic impact than structural distinctions, including (1) the proportion of
non-salary expenditures made to local suppliers;
(2) the number and composition of employees (guest
artists, resident troupe, permanent employees);
(3) the proportion'of employee expenditures remaining
in the community; and (4) local and visiting audiThe
ence expenditures attributable to institutions.
interaction of these factors_is idiosyncratic; for
example, in the Baltimore instance, should an arts
employee reside in Washington, D. C., his earnings
and resultant secondary spending would primarily
benefit Washington, not Baltimore. In this case, a
visiting artist resident in Baltimore for part of a
season might have a greater local spending impact
Similarly, in the
than the direct staff employee.
assessment of audience expenditures attributable to
the arts, it is not sufficient to know total atten,
dance since spending varies substantially by residence pf patrons (local versus out-of-region), and
spending by audience varies significantly by type of
institution. Further, an institution that relies
heavily on contracts to guest artists who spend only
short periods in the community may export a signifiAn analogous sitcant proportion of its wage bill.
uation will arise for institutions dealing with outside suppliers.
If interpreted correctly, we believe that the
model can. provide some useful insights to local
planners and arts organizations on their contribution
to the local Rconomy. However, some caveats are.in
.

.

order.

As noted earlier; it cannot be inferred that the
eight institutions examined in.this study exhaust
the effect of the arts on the Baltimore economy..
While the eight institutions studied include the region's largest arts institution, these organizations
constitute no more than 10 percent of the total arts
employment in the Baltimore metropolitan area.
Finally, while the model can illuminate the important and cbmplex economic relationship of arts
institutiOns to the business, government, and individual sectors, and so would be helpful in evaluating
the value of artistic and cultural activities as an
economic development strategy, we caution community
planners and arts advocates against placing inappropriate emphasis on narrowly defined "return on in- .
vestment" Criteria in the development of public
policy toward the arts. 'As noted at the start, the
primary purpose of arts institutions is not economic
but the enrichment of our lives in non-economic ways.
Since individual arts institutions have differential
economic effects, narrowly defined "return on investment" criteria might suggest differential public support or constraints on that support so as to maxOur report to the
imize local economic effects.
Arts Endowment includes a number of examples of potentially inappropriate policy uses of economic
impact analyses, and we invite you to refer to the
full report for this discussion.
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Footnotes

assets and not expenditures.made in 1976, although a
portion of these assets may have been acquired in
Such expenditures were not-necessarily
that year.
made with local firms.

1
This model has been adapted from J. Caffrey and
H. Isaacs, Estimating the Impact of a College or
University on the Local Economy (Washington, D. C.:
American Council on Education, 1971).

4
Includes only tax payments related to direct,
not secondary, expenditures (i.e., Model B-1). This
figure also excludes a variety of user fees paid by

2
A variety of issues inherent in the 'use of selfadministered questionnaires to acquire audience expenditure data are discussed in our report to the Arts
Endowment.

3
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employees.

Only sales tax revenues going to local govern5
ment are counted.

This represents the fiscal 1976 value of these

Table 1

A MODEL TO ESTIMATE THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE ARTS

Business Sector Impacts
B-1

E = E

B-1.1

E

e

+

Government Sector Impacts

.

La + Ev

g

Li = z(TE1 -

B-1.2

Le

(f)

(Wen

.5

GR = RETX + ST + YT + SA + OR

I-1

J = Emps + x(E + OC)

RET1
G-1.1RETX=..+RET
+ RETb

1-2

pr = W + p(E + OC)

1-3

DG = k(PY)

G-1

Transf - Tx)

G-1.1.1

si

= Emps(H)(pt)(TRA/R)

RET
e

= g (GD)

G-1.1.2

RET

= (RP)(ar)(pt)

b

13-2

BP =

= a(TA)

6-1.2

ST = st(STR)(E/TBV)

= v(TVD)

G-1.3

YT = (TYT/H11)(Emps)

1) (L)

G-1.4

SA = PS +. OR

1.1

13-3

RV =

13-4

111

(.45)(L)(mi

-

G-1.4.1

I)

= RP + Inv

G-2

PS = N(C)(SE)

OC = MOC + PSOC

B-4.1

Itp= (L/TBV)(AV/ar)

G-2.1

AC 7 B(EHH/POP)

13-4.2

Inv = ir (E + BP + BV)

G-2.2

PSOC = (SB)(C/TC)

B-5

CB = (1-t)[TD1 + Tdo (Emps)] +
(1-d)[DDi + DDe (Emps) +
+ BP + BV)]

B-6

NBV = 1B

Impacts on Individuals

G-3

GP = (GP).(MGC/B) + (GP)(PSOC/SB)

G-4

FTX =.AV(ar)(pt)

G75

SSVS = P.

+ S.

+

Table 2

LIST OF EQUATIONS

Economic Impacts on Local Business
Direct Impacts
B-1

B-1.1

B-1.2

B-1.3
8-1.4
B-1.5

Total Institution-related Local Expenditures (E)
Local Institutional Expenditures for Goods and
Services (Ei)
Direct Expenditures in the Local Community by
Institutional Employees (E,,)
Local Expenditures by Guest Artists (E )
Local Expenditures by Local Audience and Patrons (Ea)
Local Ancillary Expenditures by Non-Local Audience
and Other Users (Ey)

Economic Impacts on Local Governments
G-1
G-1.1

Total Institution-related Local Tax Revenues (GR)
Local Real Estate Taxes Paid by the Institution,
Its Employees, and Local Businesses Serving Both

G-1.1.1.

Local Real Estate Taxes Paid by Institutional
Employees (RETe)

G-1.1.2

Real Estate Taxes Paid by Local Businesses on
Real Property Gommitted to Support Institutionrelated Business (RET,)
Local Sales Tax Revenue Resulting From Institutionrelated Direct Expenditures (ST)
Local Income Tax Revenues Paid by Institutional
Employees (YT)
State Per Capita Aid to Local Government Attributable
to Institutional Employees (SA)
Operating Cost of Government-provided Municipal
and Public School Services Attributable to the
Institution and its Employees (0C)
Local Governmental Operating Costs (Excluding

(RETX)

G-1.2
G-1.3

Induced Impacts
G-1.4
13.-2

B-3

B-4

E-4.1
B-4.2

13-5

B-6

Purchases by Local Businesses from Local Sources
in Support of Institution-related Expenditures
in the Local Economy (Be)

G-2

Local Business Volume Stiffiulatect by Institution-

related Income Spent by Local Business
Employees (BV)
Value of Local Business Property Committed to
Institution-related Business (B1)
Value of Local Business Real Property Committed to
Support Institution-related Business (RP)
Value of Business Inventory Committed to Support
Institution-related Direct and Secondary Business
Volume (Inv)
Expansion of the Local Credit Base Attributable to
Institution-related Oeposits (CB)
Local Business Volume Unrealized Due to Institutionrelated Enterprises (NBV)

G-2.1

Schools)
G-2.2
G-3
G-4
G-5

Public School Operating Costs Attributable to
Institutional Employees (PSOC)
Value of Local Governmental Property Committed to
Support Services to Employees (GP)
Foregone Real Estate Taxes Due to the Institution's
(FTX)
Tax-exempt Status
Value of Local Governmental Services Self-provided by
the Institution (SSVS)

Economic Impacts on Individuals
I-1 -

1-2

1-3

Number of Local Jobs Resulting from Institutionrelated Direct Effects on the Local Business
Sector and Government (J)
Total Local Personal Income Due to Institutionrelated Direct Effects on the Local Busdness
Sector and Government (PY)
Durable Goods Purchases Attributable to Institutionrelated Increases in Total Personal Income (DG)
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Issues in Developing a Model to AssesscEconomic Effects of Cultural Institutions
Table 3

SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC EFFECTS--1976
8 BALTIMORE ARTS INSTITUTIONS

Fiscal Year 1976

Business

Total direct expenditures of the 8 institutions
for goods and services
Of which purchased locally
EmPloyee household disposable income
Of which spent locally_

Total audience spending (other than ticket price)
Of which local audiences spent
Of which out-of-region audiences spent
Spending by guest artists
Seconclary business volume generated by suppliers
and their employees

Current value of backup inventory; equiPment,
and property
.

$

,344,754
2,405,026
6,701,479

4,422,976

4,515,993
2,624,601
1,891,392

68,247

18,499,454

5,746,743

Government

Institutions-related tax payments to local government

678,612

Value of local government service's to institutionsrelated employees and their households

132,157

Foregone property taxes on tax-exempt property
Total local government contributions to the 8 arts
institutions

59,765

1,578,545,

Individuals

Number of full-time jobs in Baltimore SMSA
attributable to institutiens-related activity
Personal incomes generated by institutions-related
business volume
;

c.

1,175

9,676,284
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Workshop Tutorial:
How to assess the economic impact
of arts institutions
on their communities

This workshop/tutorial was developed to orient interested conferees to the economic impact model reported
on during morning session. Copies of Research
Division Report No. 6, Economic Impacts of Arts and
Cultural Institutions: A Model for Assessment and a
Case Study in Baltimore were distributed and reviewed
At the time of the
by David Cwi and Katharine Lyall.
conference, this report was the only Research Division
study available for distribution.
The economic impact model.consists of 30 equaEach is reviewed at length in the user manual
tions.
that forms a part of the report. Conferees were first
given an orientation to the user manual with discussion following regarding specific assumptions underlying individual equations.
Data collection tasks,
including requisite employee and audience surveys,
were also reviewed.
There was extended discussion of the utility of
economic impact studies to local communities.
Representatives of arts institutions indicated that the
data provided by such studies was irrelevant to an
institution's artistic mission. Further, there was
some feeling expressed that the task of assessing
economic impact was somehow suspect, akin to finding
Other conferees noted that in the coma false fact.
petition for public dqllars, economic impact infor-

mation was the sort that legislators."listened to."
By having this information available, together with
other data on arts impact, legislators would find it
Some were
easier to jl.mtify arts appropriations.
uncertain whether studies of arts impact had the
desired political effects.
It was agreedthat studies alone would not increase arts support, and that this is often a political matter with-the models for sUccessful political
action varying by community. To the extent that
political processes are facilitated by the timely
presentation of information,.economic impact and other
studies may be helpful.
Cwi and Lyall called attention to the final section'of their report to the Arts Endowment which notes
the potential for mlsuse of economic', impact data.in
the development of public policy. Conferees were
cautioned not to use economic impactdata in ways
Future
that might later come back to haunt Oem.
public appropriations may he discouraged if misleading
claims are used today to elicit publiC support.
Equally important, should appropriations be made
largely on the basis of economic effeots, this may
encourage funding decisions not in the\best interest
of the arts community.
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Studies of
the Condition and Needs
of Cultural Institutions:
Their past uses
and future prospects
Carol Grossman and Eric Larrabee

Since its inception in 1970, the National Research
Center of the Arts has conducted,34 studies in the
cultural field. A number of the studies have viewed
non-profit arts and cultural organizations as an
industry,'focusing on this industry!s present condiIndustry studies have been
tion and future needs.
conducted twice for New York State; for the states
of Washington, California, and New York; for museums
nationwide; and for all arts nationwide.
These studies have been largely factual, concerned with gathering information about.Tich matters
as income and expenditure, personnel, facilities,
audiences, and public service provided. They have
routinely been based on direct personaj interviews
with the administrativ directors of surveyed organizations, supplemented by self-administered
When factual questions have been supplementedforms.
by others of a qualitative character, these have directly solicited the respondents' opinion, especially
regarding future needs and antiCipated trends. Confidentiality is guaranteed, and the data summarized
and reported only in the aggregate by size, art
Responses by indiform, geographic location, etc.
vidual institutions are never released, though
special aggregates and special runs have often been
made.

Administrators of arts organizations are not
likely to-be predisposed in favor of survey research.
They are frequently suspicious of_statistics, dubious about the findings of previous studies, and unimpressed by the usefulness of the results. Arts
organizdtIons are so varied in scale and function
that standardized questions often seem to the respondent to be inapplicable, or to reouire an answer
which forces institutional reality to conform to a
Such basic matters as
standardized abstraction.
organizational-facilities and the location of decision-makihg authority are likely to be far more
complex than a uniform questionnaire can eal with;
and the quality which gives an crganization its
uniqueness, in its own eyes, may vanish when incorporated into a statistical aggregate, or so they fear.
Only gradually, as a result, has the need for the
most rudimentary and currpatly-maintained information been perceived. Certainly no other substantial

seetor of the national economy is so unable to account for itself to a public on which it increasingly
What August Hecksher reported to President
depends.
Kennedy in May 1963, namely, that a "major obstacle"
to a sound national policy on the arts was "the lack
of adequate up-to-date factual and statistical information" is just as true now as it was then. The
National Research Center's past and current experience has impressed upon us the intractability of
arts information in the face of this national need.
Even though this experience prepared us for the time
used to acquire accurate information, that time--five
months at least--is alone a staggering testimony to
this intractability.
More importantly, we have learned a considerable
amount about the kinds of information arts organizations can be expected to provide. 'It is not realistic to ask for a high level of discrimination conPerforming companies
cerning attendance figureS.
which tour ordinarily have no capability for counting
Lacking a
the house when 'they are away from home.
functional necessity to,do so, many arts organizati(ns have traditic7Ially kept no attendance figures,
even when it was possible to do so. When attendance
infOrmation is available, it rarely permits breakFor example,
downs into sigrOficant sub categories.
many museums, though tile), may know the number of
School groups they handle, make no distinction in
their reported total attendance between children
Finally, with
under 16-, adults, and adults over 65.
the increasing number of arts events in casual circumstances, sdch as street festivals, performances in
parks, etc., an important sector of the growing arts
audience can be calculated no more accurately than a
police estimate of the size of the crowd.
Most difficult of all to secure is financial inHere an individualist,ic and reticent
*formation.
Even when
tradition is very much alive in the arts.
assured repeatedly of confidentiality,,many, arts
organizations are reluctant to reveak details of
income and expenditure unless authorized to do so by
4s a matter of policy, some institheir trustees.
tutions will release financial data only to potential
donors or sources of funds. Moreover, the argument
financial data ts a useful tool for increasing
that

Eric Larrabee is PreSident, and Carol Grossman is Vice-President, National Research Center of the Arts, Inc.
,
New York.
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overall governmental-arts funding has no appeal to
those organizations which currently have no need for
government funds, or no past success in obtaining
them.

Once candor and good will are assured, the problems of precision and comparability have only begun.
The bookkeeping requirements and procedures of arts
organizations vary enormously. In the low budgetsize categories (e.g., up to $50,000 annual expenditure), it is not uncommon for organizations to have no
annual operating budget as such, much.less an audited
budget statement: These organizations functfon on a
month-to-month, week-to-week, or hand-to-mouth basis,'
so-that they can be included in a survey only by constructing their budgets for them. At the other extreme are organizations so diversified and interrelated that only with difficulty can budgets for their
constituent units be established rndependently. .A
fine arts society, for example, may serve as an umbrella for a museum, an art institute, and a children's theatre.
It is a commonplace that uniform, accepted standards of financial reporting do not exiit in the nonprofit cultural field.
What may not be realized, how-,
ever, is the extraordinary range of possibility for
variations in practice, all of which are "acceptable,"
,especially in the treatment of non-current funds.
For obvious reasons, there is an implicit pressure to
A partner of one large accounting
show. deficits.
firm, who has had considerable experience with arts
organizations, estimates that by 'adopting one or
another of various .fully accepted and legitimate principles of reporting, the bottom line figure can be
made to vary by as much as 30 percent.
The More division within an organization, the more permissible
variation, there may be.
An organization may quite
honestly reply, "We have three different sets of tiooks.
Which one do you want."
To extract the true story, therefore, becomes an
exercise in ingenuity.
Above all, the factual information survey Anstruments elicit must be carefully
chetked, internally within itself and externally
within minimum standards of plausibility.
In our
experience, very few completed questionnaires survive
the,validation protess uncorrected. 'In a recent survey, one organization came to us reporting a sevendigit deficit. Their audited statement suggested that

Studies of the Condition and Needs of Cultural Insirtutfons
they had in fact a five,digit surplus.. When reviewed
by us and an outside independent accountant, it seemed
that they kad a six-digit surplus°.
To be sure, the organizations themselves are not
solely responsible for the varying ways in which
They are continually being asked
records are kept.
They complain, with some justice, that no
for data.
sooner is one form filled out than another arrives:
from tha IRS, from the National Endowment, from.their
state arts council, from foundations, from their
respective service organizations (ASOL, AMA, TCG, OA,
AADC, etc), and -from research agencies like ours.
All the forms are different, inasmuch as the needs
which give rise to them are different. Attempts to
standardize instruments have foundered on the necessity each art form feels to generate information
The lack of uniform
reflecting its own realities.
reporting stems, in our opinion, from the fact that
the prganizations themselves have not rebelled.
This somewhat somber characterization of the current situation is offered, not to discourage research,
but to.indicate some of the consequences of the fact
that research in the arts is so recent in origin.
Few other comparable sectors of the economy have been,
We are only
0
until recently,,so cursorily examined.
The
beginning to emerge from the descriptive stage.
studies that we have described have'provided a basic
taxonomy and a system of organization and classification allowing the whole to be perceived and trends
to be charted while also locating more detaided
Up to this time their
studies in a correct context.
primary'usefulness has been advocacy, to serve as a
guide to policy in a field where the absence of data
had hitherto been an obstacle to decision-making.
It may be, as some have argued, that this stage is
But it will be closed only when
coming to a close.
it is completed, when the basic facts are in place,
Until
to serve as benchmarks and boundary lines.
the past decade this was unknown territory. To th'e
extent that the National Research Center of the Arts
has traversed it, we are in a position to report on
the overall outlines of the landscape, the characteristic flora and fauna, and the customs of the
But we can also report that there is still
natives.
open country to be explored and work to be done, and
that in our view the descriptive task should by no
means be closed to intrepid reseaichers.
,

.
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The Economic Condition
of the Live Professional
Theatre in America
Robert J. Anderson, Jr. and Sonia P. Maltezou

Pt

Over a decade ago, in the first full-scale investi.gation of the economic condition of the live performing arts, Baumol and Bowen concluded that the financial plight of the performing arts would continue ,
to worsen due to basic structural economic factors.1
They found that the cost of performance tends to rise
at a greater rate than the general price level, since
there is relatively little scope in live performance
for the kind of productivity increases that characterize the rest of the economy.
They called this
phenomena the Pcost disease." At the same time, the
rate of growth.of box office revenues tends to be
held down because of the commitment in some segments
of the performing' arts community to keeping admission prices within reach of as large a cross-section
of the public as possible.
While the Baumol and Bowen diagnosis is untnistakably clear, their prognosis for the future rested
heavily upon a number of unknowns.
Regarding the,implications of their conclusions for the future, they
wrote:

This conclusion has implications that are rather
sobering.
It suggests that the economic pres'sures which beset the arts are not temporary-It suggests that if things
they are chronic.
are left to themselves deficits are likely to
grow.
Above all, this view implies that any
group which undertakes to support the arts can
expect no'respite. The demands upon its resources will increase, now and for the foreseeable. future.
Happily, however, w, shall
see that contributions have also been growing,
and that there is some reason to-hope that the
sources of philanthropy will be able to meet
much of, the expanding need for funds. Some
classes of performing organization.:-especially the established groups and those with.
well-organized fund raising machinery--may,
therefore, find survival in the future no
more difficult than it is todayi But for the
smaller, more experimental and less-well organized groups, and the organizations which
are not operated on a non-prOfit basis and so
do not live by philanthropy, a state of financial crisis may not just be perennial--it may

well grow progressively more serious.

2

In our study bf the theatre, we are examing what
has happened to the economic condition of the live ro,fessional theatre in America over the past ten-odd \
,..

years. We are investigating...whether or not the cost.-\
revenue squeeze diagnosed by Baumol and Bot,iell has be-\
come progressively worse, as they predicted, with all \
We \
the attendant adjustments this would necessitate.
\
are also examining some of the fabtors that could account for the patterns in the economic condition of the \
theatre that we observe over the last decade.
The theatre is particularly interesting in this
regard because, unlike the other traditional live

performing arts, theatrejs produced by both forWe should
profit and not-for-profit organizations.
expect to see particularly dramatic responses to economic factors in the case of for-profit producing
organizations, for these are ineligible for any significant form of philanthropy.
The data we are examing show, somewhat surprisingly,.that theatre activity has been, stable or has
In particular, the data
grown over the last decade.
seem to be showing the following:
Current dollar investment in Broadway pro1.
ductions has grown over the. period 1965/66
to 1976/77 at the rate of approximately
5.9% per year, as is shown in Figure 1.
While we do not have an index of the rate
of inflation in the cost ofoBroadway productions, if we assume that theSe costs
have increased at approximately the rate of
the wholesale price index over the same
period (approximately 5.9%), we conclude.
that in constant dollars, investment in
Broadway productions has reMained approximately constant.
2.
The number of productions on Broadway exhibits no trend over the period 1952/53 to
1976/77, as is shown in Figure 2. Data for
an extended period do show a fairly steady
decline in the number of productions over
the period 1928/29 to 1952/53. Since then
the number of productions seems to have
fluctuated with no sign of any trend.
.

.

Robert J. Anderson, Jr., Vice President and Director of Economics, and Sonia Maltezou, Senior Economist, Mathtech,
Inc., wsubsidiary of Mathmatica, Inc., Princeton, New Jersey.
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The estimated rate of return on investment in Broadway productions over the
period 1964/65 to 1976/77 averaged 13.18%:3
We do not know how this compareswith returns in the past, although reportedly it
has been estimated that the rate of return
on investment in Broadway shows over the
period 1947/48 to 1957/58 was approximately 19,5 %.4
The operating budgets of 30 large not-forProfit theatres grew at an average annual
rate of approximately 9.1% per year over
the period 1965/66 to 1975/76, as is Shown
la Table 1. This compares with a rate of
growth of the wholesale price index of
approximately 5.9% over the same period,
indicating a real expansion in the activ-

a

4.

0
.

ities of. these theatres.

These same 30 large not-for-profit theatres
cover about the same percentage of total
operating expenditures out of box office
earnings today as they did in 1970/71 (see
Table 1). This is quite remarkable in view.
of the rapid ra.e Of growth of operating
budgets.
6.
The number of productions undertaken by 30
of the larger not-for-profit professional
theatres has remained roughly constant (see
Figure 3), while the number of Performances
has grown considerably (see'Figure 4).
These findings are at least mildly surprising in
light of the compelling logic which underlies the
pregnosis offered by Baumol and Bowen for the live
performing arts.
If the cost-revenue'patterns they
foresaw had been realized, we should have expected
to observe the, profitability of investment in Broadway productions decteasing over time, with attendant
deCreases in productions and in the level of investment.
This seems not to have happened.
In the case
of the not-for-profit theatre, we would have expected to see -increases in the proportion of operating budgets provided by contritutions over time,
declines in .real operating budgets, and declines in
producing and performing activity.
These also seem
not to have happened,
What accowits for thesesurprises? The answer
5.

is simple. -There has been considerable Scopelor
'!economizing' the operations of theatre organizations.
Broadway producers apparently have tended to employ
'lower-salaried cast members than in the pase; cast
sizes have fluctuated,with the times; orchestra sizes
for musicals have decreased; ticket prices have increased; new marketing initiatives have been undertaken. Not-for-profit producers have extended their
seasons while holding nuMber of productions roughly..
constant, thus spreading fixed production and administrative costs over a larger number of performances; touring also has extended the economic life
of some productions; marketing initiatives have.been
undertaken, with the result that these theatres,now
fill n increasing percentage of capacity.
'This econoOzing behavior maY not, of course, be
an unmixed blessing. Smaller casts, smaller orchestras, higher ticket prices, fuller houses; larger
houses; lower7salaried casts, sparser sets, may all
detract.from the artistry of the theatre. Unfortunately, we have no way to judge the extent to
which the economic condition of the theatre has been
maintained and/or improved at the dxpense of artistry.

Footnotes
.1
William J. Baumol, and William G. Bowen,
Performing Arts: The Economic Dilemma (New York:
The 'Twentieth Century Fund, 1966), pp. 10-11.
2

Ibid., pp. 10-11.

This does not include any analysis of return
3
to National Touring Companies spawned by the parent
Broadway Company, and since we believe these operations to be more profitable, on the average, than
Broadway operations, this rite of return probably
understates overall'profitability of the combined'
parent company/wholly owned touring company operation.

Reported in Moore,,Thomas Gale, The Economics
4
of the American Theatre (Durham, North Carolina:
Duke University PresS), 1968.
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-Table 1

BUDGET INFORMATION FOR THIRTY NOT-FOR-PROFIT,THEATRES; SELECTED YEARS

OPERATING
EARNED INCOME

INCOME
UNEARNEDINCOME

Percentage

YEAR

Amount $

to Total

TOTAL INCOME

Percentage
Arnount $ to Total

Income

Amount $

Income

Percent age

Total

Surplus(+)

Operating
Expenditures

or

Percentage Percentage of
Unearned,
Income to
Income to
Total Oper. Total ()per.
ExpendiExpenditures
of Earne.d

Deficft (-)

(dollars)

tures

4

65-66

8,920,997

76.6

2,732,489

23.4

11,653,486

100.0

11,955,735

67-68

13,193,985

71.2

5,335,473

28.8

18,529,458

100.0

19,929,917

302,249

74.6

-1,400,459

66.2

-

22.9
26,8
..

14,110,660

70-71

67.3

6,856,740.

32.7.

20,967,400

100.0

21,187,170

-

219,770

66,6

32.4

100.0

22,133,318

+

75,354

65.1

35.2

106.0

28,978,747

+

717,207

65.3

37.5

63.21

36.7

63.2

33.8

71-72

14,409,965

64.9

7,798,707

35.1

22,208,672

72-73

16,953,817

63.5

9,742,137

36.5

26,695,954

t7,475,241

63..2

10,1,54,799

36.8

27,630,041

100.0

27,660,029

-0

23,482,928

65.1

12,569,323

34.9

36,052,251

100.0

37,166,244

-1,113,993

73-74
.76-77

29,988

,

The Condition and Needs, Chapter III, op. cit.; sources of data: 1965-1974 data from Ford Foundation,
Survey of the Performing Arts; 1976-1977 compiled from statements for each theatre.
Source':
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Figure 1

Figure 2
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Reproduced from the,Condition and Needs, Chapter II.,
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batl source:
Variety, June 8, 1977.

estimated from average production costs, Chapter III,
The Condition and Needs of the Live Professional Theatre in
America (hereinafter cited as The Condition and'Needs),
R. J. Anderson et al., MATHTECH, Inc. (forthcoming). Prepared
Source:

for the 1;lationa1 Endowment for the Arts.
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Figure 4

Figure 3

NUMBER OF PERFORMANCES 1965-1976

.
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The Development
of Museum
Management Tools
Barbara Vilker

Museum operations and programs reflect a. broad range
of institutional goals which vary among museums by
their subject classification (art, history, science,
and sUbcategories), their current and target audiences, and their range of purposes (cultural, preservation,.education, research).
For many reasons, management control systems in
museums have been weak. Traditionally, museum professional8 have emphasized product quality rather
than management and control.
External reporting requirements to auditors or trustees tended to be
unsophisticated, and elaborate internal reporting
systems were unnecessary.' Consequently, museums were
not forced to develop them. Moreover, budget constraints did not enceurage the addition of management
skills at the expense of technical skills.
Today,
however, increasing financial problems require the
development of management systems that meet a dual
purpose':
optimal allocation of present resources to
meet museum needs, and support of efforts to generate new revenue.
To ensure that an organization's efforts directly
relate to and carry out the organization's goals,
management must have an effective set of,tools by
which to evaluatu organizational performance,
Development of these tools in non-profit organizations is
more difficult than in the prlvate sector, because
universal measures such as net profit, earnings per
share, and other measurement and evaluation tools
are usually not available or not appropriate.
Also,
the split betweeafixed and variable costs is often
questionable.
Some costs called variable may indeed
be fixed because of management's limited ability to
influence them.
However, Museums have many functions
that may be meaSured in the same-manner u8ed by profit-making institutions.
Examples are bookshops,
print shops, cafeterias, etc. Management tools to
monitor these kinds of functions should be similar to
normal income statement measures and ratios, e.g.:
sales contribution to overhead and changing contribution over time.
If costs are greater than proceeds,
one may question continuing the activity.
Decreasing
contribution over time may signal lack of attention
to the area.
Further, many areas in Museum operations
are either similar or ideritical to operations else- %.
. where.
Some are as follows:
-

Security
Custodial Services
Purchasing
Admissions
Communication
'Maintenance and FacilitiesImprovement

'Operations

oo s op
Publications
Membership
Community Relations &
Public Relations.

Public Affairs

Fe.ucation

Libraries
Community Programs
High School Programs

Administration

Controller
Treasurer
Personnel

i

For these areas, the team members will draw upon
their past experiences in developing management tools
for other organizations.
In approaching this project, CCG has developed a
program that relies on roughly 100 interview with
knowledgeable and.representative museum personnel.
Indi-,iduals were selected in order to be representative of management functions and other factors such
as museum type, geographical location and operational
Prior to implementing the interview process,.
size.
CCG developed a descriptive model of museum functions
This model
and currently utilized, management tools.
was based on current research studies, pilot interviews, and dissitssions between the Museum Advisory
Panel Research Sub-Committee and the CCG project,
team.

ThiS descriptive model will be used as the interview framework and will be continuously adjUsted
during the interview process.
Tools will be developed not only in response.to expressed needs but
against the backgrdund of a normative model of the

Barbara Vilker is a Consultant, CCG, Inc., CaMbridge, Massachusetts,
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tools that should be available to miu-eum managers.
As tools are developed, they yin be evaluated by
the research team in two ways. Each tool will be
examined to assure that it is workable in principle
Subsequently,
and that data areavailable for input.
a group represenative of potential users will_ evaluate each toorand tools will be modified or deleted
based on their accOunts.

.

qualitative and Quantitative Measurement
Typically, qualitative measures are the only
articulated effectiveness measures for output of nonProfit institutions. .Yet, since they can only be
.defined dn a subjective manner, qualitative measures
are difficult to use as management tools.
Because
quantitatiVe measures are easier to work with when
Using a performance measurement system, every attempt
will be made to identify a set .of substitute quantitative measures for qualitative measures.
For example, "prestige of exhibit" is an unmeasurable qualitative output. Management may select
other indicators (to substitute for prestige) which
general attendance figures, attenare measurable:
dance figures for particular groups, number of
published reviews, or number of published.reviews in

Organizational Compatibility
Because of variations in skills, attitudes, and
data and time availability, management will differ
in its abilities to use management tools to measure
Therefore, a variety of
and evaluate performance.
simple as well as complex tools should be made availThus, organizations mith varying abilities
able.
will be able to select tools appropriate to their
The best management tools
level of sophistication.
can fail if the organization sees no'direct useful7
ness for them and, therefore, does not commit to
their use. To facilitate corrective action, measures
must be related as closely as possible to specific
organizational components such as maintenance, administration, or curatorial function. Finally, there
must be an identified individual or group with responsibility and authbrity for monitoring the measures
and suggesting correo)ive action or control procedures
to museum management.

. prestigious columns.

Selection of substitute indicators is highly
dependent on the underlying goals and in some cases
In these cases, the
a substitute will not suffice.
output may be assigned an arbitrary unit Vue, with
related inputs still measured against this vAlue.
Thus, the measurement tools will allow directors to
allocate resources against goals without preempting
artistic decisions.
Effectiveness and Efficiency Measurement
When measuring performauce and allocating resources against goals, both effectiveness and efficiency measures must be used. Effectiveness measures
provide information on how well the organization
meets its goals.
If these measures are overemphasized, objectives will be met, but with disregard for
related resource cost. Effectiveness measures Mhy be
divided into three subdivisions:
quality, quantiFy,
,and :timeliness

e,

Performance Standards
Measurement tools must be related to pre-establkshed standards. Use of standards will allow museum
management to determine whether improvements are
Initially, these standards may simply be
being made.
derived from.the organization's past performanCe.
After the system has been in use for several years,
sufficient data should then be available to develop
For example,
normatiVe or "should be" standards.
maintenance costs per viewing day may initially.be
compared to historical data. This allows management
to.know only whether they are doing better or worse
than previously. After the measure becomes familiar
to them and good data are available, management can
set normative sl:andards to evaluate ongoing operations.
0
'0
,

*

*Quality5'.the degree to which objectives are
satisfied.
*Quantity:
the frequehcy with which objectives
a
.

*Timeliness:

Efficiency measures can, however, be used profitably, as exemplified by measures such as "contribution
per line of goods sold," "maintenance costs per
square foot," and "return on endowment." Knowledge
of the contribution to overhead provided by associated revenue producing shops and restaurants'can help
management decide where to expand OT contract such
operations or which product line is. most profitable.
Data on maintenance costs per operating day, collected
over time and adjusted by a base factor, may show a
change in the productivity of labor due to laxness or
mis-scheduling of the labor force; or faulty equipTogether with other information; thfs ratio
ment.
can be a red flag to signal attention and possible
remedial action. Sdmilarly, the return on endowment
may be compared with returns,elsewhere and these
data used to document a decision to increase attenl
tion to or to caange investment strategy.

are met.
the degree to which objectives are
reached in the0proper time period.
4

Efficiency measures provide irformation .on how
well the organization uses its. resources in achieving
any given output.
Efficiency meaSjaresLmay be divided
by type of resource being measured, e.g., labor,
material, fixed.assets, and money. Overemphasis of
efficiency measures in pon-profit Institutions can
lead.to sub-optimal decisions because of the difficulty- of quantifying many outputs.
For example, with

regard to"preStige of exhibit," careless use.of
efficiency measures could lead to Substituting two
low-prestige exhibits for one exhibit of high prestige bUt also hi.gher cost.
The organization may thus
conserve resources.only'to find that it ds not able
to meet true objectives.. Many museums.are presently
incurring what they call "the invisible deficit," a
well balanced budget which hides the failure to
attain gbals.because of tincelled exhibits, cancelled
programs, and admission charges whith prohibit attendance of certain'community groups. ,Incorrect use of
efficienty measures can increase the invisible,deficit.
.

Data Availability
Orgailizational data should be available without
If the
uhreasonable effort as input to standards.
cost of collecting data for management toels is excessive, management tools -may cost moTe than they
save. Department' budgets, time cards, and complaints
from staff and vi.sitors are all Convenient to use; and
the Tlata they provide should be considered first.
The recent AMerican Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (AICPA) Discussion Draft contains a -een.tative set of accounting principles and repOrting
practices for non-profit institutions,.including
If these or alternative Suggested accounts
musepms.
were widely adopted:they would provide a convenidnt
data source for management tools to measure performance.
r)
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Workshop:
Evaluating three approaches
to studying the condition

and needs of

cultural jnstitutions

Moderated by Philip S. Je,ssup, II, of the William H.
Donner Foundation, New Yor:., this werkshop sought to
identify the needs of cultural institutions and how
they might be met by one or more of the research
approaches presented in the morning papers by Carol
Grossman, Robert J. Anderson, and Barbara Vilker.
The major portion of the workshop was devoted to
the discuSsion of questions and issues posed by the
audience.
the general view held by the audience was that
the projects discussed in the morning would produce
However,
useful results for cultural institutions.
some concern was expressed as to whether the results
of national or state-wide studies would be widely
First, local
utilized. Two problems were ddentified.
communities may not learn of the study findings, and
second, many administrators at the local level may
not have available the expertisecto apply research
results.
It was suggested that technical assistance
at 'the state level may be necessary.
In discusging the need for aggregate national
data on the arts,.it was noted that many institutions
feel overburdened with questionnaires from many
sources, each o?..which asks for similar information
utilizing differently censtructed survey instruments.
Consequently, there was a plea for standardization
.

of the data collection instruments, while researchers
expressed concern over data comparability, even should
questionnaires be standardized. This appeared to be
of particular concern in regard to the collection of
financial information, since differences in accounting,
procedureS could destroy comparability among organizations.

.

'

Several persons suggested'that research was
needed in the area of social aesthetics, to.he4p institutions clearly, identify the product or service
Nhile much time and
that they offer the community.
effort has been devoted to the economic effects of
institutions, very little has been done to examine or
measure their principal product, "the hrts experience,"
and its benefits.
The closing segment of the workshop waS devoted
to small group discussion of a case illustration featuring a hypothetical state arts agency faced with
problems in obtaining funds from,the state legislaThe agency was set in a.principally rural
ture.
state that had a low general public awareness of the
The approaches suggested by the groups varied
arts.
from the use of surveys to test the level of public
arts awareness to the use of various lobbying techniques.

;,.

9
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Research
on the American Artist
and Craftsman

Session Chairman:
James L. Burgess, Chairman
Maryland State Arts Council
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Changes Over Time
in Artistit.Potential
and Productivity
Frank Barron

On a national.scale the project titled the National-7
Assessment of Education Progress (NAEP) (funded by
the National Center. for:Educational Statistics) is
the most significant effort now being conducted by
the federal government to assess educational progress
in. the arts.

-

NAEP'is designed to measure the educational attainments of individuals at four age .levels: 9 years,
13 years, 17 years, and young adulthood; reckoned as
ages 26-35. The.first round of assessments in are
was in 1974 and the first reassessment will be in
1978-79.
Art (by which is meant the visual .arts of painting,
sculpture, and photography, with an occasional nod to
architecture) is but one of 10-educational areas assessed by NAEP. Through-the good graces of tEe retponsible administrators at NAEP, I have had access
to their unpublished results as well- as to officially
released information, and so 1 can give you a tentative indication of the direction in which they seem
to be going, as well as summarize thp published findings.
I have also taken part in the proceSs of exercise review for the 1918-79 reassessment, and I
shall trylto give you the benefit of some of that experience.
Each year, three or four of the 10 leaTning areas
examined by NAEP are evaluated by administering tests
or exercises to a sample -of some 25,000 individuals
at each age level, selected so as to give a good representation of the main regions of the country and
major ethnic and social groups. Each learning area is
reassessed every thrce or four years. 'InasmuCh as the
study is cross-section!il, it would be-purely by chance
if particular individuals were reassessed.
No record is kept of the individual respOndents'
identity, and the results are not comPiled by indi
vidual. Thus, by intention, the results cannot have
any consequences for the individual in terms of edii
While one cannot
cational placement or counseling.
but applaud thiS respect for privacy, it must be recognized that it has important consequences for the
analysis of data.
What Students 'Know and Can Do isthe title of th
overall report published by the-KAEP in March, 1977.
It breaks the resultS down into three broad groupings:
In
what most, many, or few students know and can do.

what follows, I have generally given the exact percentages eis well.

There are three components in the NAEP Art
performance, knowledge, and attitudes.
AssesSment:
Findings have been repoTted for the first two of
these three age groups; ages 9, 13, and 17. The report on attitudes is still-in preparation and so
cannot be reviewed:
NAEP researchers- evaluated performance.by using
four performance tasks or problems. Students wererequired to draw thrce.children in a .playground with
each child successively farther away; to dray four
people seated at a table, a more-complex representa=
tion of perspective; to draw an artistic design intended to cover a bedroom wall 'with an off center
door (the unstated chalfenge was to integrate the
deor into the design rather than simply use the wall
alone); and, finally, to draw a picture of a person
By design, the first task was
running very fast.
Due to an unexpected
given only to the 9year-olds.
reduction in funding, the 17 year-olds were not given,
the last task.
Successful completion of each task was. assessed
.in terms of task specific perspective and design
characteristic's, with NAEP results presented in terms
of successcul student performance .percentages.. For.
example, the first task required the playground fillures that were farthest away to be drawn not only
-higher but smaller, with morevaried and complex and
design requirements,associated with each succeeding
task._ Successful performance required that a. sufficient number of perspective and design elements be
included.
About 40 percent.of the 9 year-olds were able to'
draw an prtistic design on the bedroom wall; but only
12 percent included the door as part of the design.
,This compares, respectively, with 55 percent and 20
.percent of 13 year-olds and 60 percent and 48 percent
of 17 year-olds.
Only 21 percent of 9 year-olds were able .to draw
a picture of a person running very fast (e.g., fig-urc leaning, arm g. and legs bent and properly directed)
as compared to .25 percent of 13 year-olds.
Only 23 percent of 9 year-olds included enough
perspective elements to be 'considered successful at
drawing four persons at a table, compared to 42

Brant, BarrOn is Head of the Laboratory for the Psychological Study of Lives, University.of California, Santa Cruz.
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percent 1';f 13 year-olds and_51 perCent of 17 yearolds.
We are nat given a great deaf of information beyond these bare performanre percentages.
We do learn
that solutions to the cl: .sic problems of represent-ing perspective a-1 of integrating elements into a
design increase with the age of the resPondent.
Essentially-, the ability to produce a more complex
synthesis increaseS with age. However, the Findings
cannot be related to developmental theOry in any specific. way.
The increases over 4-year periods in
some performance iteMs are so slight that, as developmental gradient items, the problems examined arc
not likely to show much diagnostic..power.
By contrast,
the stages of development posited by Jean .Piaget, 'as
wc.41 as the psychometrically defined mental age
-levels used by Alfred Binet, are sharply drawn,
'Moreover, .there is a basic logical problem in the
interpretation of these results.
Is the increase in
sliccessful solutions a function of maturation, of
eduatioa, or of some combination of the two? We have
no hay of knowing; the research design doe.s not anticipate this question. While there is a slight positive association of, success percentages per item with
opportunity to receive art instruction, the increase
does not reach significance ontil the comparison pits
17 year-olds who have had 5 or more classes against
all others of that age group.
It seems .likely that
cognitive-development alone acounts for the increase
in thesellighly selective performances. There is
also a strong possibility that part of what is being
measured is constant error in the form of test-brokenness (docility in relating to test-demands) and
verbal comprehension.
My own.experience in giving
visual 'hrt exercises to chi-ldren, especially those
from minority cultural-and language.groups, is that.
they .are severely penalized unless the test administrator makes a-special effort to communicate the
explicit and implicit production schedule* demanded
by the test.
NAEP researchers assessed knowledge-about art in
terms of three components:
1) recognition of elements; 2) art history; and 3) grasp of the criteria
for judging an art object as esthetically good. This
latter .component was not measured by asking students
to make.judgments and tiFen comparing their judgments
and the bases for them with the.opinion of-experts.
That approach was rejected by the NAEP assessors in
favor of establishing whether students could recognize
as being apprepriate criteria that researchers stated
verbally.
This is an important departure from estatilished .methods in measuring esthetic judgment, and
in what follows we shall take a close look at its
.effectiveness.,

-The elements of art were first specified as (1)
content and. (2) form. Content was diliided into

lit

eral and symbolic subject-matter, while shapes, lines,
colors, and textures, and the,ir interactions', were
identified as the components 9of form.
From these
distinctions-; several questions were framed which die
assessment was designed to answer:
a.
How successful arc students in recognizing
symbolic meaning as opposed to literal
meaning?
"b.
To what extent can they recognize the
&.ontribution of formal elements (such as
line and shading) to the creation of a
mood, or
C.
To what extent can they abstract from a
painting the geemetric principle(s) on
which it is constructed?
Some examples of items (exercises, to use the NAEP
term) may serve to Make this clearer.
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On the average, 110 exercises were adMinistered
at each assessment age, requiring a total of 130 minutes of assessment time.. Half of the exercises have
been releaSed; item statistics for the released items
may be found in a December 1975 NAEP report titled
ART: 'Released Exercises (1974-75),
Eighty percent of all exercises were given -6' all
diree age grOups; and of all exercises given to the
13 and 17 year-olds, 95 percent were given to both.
Here are some. items 'designed to answer the first
question, "How successful are students in recoghizing
symbolic meaning in art?"
Picasso's Guernica is shown in a 2 x 4 inch
black and white reproduction at the top of a page,
and under it 'appears the .following:

The painting above represents the bombing of
the town of Guernica during the Spanish Civil
War.
Some of the objects in the painting have
symbolic meanings.
For example, the woman's
dead child might represent death.. At the Lot.tom of the painting there are a warrior', a
broken sword, and a flower, which also have
symbolic meanings. The instructions are:
'Fox'each of the objects shown on this and
the next page, mark the statement which best
describes what you think the object means or
symbolizes.'
petails .from the painting arc then shown, and-specific questions arc put. Here is an example:
A.
The Warrior means or .symbolizes
(
)
the courage of fighting men
)
the .suffering of fighting men
(- )
the death of fighting men
(
) the power of fighting men
)
(
I don't know
(

Death is the keyed answer, the warrior obviously
being dead.
Still another item (from another painting) shows
an-emaciated horse ridden by a skeleton carrying.a
scythe, and.the question is put, "What does the
skeleton most likely represent in this drawing?" The
alternatives presented are Death, Freedom, Hatred,
and Violence, with Death', of course, being the keyed
response.
(Incidentally, in the Art.History component,
painting showing /he death of Socrates is presented,
with a question, "What historical event is shown.in
this painting?" The alternatives arc Marc Anthony's
funeral oration, the Last Supper, the Feast of Herod,
and the Death of Socrates.
Death is big everywhere,
of course, and especially in Art, so it no doubt
should have. its share in Art Assessment. However,
onc does worry about sampling from the point or view
not just of subjects sampled but of themes sampled.)
But to return to the testing oF the ability to
perceive the meaning of symbols in the way presumably
intended by the artist, let us look at the final item
relevant to this ability. Here the famous painting
of St. George slaying the d.ragon is presented fullpage,'and the question is put, "What is the. MOST
IMPORTANT meaning of St...(eorge and the Dragon, shown
on the tiext page?" The alternatives arc:
the force
of good overcoming the force of evil; the importance
of courage; St. George slaying the evil. Dragon; the
struggle of righteousness. The first alternative is
keyed.
(80 percent of these items, it should be remembered, are.given'at all three age levels; one
wonders how many 9 year-olds know just what they mean
by the mark they obediently make, on the answer'sheet.)
Recognition of the contribution of formal elements
to crea/e an overall effect (such as mood, or impres.

.

.

sion of movement) is testednot directly but by
m

s

"
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presenting pictures with varying degrees of the quality.in question and asking which one (of, for
instance, four alternatives) "shows the greatest
amount of- movement." .Abstraction of principles of
construction is tested by askEng the respondent to
trace out (for example, on a painting of Madonna and
Child) the hidden triangular shapes that are impor'tent to the composition.
The NAEP report.gives us only the barest summary
statistics for age progression in ability to deal
with these exercises, and the, exercises at no point
are related specifically to the stated objectives pf
(In extenuation, it might be noted
the assessment.
that the report from which i.am Arawing is a draft
copy completed in September 1977, whidi is, at this
writing, in the process of revision.)
From this draft We do learn, that there is a clear
This is
increase with age in art knowledge overall.
shown below.
NINE
THIRTEEN
SEVENTEEN
YEAR-OLDS.
YEAR-OLDS
YEAR-OIDS
.

%

.Mean National
37.52
Performance-

S.E.

%

S.E.

%

S.E.

.46

43.15

.26

47.66

.35

The,percentages given are PASS percentages for
multiple-choice items with 4 alternatives and an opportunity to mark "I don't know."

This should be done across areas of learnanalyzed.
ing.
Statistical interactions with region, age,
ethnicity, sex, and education of parents, as well as
with fuller information about either field experi,
ence or experimentally produced educational experi- ences should be determined.
i-----------2.
The exercises should be administeled
individually.in an interview format-te-an even smaller
sample, again very carefully selected to be as representative as possible of the demographic variables
-around which the project_has-been organized to date.
This is especially important as a means for identifying constant error,,such as biased cultural content or simple verbal comprehension'or even speed Of
response. The questionnaire-type exercises, as noted
above, can be filled in by a respondeat who knows
nothing and. Cares nothing about the meaning of the
.question, ana it i§ important to make a sophisticated
estimate of this sort of error.
3.
A set of experiments designed to answer the
big question as towhether the results reflect innate
factors in psychological andmental development
rather than education would be included in the overall
program.- In art, for example, one such experiment could
take .the form of a standardized yideotape lesson in
perspective, its history in the visual arts, and how
to represent it in the kinds of problems the assessmeat .has focused on.
Tha.hypothesis could then be
tested that specific educational- influences can accelerate development of-perceptual cognitive abili-

D,iscussion

ties in art.

Once again, it-seems that we have not learned anyThe inthing.at all systematic from these results.
crease in % PASS"could just as well be a function of
verbal comprehension (and knowing what an alternatechoice test wants_yon to do) as of real knowledge or
discernment. The items themselves are not linked to
any theory of cognitive development or of rate of
educational attainment of comparable knowledge of
skills, so we are left with the barest of bare facts.
We are 'told, of course, that success in passing
these items is related to parental. education (the
more the better), to ethnicity (whites do better),
and to region (the metropolitan northeast U.S. fares
best). There is a slight but consistent positive
relationship also with whether die school offers art
classes, and with other art-related activities, but
thee in turn are usually related'to parental.education, ethnicity, and region.
In order to clarify diese res.ults,.several steps
need to be taken:
Exercivs used in the national assessment
1.
should be correlated with other measures for which
there is extensive normative data of known meaning
Some simple examples include the
already available.
widely used Goodenough Draw-a-Person test in the area
of performance, the Child Esthetic Judgment test or
at least some items from it that would provide a good
estimate of total score, and perhaps some percentualcognitive measures such as the Gottschaldt Embedded
Figures test, the Street Gestalt test, and the CoughMcGurk Perceptual Acuity test (which includes as test
items many of the clasical illusions that have already been intensively studied by psychologists).
In briqf, the National Assessment's brave effort
to create items de- novo and its concern to maintain
confidentiality' have severely cOnstrained the analysis
and inter!retation .of results. The only remedy
see
is to enlarge.the item pool and administer it to a
very milch smaller sample (after all, the national public opinion. polls typically use only 1500 respondents).
ror this 'special study, the identity of the respondent should be coded for all items and scales, and all
4
the measures should be intercorrclated and,factor
I

A

4.
The assessments should provide more opportunities for die respondent§ to use imagination, in
that broad sense of the term in whigli imagination is
seen as the originator or transformer of reality.
The hallmark'of the 'creative intelleet is the ability
to generate, produce,,and use symbols and metaphor
(or ,analogy).
This is important in all areas of
learning, but especially so in art:
J. P. Guilford's empirically based model of.the
structure of intellect recognizes creativity as a
special domain, within which there are such demonstrablY educable factors as originality;. spontaneous
flexibility; associational, ideational, and expressive fluency; and finally, most important, the ability to transform systems Of meaning. And .these
factors operate in feelings as well as in cognition.
.We are stirred to new, often unverbalizable feelings
by great art.. The poet W.,13. Yeats put it this way:
"All sounds, all colors, all forms, either because of
their preordained energies or because of long association, evoke indefinite and yet precise emotion...and
because no two modulations or arrangements of these
evoke the same emotion,' poets and painters aad musicians...are constantly making and unmaking mankind."3.
Yeats in this passage suggests not only the transformative pcmer of art, but also its ability to .cross
over the domains of audial and visual images. To return to our immediate concern, an assessment.of "what
we .know and cap do" should be so designed that imagination in an'area such as writing can be correlated
with imagination in the use of numbers, forms, sounds,
and colors. The national assessment of educational
progress should allow us to seek out relationships'
that may advance basic-questions of theory in mental.
fuactioning.
OtherwiSe,it stands in danger of mar-'
ring its otherwise substantial achievements by the
waste of an impoTtant opportunity.
In saying so,
should be in dangey myself were I
not to add that the NAEP visual arts assessment is
moving toward change in some -of the ways 1 have'ssuggestod.- A very promising performance item in imaginative visualization from a scene first set in words
has been pre-tested andwill be included in,die
-

,

I

.

.
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1978-79 assessment.
Su, too, will be condensed
versions of some standardizeU measures of eSthetic
judgment and preference. 'And certain new items of
information relevant to this Endowment's research
icrests will be added to the queaptionnaire sent to
school principals in. order to help define the educational conteXt in which students arc learning.
The
effect'of evracurricular exposure to the arts is, of.
course, central to our concerns.
Yet these changes still leave untouched some of
the problems l have .tried to pinpoint in this re.
port.
The meaning of NAEP statistical findings can
probably be best understood whea the saMe exercises
are employed in a new study having the features suggested above.
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Footnotes
1
I am trying this year to review efforts aimed at
assessing progress in 'the arts and to write a monograph on this topic as one of the three projects
undertaken while on I.P.A. Mobility Assignment at
the Research Division of the National EndOwment for
the Arts.
2
Mullis, Ina V. S., Oldefent, Susan, J., and
Phillips, Donald, L., What Students Know and Can Do.
A monograph prepared under Contract No.
0E0-0-74-0506
for the National Center for Educational Statistics.
Published by the National Assess'ment of Educational
Progress,.1860 Lincoln St., Denver, Colorado, 1977.
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"The Symbolism of Poetry" in Yeats, W. B.,
Essays and Introductions, New York:
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Perspectives
on Assessing Actors' Employment
and Unemployment:
Some short and long term problems
on research into the arts
'Philip H. ,Enni

-

In the SPring of 1976, I directed a 'study, with John
Bonin's collab.oration for the Research Division of
Its objective
the National Endowment for the Arts.
was to find out if the routine statistics gathered by
Actors Equity Association could be used to give accurate and continuing estimates of employment and
unemployment in the AmeriCan professional theatre.
The occasion of the study was the recognition that
the statistics on these questions gai:lered by the
Federal government differed substantially from those
gathered by the performing arts unions. This was and
is a matter of'some moment.
This is an appropriate time to begin a discussion
which connects short term policy to the larger and
deeper considerations which will form an American
This requires, in my
National policy for the arts.
judgment, a mort theoretical, a more abstract statement of what the arts are and how they do what they
It also requires a concrete consideration of how
do.
that national arts policy is to be moved forward.
You will understand what I am:going to say muchbetter if I precede this report with a brief view'of
Baltimore and its cultural institutions.
I was'born in Baltimore and spent the ftrst eighteen years of my life in its streets, woods, schools
and in almost all of the cultural institutions created by the men and women important to Baltimore's
As a youngster I was taken to the symphony and
past.
I was taken to the opera, destroyed
to the museums.
forever 'for me by a travelling company doing Pagliacci
and Cavalleria Rusticana. Pagliacci, in the middle
of the passions of his betrayal, sang juseas 1 heard
him on the radio with Milton Cross purring the story
done by the New York Metropolitan Opera Company's
But being the tacky company it was, the knife
stage.
held aloEt in desperation, rehearsing the steely blow
to be delivered, waggled like the rubber knife it was.
So much-for opera for a twelve year old kid.
I was also taken on some occasions to the theatre,
That worked! That
the o4d For'd theatre downtown.
But so did the Saturday movies at the
really worked.
Forest Theatre near the corner of Garrison Boulevard
Every Saturday. And on
and Libert Heights Avenue.
occasion so did the Hippodrome theatre, also downtown,
huge, purple lights, the organ, the stage show, the
movie. °And then later down to the.daiety theatre on

East Baltimore Street Where the crackerjack, the
comedians, and the luminous Valerie Parks made burlesque a part Of my arts education. On to Johns
Hopkins; where it was beer and the discovery of
James Joyce, the limerick, and World War II.
All of this while my family held on during the
Depression and the war, doing the American search for
their middle class place. Everything counted for me.
Books from the Enoch Pratt branch library, radio at
If I was indiscrimhome, calendar art, the Comics.
inate in what delighted me, er bored me, my parents
tried to set the Parade of the Muses, the ordering of
the arts-," in a.fashion of Baltimore respectability.,
I regard all of the arts as cousins.
It didn't work.

.

There are two wars I would like to reach those
'larger issues about thearts, both,of which, not surThe firSt
prisingly, lead me to the same Conclusions.
way has to, do with our research process, signalled by
the name some of us are now called, that.is, "art
researchers." This name carries, at least to me, the
It
connotation of a social,science gun for hire.
indicates an excessive commitment to policy-linked
research at the expense of a commitment to basic re-search in the arts. They, should be roughtly equal.
The results of this imbalancc are distortions in the
way new knowledge in the arts is accumulated and disseminated to both the artistic and the social science
communities.
For example, after brief but intensive field work
with the Actor's Equity Staff, we were able to describe Equity's statistical data sets. They are Varied,
complex, and funny in the sense that, side by side
with a superbly efficient, computL.ized accounting of

all Equity's members' employment and compasation
recordS is a Dick9ns-like quill pen operation %inch
also functions magnificently in keeping track of
every contractual obligation actors make with-producers, and these indeed are complicated contracts.
Out of this mix of modern and arehaic data gathering
practices, we recommended to the Endowment that it
was possible to secure reliable and continuing measIn order
ures of actors employment and compensation.
to do so, a series of politically sensitive steps
wouldJiave to tx.e taken by Equity and its main sister
unionsAFTRA, SAG, and AGVA. The reason is that a
sizable but presently unknown proportion of actors
0
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-who make up the professional core of American theatric.l life work alternately and/or concurrently in
tele ision, movies, the'stage, and clubs, that is,
undet the jurisdiction of more than one of the differen unions in these media.
ihL total,theatrical employment of any individual'
actor,\therefore; can be-measured only by consoli:
.

dating ',the Pension and Welfare Fund records of- all
those ubions to which he or she. belongs.
The urging
of all 6,hat Consolidation was our lirst recommenda-

We suggested, in addition, that the Endowment
tion.
sustain 4 research instrumentality empowered to and
Nor
capable oy analyzing those consolidated records.
do thdy nOw have established channels of communicationwhich\can bring those measures into the political
process of\stabilizing or remedying the chanciness of
the theatripal career.
Our-second recommendation dealt with measures of
unemployment\ in the theatre, a highly visible and
We concluded thdt
heated issue\in the industry.
there were nii extant statistical series collected.by
Itanyone that cbuld provide the relevant data.
would require,. we stated., a'specially designed sample
survey from the universe of.members of the theatrical
1,urther,' a parallel sample survey carried
unions.
out by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Census'
'Bureah would beThecessary to reconcile their radicarly different\estimates with Equity's estimates as
to the number_of\persons in the theatrical business
and the rates of' unemployment -they experience.

In the course
forward problems,
rical rife became
puzzled as to how

of exploring these rather straightthe cemplexities of Ame'i:ican theatWe were
inore apparent to us.
'the particular social arrangements
mention.here only three of
ye the theatee wotd.
those deeper puzzlimuts.
One is the .instautional complexity of theatre.
Fhis is manifested 'VI the fact that Equity has
twenty different kinds of contracts with theatrical
producers, ranging from Broadway to Off-Off Broadway,.
to .\toungs People's 4eatre to non-commercial and
It is further manifest in the
Resident theatres.
occupational fluidity, of theatrical pbrsonnel across
mcdia boundaries, from stage to films, television,
The complexity is also ..seen in the participation
etc.
of theatrical personne\l and resources at every artis_tically known brow levbl, makingthp classiflcations
-of high.-culture, mass-Culture, and middle brow
'cultural 'level's once more mischievously irrelevant

to the understanding of.what is actually happening
in the arts:
The second puzzlement is geographical. Theatre is
spread across the national landscape in an extremely
complex tangle of concentratipg vs. dispersing ten,dencies whic cross cut the war .between the forces
who'"stey at home, we will-bring theatre to you" as
oppospd to those who say Vcome on out of the home for
your theatre." The results -or, these sets of struggles
give the law of raspberry jam--the wider you spread
it the thinner it gets2=a new urgency for study.
The spreading had gOtten pretty thin when in my
town of Widdletown, (pop. 40,000), the.city's
Commission on the. Arts and Cultural Activities announces that grant applications up to "amounts of
$250 are being sougbt by tie local commission for
well planned activities in art, music,,drama, dance,
crafts, film photography, and city beautification."
The thir puzzle is amateur vs. professional al-7
Equity won't hear of amateur theatre, but it
tists.
is there, in s rength unknown, but presence necessary.
We expresse1 these and other puzzling issues in
our. research recOmmendations. Yet,,I fear that the
conception and organization of the Endowment's research is such as 4o preclude the basic regearch
.

1
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necessary to unravel them. Thi'V is especiallY distressing given the Endowment's.longer range purpose with
respect to theatre and the other performing arts. The
details cf that purpose arc still in formation, but
It is to huild some kind of
its direction is clear.
financial floor under the theatre. How is this to be
done? What agencies of State and Federal governments
will'administer the programs; hoi. much money will be
dispersed to which artists, production companies, in
what manner and by what criteria, with what effect,pn
new or existingtheatrical institutioPs? All these
quAstions must await, even for their proper formulation,
the completion of the Endowment's work on its theatres
But if there is no basic understanding
projects.
about how theatre works ih its present situation and
how it worked in the past, think how difficult it will.,
be to make sense of it, not to speak of guiding it,
once some enti'rely new and consequential changes are
-a made via large-scale Federal financial Support.
This brings me to the second way of thinking about
a national arts policy that-I mentioned earlier. It
is a way that begins with the social structure of the
arts at an abstract theoretical level. All the arts
I have studied and read about have a social structure
consisting of four basic positions or functions. These
Each
are artist, distributor, audience, and critic.
of these four has a specific and different operating
code which requires that they all cooperRte with each
other, hut which also produces serious and continuing
tensions between and among the positions.
The artist works under the aegis of two master.
Thc first is, in I. A. Richards' words, "the
norms.
artist's-job is to get it right," Shorthand for what
we usually term tHe mixture of artistic creativity
Th2 second norm is to commun4.cate,
Prid integrity.
somehow to someone. There are innUmerable modulations
by which responsiveness to these two normative imperaties pan put the artist in conflict with himself
and/or others.
The distributor's imperative is to select among
the works,of artists, to organize a show, a series of,
shows, for an audience in .a safe place in such a why
as to make a steady living.
The critic's job is to cbe able to read the stream
of art works; that is, to be knowledgeable enough
about the art form td. be able to elaborate a set of
He tries
standards of evaluation apd to amily,them.
to tell a good one from a bad one and to persuade
the,rest of the participants in the system of his
The audience does what it always has done,
judgment.
that is, to say simply yea or nay to what is Offered.
The audience is ready tO gi,ve their time, dollars
and value commitments to an art form and to particular artists. .The problem here is that all too often
they-like what they know rather than knoW what they
.

.

The individuals in each of these.fotir positions
arp to varying degrees familiar with, and shure, in
part, the perspectives of the other poSitionsp ,But
by virtue of their position they differentially emphasize,,they are differentially constrained by its
oPerating code. All four, however, share a coldion
affection for and defense of the partijcular art form.
Tliey are inside.
Their joint commitments constitute
a social boundary that makes the particular art form a
aore or less separate sub-system within the larger
These commitments also form a semisociety.
permiable barrier with respect to adjacent arts,in
some kind of evaluative order, even as they exchange
personnel; resources, ideas.
The structural position of the government:yisa-vis those sub-systems is therefore a problematiC
The governmental mandate, expressed variously
One.
0 state and Federal statues is to "enconrage qind
I
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might be galled that of trustee for the arts.
This is not.the same profession as being an
artist, nor being,a critic es criticism is
practiced today, nor being a-statesman, and
--certainly not that of being an adMinistrator._
The task of the trustee for art--this profession which Makes the decisions about the
allocation of-resources--is,tho task of finding
I propoAe that this must be by
the artist.
its very nature o pluralistic profession;. that
is, one that does not have one school of

Yet some of
the people are non-audiences for any particular art
form and some people are antilaudiencesifor aIJ the
This fact creates an unavoidable-and persisarts.
tent tension on the government to accomplish .several
The situation 4iight be as5ipilincompatible ends.
ated to the normal push andpull of multiple constituences fighting in the political arena for their
Indeed this has
share of dollars and influence.
already happened; the nature of the politics varies
from the-noisy public squabbling in New 'York to then
activist electoral style in California and the more
board rooM, and backroom polsubtle drawing rocnii
itics in other places. There is always politics in
support ". the.arts for all-the people.

the arts.

thought, but mar.y.
How does. this differ from the
Ashmore:

function of the critic?
There is a very important difRichards:
the trustee has, resoUrces to allo
ference:
My main reason for distinguishing this
tate.
from criticism as it is practiced is.that the
critic himsejf is something of n servant witha product.of his oi4h to sell; and at least in
that respect'is trying to-do 5ome entertaining
himself:
I would like to reiterate my point
Lipto'n:
in favor,of minimizing the area of decision by
I would not leave it to bureaubureaucrats.
crats to make any. .decnions when merit or excelI would leave it to those
lence is involved.
whose business it is by training and by knowledge, namely editors with regard to literature;
museum directors_with regard to art..
Lichtman: ;That doesn't solve the problem.
Lipton: No, nothing really solves the,
Let me emphasize that. It's only a
problem.
question of what presents the, Smallest hazards,
Let me
where there aro the least hang-ups.
remind you that art has flourished under all
societies -democratic, dittatorial, tyranThe beSt society, I've been,told by
nical
many artists, is a gooct commercial society
in which there is lots of money and nobody knowg
Give me a society which
anything about art.
corrupt and has corrupt officials who can
,be bribed! _God save us from bigots. and dictators who enjoy suppressing and arc sincere

0

There is yet a deeper source of diffitulty in
The manzlates of
governmental support to the arts.
government arts agencies all circle around the mission of the arts as being one of civilizing the
citizIns. into a celebration of their lives,'end that
of thp nation. The arts are thus implicitly defined as instruments of education.
Who coutd argue with this? Well, there is a substdhtial body of thought which.holds' quite explicitly that "art is not school," that the arts are,
inStitutions of release notof commitment, that
their mission is to realize, indeed to construct, a
In the course, of so
autonomous social reality.
...C.),
doing some artists are going to break through
previously established boundaries as;to..what art is
-andobreak through the categories defining what the
different art forms shoula.,be.
Now this is recognized, happily, in the repeated
reassurances by everyone who testifies before
,Congress or state legislatutes and by those who ady
minister the monies, that the government should do
nothing to interfere with artistic .freedom. Scepticism remains, as well it might, g,inte the dilemma.
How can the,Federal (and state) governremains.
ment be iliside the artistic system and thug defend
the autonomy df that system and nurture it while at
the same time be outside the system, in order to
keep a watchdog's eye for "all.the society." Theseproblems should not be seen as just a Cranky ideological resistance to an unwarranted governmental
In any case, it is too late.- The governpresence.
Ment is in the arts, is in big, and promises to get
bigger.
The situation is analogous to a familiar sociological phenciMenen. 'It is what happens when a sinple
system of social interaction exporiences some disDoctor-patient-then Medicare. 'When, as is
ruption.
-often the case, attempts to get it back to normal
'
fail, ihe vorticipants elaborate new arrangements.
They generate a "complex-system" which seeks to
reach the sources (:),f the initial disruption and to
provide new positions, new norms and sanctions ap-.
propriate to the needs of the varioas participants.
The elaboration of a complex system .with new norms,
sanctions,.positions is now a central task for those
It is a task that was recog-.
interested in .the arts.
nized immediately after the 1965 Federal legislation
establishing the Humanities and Arts Endowment.
Ih
a fascinating symposium held at Robert H. Huchins'
Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions,.a
paper by Gifford Phillips on wrhe Arts in a Democratic Society" was discussed by a panel of notables.
At a dramatit" moment the,problematic role of the
governmental.. presence is recognized and sbmetocial
invention is begun. Howard Richards, lawyer and
philosopher, says:The purpose of this discussion may be, in
sense, an attempt to state sem rules.for the
. practice of a new profession. ly profession

.

about! it!

It .is more than likely that We will get both corrupt and bigotted officials, even if they are trained
in the arts management p'rograms proliferating in colleges and universities all across the nation.. These
programs, first called for in the Rockefeller
Brothers report of 1965, do noi$ and cannot, in my
judgment, solve the problem. 4bat is needed is a
set of institutional counterforces to the government's
presence. .Thtough'an extended period of experimentation these forces, when.set to moTk, can create a
complex artistic system which re-equilibrates the
funttions of its four basic positions.
,How is this to be done?- One anSwer is that it
is already happening._ Artists, distributors, critics, and audiences (in that order, d would guess)
are already improvising ways to deal wi'di the
Federal and state presence in their arts. The second
thing to be done is to repair the state of vsearth
It is now fragmented across almost
into the arts.
It is scattered geoall disciplinary boundaries.
At the level of the Endowment it is
graphically.
restricted to a liars& policy guidance function.'
Basic research-into any new field requiies several things more difficult te.achieve than to prescribe. 'I list, for brevity's sake three of the more
important. 'First, full and open discussion ofall
.issnes through a policy and practice of generous and
full publication opportuniqies. Extensive
.

.
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,disseminatlon or research to attentive audiences is
essential.
Sece.0, the concentration'of intellectual resources
in time and space, which can nevertheless domesticate
die evanescent .nature of social science involvement
in the arts aud also does, not ignore its geographical
A group of university and non-university
dispersion.
located centers devoted to interdisciplinary .bnsic
studies in thp arts spread across the nation is the
This is a difficult task but
goal I have in mind.
The field
one vhich.is happily already on the way.
is quickening. Alongside this untidy and uncOordinated growth, research into the3arts needs its own
along with a strong
equivalent 'of on6 percent law,
but gentle centralizingrfocu.- Third and finally,
basic research must be articulated with the variety
of arrangements,whi6 seek.to readjust the social
structure of the arts, esDecially those which attempt
to reassert the autonomy of the artists:
The art's, all of them, are tough and will prob.
ably survive the nevi age of Federal patronnge. They
have a betteii chance if that patronage is scrutinized by an armed and loving eye, 'comprised in good
measure-by a.devoed :community of.scholars.dedicated
to t,racking 'their mysteries.
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Footnotes
The basis of this paper stems in good measure
1
from the experience in preparing a reseaxch report
entitled The Statistical Data Sets of Actor's Equity
Association: A Description and Analysis with Recom7
mendations for Research into the State of the American
Theater by Philip H. Ennis and John Bonin, Wenleyan
University, submitted tothe Research Division of the
Endowment fOr the Arts on February, 1977.
:

See Theodore Mills, "Equilibrium and the
2
Processes of Deviance and Control" American Sociological Review, 1959, Vol. 24, No. 5, pp. 671-678.
The recent provision for .one percent of Federal
3
Fonds for highway and other construction to be set
aside foi archeologlcal research has created considerable consternation in the archeelogkcal field. There
are simply quit enough trained people prepared to use
the.research Onies available, or to control and
monitor free lance consulting firms which are
siiringing up., to fill the resultant research vacuum.

While there appears to be no immediate danger
that rasearch into the arts will face a situation
like.that in archeology, it seems prudent to begin
now to assemble,a nationwide research apparatus for
the future.
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Designing a Study
of Craft-artists
and Their Organizations
Constance F. Citro

The last ten or twelve years have seen a surge in
interest in all facets of crafts activity that shows
no signs of abating. Natconally, for example, there
appear to be well over 2,000 craft organizations; of
which, on the available evidence, over 40 percent
were established in the period since 1965 and over 25'.
percent in the_pericd 1970 to 1975.
Given the evident-popularity of craft activities
in the U.S. today, it is astonishing how little we
know, in any comprehensive- way, about-the Crafts
world. We do-not know how many craftpersons.there
are, nor how many'are working professionally rather
than on a leisure basis.
We do not know their geographic distribution,..educational background, economic
status, or their preferred media and techniques.
Similarly, we know very, little about the activities
-of th :,. wide range of institutions that directly or
indirectly suppdrt craft production:
associations of

craftpersons; materials suppliers and equipment
manufacturers, art and technical 'schools,,colleges
and universities with craft programs; publishers,
craft shops and gallerits, museums, and so on. We
are ignorant; in other words, of the true role of
craft production in'the American society and economy.
A: few Small surveys related to crafts have been
conducted ip thelast few years, but much remains to
be done to obtain a full picture of the crafts field.
In order W fill this knOwledge_gap-and to better
target its own programs,as Well as those of other federal agencies related to crafts, the'National Endowment for the Arts decided to explore the idea of a
national crafts survey. The Endowment contracted
with Mathematica Policy Research ii-Ytar and a half
ago to carry out a review of existing information-and
to prepare a preliminary survey design.
rhe Endowment's original charge to MPA for the
planning study was to .cover all coMponents of the
eraftS world, including the range of craft-supporting
institutions and organizations. MPR was to determine
what was already known about each Component, devtlop
preliminary estimates of their numbers and basic
charucteristics, design questionnaires, recommend
survey procedurei to be followed,-and develop cost-.
estimates.
However, it quickly became eVident that to develop
estimates of every type of Craft artist and craft.

.

related institution was not feasible.
Information
was simply too scattered and sparse in many instances.
The Endowment and others to whom we talked were also
clearly most interested in those craft artists who
sell or exhibit their work professionally and, to a
lester degree, in the organizations or associations
to which many of them belong.
Hence, we directed the bulk of our efforts to
professional craft artists and, secondarily, their
organizations.
I can report here some of the things
we learned and also our recommendations regarding
the development of a comprehensive picture of each of
the components of the crafts world.
Such a picture
is essential to permit informed policy planning for'
the crafts area.
Looking at professional craft artists and what is
already known about them, we found that several surveys have leen conducted -;.n fecent years.
A Lou
Harris survey in 1974 of a nationally representative
sample of about 3,000 adults found that 39 percent
currently engage in "woodworking, weaving, pottery,
ceramics, or other cra.fts" and another 18 percent
would like to do so, if they.had the time. However,
this survey did not distinguish.professional craft
artists from those active in crafts solely on a
leisure basis and, in any case, Ls too small to provide reliable information about the characteristics
of craftpersons.
In 1975, the American Crafts Council, one of the
oldest and largest craft organizations with over
20,000 U.S. members,'obtained Endowment support to
survey a sample of its membership. The survey, which
had about a one-third response rate, revealed a number of interesting things.
Almost half the respondents made less than $1,000 a year fromz.their crafts,
while 8 percent made over $15,000.
A third had been
producing crafts for over 10.years, while another
third had been in craft work for less than 5 years.
About 40 percent claimed craft production as their
major occupation; teachers.were the next largest
grenr et 25'percent..
Marietta College in Ohio recently began a directory of craft artists and craft organizations, also
with support from,the Endowment.
Marietta originally
sent a brief questionnaire to-the membership lists
of almost 1,000 organizations.
The first edition of
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the Marietta College Crafts Directory USA, published
in March 19-6, lists nearly 5:600 persons who returned
questionnaires.
Since then', over 50,000 questionnaires have been returned from craft artists originally queried plus neW names. However, the Marietta
list is not the product of a scientific survey of a
defined population, and it is doibtful that the
persons included can be regarded as representing all
professional craft artists in America.
Moreover, the
Marietta questionnaire asked for only a limited
amount ef information..
A few other suneys have been conducted recently
hut are limited iv usifulness-because they focus on
small subgroups of c.aft artists or have very low
response rates. itnally, it is important to note
that the Dnited States Decennial Census and other
large-scale census surves are POt a prime source of
information regarding professional craftpersons.
The
occupati.hal codes used by the Buz.eau of the Census
ohl
few categories of craftpersons
sen;e_of tose who make objects by hand. The Bureau's
broad .iategry of "craftsmen, operatives, and kindred
workers," employed in the 1970 census, uses the term
in the sense Of the craft unions and ihcludes persons
working at'particular trades in industrial settings.
Desoite the absence to date of a comprehensive
survey of American craftpersons, there arc bits and
pieces of data that permit a rough estimate of the
number of professional craft artists, together with
their distribution by place of residence and type of
craft.
A key source for developing these esimates
is the ACC's directory, Contemporary Crafts Market
Place.
Ehe 1975 edition lists 251 national, regional,
and,state craft organizations that have at least ten
members, and indicates the number of members in the
organizatien, the date founded, and other information.
Analyzang the geographic distribution of the ACClisted orglanizations by the nine Census divisions
turned up:some interesting phenomena. The Pacific
Division has the most craft organizations listed,
followed .by -the New England and Middle Atlantic states.
lowever, ihe distribution of members does not follow
precisely the distribution of the organizations themselves.
Thus, New England, with lesr than 15'percent
of the listed organizations, has alm st 35 percent .of
the members; while the Pacific division, with 20 percent of the listed organizations, has ohly 11 percent
of themembers.° To put it another way, New England
has a lot of very large organizations, with an average
membership of 458 craftpersons, while the average
membership of craft organizations ih the Pacific is
only. l07,.

Thn membership represented by all the organizations in ACC's 1975 directory totals 96,200 craftpersons.
This figure is just the starting point,
however-, as the ACC publication includes only a
fraction of craft organizations in the U.S. and
therefore only a fraction of.their members.
We engaged in an intensive effort to determine the
total number of craft organizations in the U.S., to
use in bui'taing an .estimate of craftpersons.
Through
cross-checking lists of organizations
principally
from the Aarietta College Directory plus other sources,
we arrived at a total number of almost 1,700 craft
organizations in the-U.S. as of mid-1976. Our master
Iist shows a concentration in the South, but otherwiSe the organizations dre fairly evenly spread across
the country.
Before we could estimate numbers of craftpersons
based on our estimate of their organizations, we felt
we had to address the issue of overlap in organizational affiliation.
Id other words, we wanted to find
out if craft artists tend to join just one organization or to have multiple organization metberships.
_
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To get a handle on this question, we obtained membership lists fromithe American Crafts Council and from
22 other organilations listed in the ACC directory
representing different media and areas of the country.
We also obtained lists Irom four craft fairs and
exhibitions to See whether the people exhibiting at
these events alSo belong to organizations.
We checked 7ach of the 26 lists against the ACC
list for duplication and found a fairly wide range
in joining patterns:.
Less than one percent of the
National Wood Carvers Association members belong to
the ACC, while over 61 percent of the members of the
Society of North American Goldsmiths do.
Geographically, over 40 percent of members of Southern
organizations belong to the ACC, while less than 4
percent of New England organization members do.
Overall, about 10 to 13 percent of craftpersons
appear to belong to both a state or local organization
and the ACC. A fairly high percentage of craft
artists exhibiting at fairs also appear to belong to
the ACC (about 40 percent of the four tairs we
examined).
With more time and resources, we dould
have explored even more fully the questions of multiple memberships and of craftpersons exhibiting
at fairs who are not organization members, but we
felt we had learned enough to proceed with our
estimates.

We constructed three estimates of the total
number of professional craft artists in America
using the information we had gathered.
Each of the
estimates took organizational overlap into account.
The largest (and simplest) estimate was based on the
average membership of ACC-listed organizations
nationwide, applied to our total list of organizations, ignoring differences across geographic areas
of the country. This estimate amounted to 335,000
professional craftpersons. Another:estimate,
totalling 325,000 craftpersons, was based on estimates
for each geographic division aggregated to the
national level. As I noted before, average organization size varies considerably by division, hence,
the different estimate.
Tie third estimate was
built up, like the second, from area-specific estimates,
and additionally took Actunt of the high proportion
of very large organizationi with membership of over
500 in the ACC directory, alw.2st 9 percent of the
On the assumption that ACC tries to include
total.
the most prominent organizations, it seemed reasonable to presume that almost all of the large
organizations were already listed and that:the 1,400odd Organizations we added to the ACC list would
mostly be smaller than 500 members. The estimate
constructed on this bi.:is; not surprisingly, is the
smallest,coming to under 250,000 craftpersons.
'Of course, notall members of craft organizations are professional craft artists. Excluding these
persons would deciwase our estimates.
On the other
hand, none of our estimates accounts for professional
craftpersons who do not belong to organizations.
The high percentage of craft artists exhibiting at
fairs who also belong to the ACC reassures us somewhat
on this point. However, it is undeniably true that
This
not all professiOnal craftpersons are joiners.
may be particularly true of persons working in
ethnic craft traditions, such as the Amish, American
Indians, and other groups.
One final note regarding what we were able to
learn about craftpersons during.the planning .study
Here,.the available data were
concerns their media'.
exceedingly unsatisfactory, and our estimates are
merely suggestive at.best. Working with the scanty
information we had (including replies to ACC's
membership survey and organization names, which
frequently indicate media), we guessed that the
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largest concentrations ol craft artists are in ceramics, stitchery, weaving, and wood and metal working.
There are also indications that ceramists are concentrated in the South, stitchers are fairly evenly
divided,throughout the country but with a concentration in the West, and woodworkers are strong in the
-North Central region. However, these estimates are
highly speculative and not much reliance should be
placed on them.
This research into what is already known about
craftpersons and their organizations occupied a large
part of our planning study effort. The remainder of
our work focused on recommendations for a survey
strategy for the Endowment. We recommended, basically, that each coMponent of the crafts arena be
approached as a separace F.-Alem froth the viewpoint
of designing the most effective survey.
Because of the strong interest in professional
craft artists that gave focus to the planning study,'
we recommended that the Endowment-concentrate.its
efforts on surveys of these persons. However, we did
not recommend that the Endowment go after individual
craft artists first.
Rather, we strongly.suggested
that the Endowment initially survey craft organizations.
Our estimate of about 250,000 to 350,000
professional crhftpersons represents less than onehalf of one percent of all working-age Americans. It
would be prohibitively expensiVe to survey this
group through traditional house-to-house methods.
t
The only practical means of reaching craft artists
appears to be through organizations or similar sources
of mailing lists, such as persons exhibiting at craft
fairs, craft shopst list of suppliers,,subscribers
to craft magazines, and so on.
Efforts such as the Marietta College Directory
make it possible to assemble virtually a complete list
of craft organizations within a fairly short time.
Putting togetheT lists of craft shops.or other potential sources of craftpersons' names would be a.
much more time-consuming and difficult proposition.
Rather than selecting a sample of craftpersons based
on each craft organization's list, we recommended that
We
the Endowment actually survey the organizations.
learned some things about some organizations during
our planning study, but there is still much to learn,
about their,finances, hew they are staffed, their
salience to"their members, and the extent and varietY
of their activities and services. Our knowledge of
the crafts world will be expanded by a survey of the
organilations that craftpersons have formed, particularly if we try to determine the rote these organizations play in helping (or not helping) craftpersons
,

to develop theiirskillS and economic potential.
a
Conducting a survey of organizations first also
.has the great advantage of making possible a more costeffective surve:' of individual craftpersons later on.
Rather than drawing a sample of craftpersons from the
membership lists of all organizations--thereby in- '
curring the cost of checking lists for duplications-it is more sensible to siMPly request the membership
lists of a sample of organizations. However, only if
the organizations themselves are surveyed can the
Endowment ensure, through a stratification procedure,
that the sample of organizations selected is representative of important characteristics of craftpersons such as their oedia.
We realize that there are strong criticisms that
can be made of our basic recommendation to use organ, ization membership lists as the source of the ciW'tAlthough we gained evidence that
persons survey.
craft artists, like other grouPs in Americh, gravitate .naturally toward joining associations of, likeminded persons, we cannot assume that this is true of
all craftpersons, particularly those working in ethnic
Admittedly, our recommended strategy of
traditions.
starting with craft organizations and their membership Weighed heavily the dollars and cents side of
the equation. The Endowment is irylo position to do.
a house-to-house canvass of the entire American population, but must begiii by using its limited iesoUrces.,
The
to reach the more 'readily available grodps.
danger, of course, is that the 6idowment will take
the interests and needs of the persons replying to
the organization-based survey as representing every
I tan only say that
type of craft artist in the U.S.
we ourselveS and the Endowment are very much aware
Indeed, it is our recommendation that
of the danger.
the Endowment, having surVeyed 'craft organizations
and a sample of their-members, go after other groups
of craft artists and institutions contributing to
crafts production, with the expectation that experience gained from the earlier surveys will help
improve the design and procedures of'subsequent ,
surveys.
MPR is now,embarked on the initial survey of
organizations., Which is actually a census rather
than a survey, as we '0.re attempting to reach all
known organizations. We are designing our procedures
tp try to get the highest possible response rate, so
that the design developed subsequently to select
membership lists for a survey of craftpersons is not
We expect our final report to be deliveied
biased.
before June of 1978.
'
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A Pilot Study
of the Training
and Career Experiences
of Symphony Orchestra Musicians
vf
Donald J. Shetler

0

The primary objective of this study.was to develop and
pilot a research design aimed at identifying factors associated with-the education and training and the
resulting career patterns oE symphony oTchestra musicians.
In particular, the study sought to develop
datT gathering,instruments and techniques permitting
a detailed analysis of educational and career influences. The instrument developed for-this purpose was
evaIuatecrthrough administration to six sympohony orchestras in the United States:
The orchestras were
chosen to inclu3e reprbsentatives of the whole spectrum of orchestra types.
While su4able for test
purposes, the six do not constitute a stratified sample intended to be representative of all symphony orchestra musitians.
Hie research team included Professor Donald
Shetler, Chairman of the Music Education Department
of the Ea!;tman School of Music; Professor Raymond
'MdrphY, Chairman of,the Department of Sociology,
University of Rochester; Professor Thomas Smith of
the Socielogy Department; Quentin Marty, Graduate Research Fellow; and Benjamih'Dunham of the American
Symphony Orchestra League, a cooperative agenv.
The projett consisted of thre phases: The project team first developed a mode of a hypothetical
orchestra player.
In developing this.model we sought
to trace career development fiom the influence of
parents and early musical experiences, to poSt-secondary traitahg, career entry, and satisfaction and
success inethe role of orchestral perfermer.
.This model provided the background algainst which
we theh develop'ed and piloted a self-administered
questionnaire intended to gather information in each
of these phases of Career development. The questionnaire is quite detailed and includes, for example
questions relating .to critical events, authority relationShiu in the hoMe, occurence of influences to
choose a career in music:and the level of active participation in muSic-making among family members.
Post-secondary musical training is pxamined in detail 0
including music and non-Music courses taken and thea
perceived relationship between training and lateraadvancement andejOb satisfaction.
Career entry through
audition and sponsorship is alSo examined, as are the
influences of a variety of factors, including level

of,orchestra and whether conservatory or liberal arts
trained, on later job satisfaction.
In pilotingjthe questionnaire, Six, symphony orchestras were chosen to represent the six categories
of .symphohy identified by-the American Symphony
'
Orchestra League. These included Cleveland,and
Atlanta (Major), the Oregon SyMphony (Regional), Fort
Wayne (Metropolitan), Pasadena (Urban), and Denver
Qp.mmunity Arts (Community).
In addition, we identified four professional training institutions, each
representative of one of the four types of schools
which,make up the constituency of the Natiónal
Association of Schools of Music,'the accrediting
agency for professional schools of music.
These
schools included a state su ported university professional school of music (In iana University School of
Music), a liberal arts coi_ege affiliated conservatory of music (Oberlin College Gonservatory)% an in-,
dependent conservatory of music (Manhattan SChool of
Music), and a privately endowed university school of
music (Eastman School of Music).
Two hundred alumni ,of the four schools were selected-for. participation in this study. 10 each from
classes of.1950, '55, '60, '65, and''70, with 140
responding; -Of the 140 responding, only 66 were
playing in orchestras. These responses, coupled with
our 266 responses ftom the six orchestras, meant that
332 .orchestral musicians were.included in the-total
sa,-.,1,.
Information regarding the analysis of this
sample iS available on request as' is the survey in4
strument.
Below we identify selected findings from
our pilot study.
.

,

.

A.
.e,

Family Background and Early Educational

Experiences
1.

)

Long before young instrumentalists enter
college, their career direction is remarkThe importance of music'in
ably foeused.
the home and parents' and teachers' -encouragemerA is high.
Career orchestra
players have earned income froimmUsical
activities and their expectations i'or
performing careers are surprisingly well
anticipated':

Mothers' encouragement is higher than

Donald Shetler is Chairman, Department of Music Education, -Eastman School of Music, University of Rochester,
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fathers'. in general.

3.

were listed.as most useful, and non-music courses
least useful or relevant.

Fathers arecon-

A child's
siderably less encouraging.
choice of a career as a professional
musician, with the anticipated specialization and educatiOnal expense factors
invelved,eppears to be regarded with
some apprehension by the chief wage
earner in the family.
It may be signifieant to note that the
demographic data indicate that none of
the father of our respondents arc
full-time orchestra musicians.

Getting a Job: Audition and Sponsorship
C.
Ourdata indieate that the conservatory trained
musiciairseemea less likely than the liberal arts
trained musician to regard sponsorship as important
We found that A level
in getting orchestral jobs.
iplayers, botW conservatory and literal arts trained,
arc more likely to regard performace as more important than sponsorshiT than arc B and C level musicians,..although the majority of our respondents at
all levels see P7rformance as more crucial than
7
sponsorship.
Since audition procedUres for A and,B orchestras
arc more stringent, the 'perceptions of A and B musicians arc likely to ,-reflect the-relative importance
of sponsorship versus performance competency in seeking an A or B orchestral position.

Post-secondary Training Content and
.limeriences
The section on trainIng during,pot-secondary'
years prior to entering the profession.was of special interest to the Endowment.
Of most interest
are the responses of our sample to the series of
questions related to the nature and content of postsecondary or college leVel trainingyind educaLon
and its perceived relevance to an orchestral
career.
B.

4
There arc too many results from this preliminary
work to summarize succinctly, but there is a general
If a musician
pattern to them that is of interest.
is successful in one respect, it appears that he may
be unsuccessful in another. Developing intrinsic
satisfattion as an.orchestral player--rewards derived
from matters like repertoire--is best predicted by
employment outside the top enelon of orchestras.
Two dimensions of success arc thus negatively related
And these arc not the only twe. The
to one another.
level of a musician's orchestral.employment, for example, increases his earnings but may decrease his
In fact, intrincommitment to an orchestral career.
sic satisfactions were at their highest levels among
musicians who report the lowest levels of extrinsic
satisfactions. These "contradictions" in the lives
of particular musicians appear not as faults in tl)eir
career development, but, in this pilot study, as
descriptions of the typical orchestral musician.

,

Some findings from the pilot fest 'are:
1.4 Slightly more conservatory (or professional music school) trained players
studied with professional'musicians
than did liberal arts trained players
(81% to 73%).
Conservatory trained players, although
2.
a bit less-likely 'to "play for pay"
during freshman and sophomore years,
were more'likely to earn picome for
performing during the junior and
senior years.
About 24% of both groups reported at-.
3.
tending rehearsals of professional
orchestras while in:school,
36% of our sample thOught that a com4.
petitive atmosphere in school was "very
importdnt." About 6% more conservatory
trained players than liberal-arts
trained persons regard this feature as
important.
.

'

As you know, curricula in prtifessienal schools
and in liberal arts colleges vary in many ways. For
example, music majors in a liberal arts college may
be reqUired to take as much as 60% to 70% of the
total degree program in non-music related courses,
while the conservatory or professional school student
may taken less than 20% in this area.
We asked our players to indicate the kinds of
music and non-music courses they took, how many years
the courses were taken, and, finally, which were "most
useful for a successful career as an orchestral.musician," or "least valuable or relevant for success as
an orchestral,player." This is a particulatly tricky
issue to deal with in research of this type.
More liberal arts educated players took courses in
composition, conducting, and music education than
their conservatory trained colleagues,and more-of
those trained in professional schools studied chamber
music anc:

More than half of thq professional school trained
players took courses in English, foreign language,
scienee, and social studieso although the requirements
for the BM degree are minimal and often elective.in
this curricular area.
Finafly, we asked our sample of players to write
in those college coursesthey regarded as most useful
and least useful for success as orchestral players.
As might be expected, for the most part music courses

.

,

Recommendatiohs for Futher Research
We arc ware of the very small sample used for
the pilot study, and/that the ASOL classification
system, based on annual budget, does not serve well
as -an indicator of the variance among types of symphony orchestras in, the U.S. Likewise, our other
'population, that of post-secondary training institutiens, should be further represented- by adjusting
sample size and representation to include several
liberal arts college music departments. A "pilot"
study should, of course, identify sampling and methodelogy problems one might expect to modify prior to
any major-research project in the-future.
While Our data gatheringsinstrument apricars to be
well-suited to the task for which,it was designed, we
recommend followtur,interviews for cel'tbin areas of
carper preparStion and development. This would provide additional valuable.information to support those
data suppliC by completed questionnaires.
Our study, as a pilot project, was carried out
o
over a short time peridd and was funded at a level
that limited our use of certain analytical techniques.
We tecommend the use of case-history and longitudinal
For example, the stability of commitment to
studies.
the job of orchestral playing might be analyied by
identifying young performers while still in training,
or very early in their careers, in the slime manner as
Strong and Campbell...followed the occupational hisl-

tory of their subjects over a thirty-year period:
We have already been' assured that should such a venture be initiated, we could expect the hearty support
of the major accrediting agency for professional
schools of music.
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couragement to enter a full-time career and a significant level of financial support are crucial to
career progress at certaio stages of the young artist's develooment; also, that internal satisfaction
items such as status, financial remuneration, role
det'inition, and oPportunity to gain-,outside income
may be highly .significant in other,performance careers as well. Analysis of those satisfaction and
ciamnitment considerations we identified and treated
in our path models is feasible using data supplied by

Our pilot study- doe, identify the chief components of a college level program for training the potential orchestral performers.' Many of our respondents pointed our certain failings of .that program to
meet their neods.as orchestral..players.
It might be
notod in thiS respect that, during the early. 1970's,
A major funded study., the Contempiu.ary Mnsic Froject,
initiated a.national program to' reform the fundamens
tal componvnts of music study at the college level.-7
chief`objective wAs to produce a performer who.
..;ould play morr-than a single instrument well, could
perform music of man> styles, periods, and cultures,
and bad the ability to verbalize about those musics
to audiences. The effovt was controversial to say,
the least,
A number of colleges and-some professional music schools adopted the curriculum revisions designed to accomplish these objectives.
It would be:
worth our time to identify certain graduates of those
schools noh playing in orchestras, and to explore'the

,other performers.

Our data clearly indicate that the employment and
career development of the successful orchestra player
Many variables, some
do not relate to training alone:
identified for the first time fn this study, need, to
be considered.
Lyon this snwill sample, unrepresentative of all
U.S. orchestras in many 'respects, provided evidence
that mie;icians highly "successful" in the major -or "A"
level orchestras get theAr training.in a variety, of
institutions, certainly _not limited to a few independent conservatories located in majiir music centers.
Our pilot study provides a.framework, a data
gathering. process,- and analytic techniques that can be
used to examine other careers in the performing arts;
and, in our view, the need to continue research is.
Although our findings are not conclusive, eviclear.
dence 'already .in hand suggests the potential for removing certain myths and stereotypes surrounding the
career development of professional orchestral musicians.
-

.

intluenco.,, if any': that' the "new" curriculum had on

,attitude, and opinions about orchestral playing and
mll',1c in g:neral.
If this project has any impact un
the issui af training the sareer instrumentalist,
this could be its most important contribution.
Anothor I-sue that needs to be addressed is the
.

specIfic assilciation we had with the American Syjnphony
OrchesCri League. he need to-explore the possible influence of an established agency's image stereotype
as an uifluenee on orchestra response rates. For example, we might request assistance from the musician's
own association, the International Conference of
Symphony Orchestra Musicians, a sub-agency- of the
American Federationof Musicians, in obtaining
increased cooperation from the players.
he also see the value of studying-in some depth
the career history and training patterns of other performers, snch as acthrs, dancers, and opera company
singers, in order to obtain data that might be compared to those from instrumentalists.
Our data gathering and analysis procedures could
be modified for such research. It appears that en-
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Estimating the Need
for Musical and Administrative
Leadership of American Orchestras
Benjamin Fogel

0

Objectives
The objectives of the Exxon/Arts Endowment Conductors Program has been to identify young conductors
with the potential to serve as music directors, and
to provide them with the experience that would equip
them to do so. This has been done by placing'such
conductors in three-year internships with major or- ,
chestras, where they have the opportunity, under the
tutelage of a distinguished music director, to at4uire
a breadth of experience that would enable them to
learn the skills 'required of a music director.
As the Exxon/Arts Endowment Conductors Program
approached completion of its first three-year round
of operations,.the sponsors decided that guidance for
future funding decisions'was required.
This study was
undertaken to estimate American orchestras' futureneeds for musical and administrative leadership, and
to assess the appropriateness of the present program
as a means of meeting these needs.
It was also
thought useful.to,identiiy ways to improve the effectfveness of the program.
Further, it was 'apparent
that the execution of this project.weuld require the
systematic compilation of a body-of.data on American
orchestras thit is neither curreRtly available nor
readily accessible. Thus, an additional objective
was to provide the National Endowment for the Arts
with a data.base having broader usefulness in the,
.

-

future.
Approael'

Research was implemented in'several distinct but
In.the first stage, orchestras were
related stages.
surveyed by means of a mail questionnaire that elicited information regarding turnover, the hiring process, and the characteristics of persons hired. This
information was used to make a preliminary estimate
of the need for musical and administrative leadership.
The second stage of the project was devoted to
securing additional information concerning orchestra
operations,°through interviews with -a selected group
of orchestras, and statistical data compiled by the
American Sxmphonj, Orchestra League.
This information
was used in the third stage to refine the preliminary
estimates of leadership needs.
The fourth stage of the project consisted of an
assessment of the management of the program, on the

'basis of interviews with Affiliate Artists as well as
young conductors and orchestras participating in the
program:

\

- Need for Musical Leadership
The factors affecting the need for mdsical leadership are numerous; some are predictable, while many
are'unpredictable.- For the 194 orchestras in the top
four classifications (as well as for others), a muiic
If he leaves, he must be
director is a necessity.
replaced.
About St* percent do leave or have left cver
the past five yea/4s.
Reasons for termination of'the
relationship include retirement, among other things.
Most frequently, the reason for resignation is to
accept anothe; Position. Conductors are as mobile as
they are talented and ambitious. Since the rate at
which they vacate positions is known, the number and
percentage of positions that will become vacant can be
projected, and this has been done.
With associate and assistant conductors, (particularly the latter), the need is less predictable,
and projections can be made with far less assurance.
Over the last five years, some orchestras have added
associate or assistant conductors, while others
appear to have eliminated such positions. Movement in
and out of these positions has occurred at a pace
that could not be specifically documented.
Whether an orchestra has assistant and associate
conductor positions is subject to a number of factors.
Some music directors want assistants to plare the con'ducting load,as well as other artistic or administrative details. Others may not want to share responsibilities.
Hiring an assistant depends on approval
by the board, which in turn may be dependent on the
availability of funds for additional positions.
Filling or creating an assistant position may thus
depend on a special grant or gift.
Only when the number,of performances and services
substantially exceeds the time available to the music
director can an assistant position be ensured.
While
it has been possible to determine the riUmber of performances that make an additiorts1 conductor a necessity, the number of concerts that an orchestra may
give over the next five years could ncgt be determined.
If no increase in the current level of activity is
assumed, however, the number of associate and assis-
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tant conductor positions that would have to be filled
can be projected, subject to caUtion for the reasons
cited.

Choice of Musical Leadership
Xs with the need for musical leadership, the
-choice of conductors is affected by a number of factors stemming from the special characteristic's of the
world of symphony orchestras.
The limitations placed
on, choice tend to segment and diminish the size of the
market.
the process of choosing a music director differs
.substantially between larger and smaller orchestras.

Atthe level of the urban and metropolitan orchestras,
tht music director is usually selected by the.board.
mong larger orchestras, on the other hand, the manager plays a-larger role in the selection of a music
director, even though board members, who' give final
approval, may be more knowledgeable and sophisticated
than their counterparts on the boards of smaller
orche'stras.
For associate and assistant Conductor
ositions, the choice .is made quite differently: here,
the music director exetcises an almost.exclusive
prerogative.
There are only a limited numberof musicians from
among whum choices are made. -For mu8ic directors of
smaller orchestras (particularly urban and metropoli
tan-orchestras), the choice iS limited by the knowledge and perspective of individual board members.
For
the largest of the major orchestras, choices are
.

.

limited to -thosAC.conductors with the greatest prestige
and 'international reputations; lesser renown is felt
to be-unacceptable. However, for major orchestras
below the top group, the choice may be limited by
what they can afford.
Probably mo8t of the major and
regional orchestras are 'limited by the amount of time
available from individual conductots. Since these
conductors may already hold at least one post, they
will have a limited amount of time available to devote to a second post.
..
Musical "arrectoys'seem to choose asociate ancl
assistant conductors from-among the small number of
younger conductors whom they have chanced to encounter, or based On recommendationa from colleagues.
The candidate selected is almost invariably one whose
erscinality suits that of the music director. Audi,

Cons for these positiens outside of the Exxon/Arts
Fthi wment Program are, seldom held.

Vsignificant number of orchestras, principally
the lar2er ones, tend .to promote musicians in the
drchestr. or younger assistant conductors to other
conducting Tositions.
Consequently, the getual numhec of positions to be filled (that is, the size of
the market) is effectively reduceu.
$..

Estimate of Need
Our estimate of the need fc.- musical leadership
is basee on two principal assumptionp: (1) that the
number of .orchestras in all categorie8 will remain the
s'ame, and (2) that the rate at which muSic director
Tositions are vacated will remain constant over the
next five years. The initial estimate, then, is for
replacement demand: that is, the number,of vacated
positions that will haye to be filled during the
coming.period. This is an unadjusted total, and was
derived by establishing a percentage rate of turnover
and applying this figure to the total number of orchestras in each of the four categories.
Table.1
summarizes the projections of neecrfor musical leadership.

If adjustments are -made to reflect the number of
vacancies that may be filled by promotion from orchestra staff, thus more.aCcurately defining.the actual
market, the following reductions should be made from
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the total demand shown for conductors:
--Major orchestras should be reduced by a total
of 9 positions.
-Regional orchestras should be reduced by a
total of 8 positions. e
-Metropolitan orchestras should be reduced by a
total of 13 positions.
- -Urban orchestras should be reduced by a total
of 6 position8.
The utility of these projections would be greater
if it were possible to project the growth Aemand; that
is, the positions that would be created through increased orchestra activity.
As indicated earlier,
however, reliable data on this matter are not available.. Nevertheless, it has been possible to determine
that, among all the measurable factors which may affect
the need for an additional conductor, the number of
-performances by the orchestra shows the highest correlation. On this basis, a. predictive model thas been
aeveloped which could incorporate the projection of
growth demand, should sufficient data become available:.

Assessment of the Program
Young conductors in the Exxon/Arts'Endowment Program are agreed that they are gainirig unique and valuable experience, and the managers of the orchestras involved also agree atibut the value of the program.
This testimony is confirmed by the success of conductors who have'completed the program's three-year internship.
Although not placed by the programv six of
the eight young conductors who entered the program
during its first two years are now servintg as-music
directors of other orchestras. One of these six is
now the music.director o'f a majoT symphonjr orchestia,
three are music directors oi.metropolitan orchestras,
one is the principal conductor of an opera orchestra,
and the sixth has been promoted to associate conductor
of the regional orchestra in which he served as an
assistant.
Desp4e some_difficulties at the outset, management of the program has improved steadily and is now
:functioning effectively.
Several problems nevertheless remain to be resolved.
Questions have been raised
by participants regarding the'umatch" between orchestras and young conductors. The artistic and administrative opportunities offered hy'orchestras differ
widely;:thus, the question is raised whether the
ofchestra in which a young conductor has been placed
can provide the opportunities most needed by that
conductor.
This problem is closely related to the role
played by tthe music director of the host orchestra.
There appears to be significant variation in the
amount of tutelage provided. The failure of a music
director to provide the tutelage expected by the program could be a source of significant weakness. Thus,
the ability of Affiliate Artists, as the administrator
of the program, to monitor the role played by the
music director is'of crucial importance.
There is
some evidence that access to mqpic direCiors has been
limited, and that major guidance for the young condudtor may in fact come from the orchestra manager.
After four years of operation, the program has
shown significant.results. Sixteen young conductors
have had, or are gaining, experience with thirteen
different orchestras,'The process of selecting these
conductors has been carried out systematically, with
opportunities for testing and comparison before the
final choice was made.
The conductors placed have had
a greater opportunity to gain a wide range of experience than they might otherwise have enjoyed. Moreover:the skills gained have prepared them to function
as residerif,conductors who can contribute to the

_
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mine the time required for gaining effective experience in each placement.
The orchestras best able to
provide effective experience will also have to be
determined.
If the present number of Major orchestras.
were found to be effective, the addition of conducting
experience in metropdlitan orchestras would substan-'
tially increase the leveb of support required for the
program.
On the other hand, if the number of major
orehestras effectively participating were to be re-.
.duced, the metropolitan conducting experience could
probably be incorporated r.iith little or no additional
financing.
In any event, whatever the level at which
this program modification might be supported, it would
iMpose greater demands on administrative skills and
on the funds required to support administration.
It
is therefore pronosed that the sponsors of the program
explore the implications of this suggested modifica-

development of American orchestras in addition to advancing th,eir personal careers.
Further, the orchestras involved have had a
broader choice of talent than would have been likely
under the limitations imposed by the tradition of
"cronyism." -Finally,. sevel.al orchestras with a need
for an additional conductor have been enabled to meet
that need, and thug aided in offering more performances than might otherwise have been possible.
4

Future of the Program
Through the opportunities that have been pro-a
vided to young conductors, the skillwith which the
program has been organized and managed, and the successful placement :)f "graduates," the Exxon/Arts
gndowment Conductors Program is making a unique contribution to the development of leadership for AmeriBeyond queStion, it should
can symphony orchestras.
The level at which it should concontinue to do so.
tinue, however, is subject to further consideration.
Since the program as nov conceived presumes the
participation only of major symphony orchestras,
.little if any program expansion_appears to be

tion.

Importance of Administrative Leadership
With respect to administrative leadership, the
survey found that 108 orehestras had full-time general
managers.
64 percent of these orchestras hadmade at
least one change in general manager .over the past five
The
years,°fhus creating a vacancy in the position.
percentage was very siMilar for each category of orchestra.
Projection of these percentages over the
next five years indicates that all orchestras with
general managers will be filling that position 126
A.mes, or at a Iate of 25 vacancies annually.
For
major orchestras, at least 19 vacancies are expected
to appear_.An the next five.years, at the rate of 4

There are 31 suchorchestras, but the number
cated.
The
of potential participant; is substantially less.
five largest of the major orchestras are not avail-,
iible as participants, either because their structure
does not provide the requisite opportunity for young
conductors,(as is the case with the,New York, Boston,
and Philadelphia orchestras), or because they have
developed their owir source of assistant conductors
(as the Chicago and Cleveland orche.stras have done).
IF. the projection of vacancies in Music director
positions 'is reliable, then at-least three vdditional
orchestras in any given year would be in the hands of
guest conductors.or of a music director who, with a
new orchestra and new duties, would be unlikely'to
take on the additional job of mntorship for a young

each year..

conductor.

,

Of the remaining 22 or 23 major symphony orches-.
tra5, several probably would be inappropriate placements for the program, or might for other reasons be
unwilling to participate. Thu5, there are probably
less than 20 major orchestras available for,participation in the program.' (The actual number available.has
been increased by. the inclusion of two opera orchesThe total number currently participating is
tras.)
Thus, two questions arie:
10.
- To what- extent should the program attempt to
saturate or preempt.the market?
- Are there enoiagh young conductors with suff4cient talent to meet the ohjectips add standards. of
the program?
While this study is in no position to supply
answers. to these 'questions: the sponsors of the proOn the basis of the
gram must be prepared to do so.
considerations discussed above, it would appear that
the preseftt level of support could be increased by no
It should also be
more than one or two positions.
recognized that an objective analysis of these factors might indicate a reduction in the level of.
support.

A possible modification of the program might be
considered that would affect both prdgram effectiveness and the level of support. This modification is
based on a question raised by several incerviewees:
Can .the young 'conductor learn best under tutelage
with a major orchestra or through conducting his own
orchestra? If the answer is that both are desirable,
it ;las been suggestedthat the internship might be
split between the two; for, example, one year with a
major.orchestra might be followed by two years as the
head of a metropolitan orchestra. In developing this
kind of Modification, it will be necessary to deter-

.

The survey also provided evidence that the
number of administrative positions in orchestras be-.,
low the level of general manager has been increasing
at a rapid rate. Of the-orchestras responding, 48 percent reported additions to their administrative staffs
over the past five years, and indicated that further
additions are planned. The pOsitions most frequently
added are development director and assistant manager.
Manaeews appointed to.fill vacancies are most often
brought from outs4de the orchestra, rather than promoted from the orchestra's,staff.
The growth of administrative staff is indicative
of the growing importance of administrative leadership,
despite the prerogatives of the music director and the
ultimate authority of the board. Moreover, the manager's influence is being felt in musical or artistiJe
decisions. The economic viability of the orchestra,
for which the manager is responsible,must be taken
into consideration in making artistic decisions regarding guest conductors, soloists, or the prepara_.tion of new or complex repertoire.
The mix of concert performances, .local or tour, subscription or pops,
is.affected by their relative costs of preparation and
their expected return. In the absence of the music
director (which is increasingly common among the international stars who lead the larger orchestras), the
manager can exercise still greater authority, having
a major voice even in the selectiOn of a music director, as in the selection of an Exx6n/Arts Endowment
conductor.
The economic stability of an orchestra requires
not only competent but professional management.
Earned
income must be maximized and, since this is never sufficient to maintain the orchestra, contributed income
must be sought increasingly: Tasks involving promo:tip, marketing, sales, and financial :Control have
become more deonding. Development direCtors are now
needed as full--;
The manager must be
, positions.
able to lead, plan, and supervise these activities,
and he is increasingly dependent on well-trained staff
for their execution!
-

.
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these academic programs. Several suggest that regular master's-degrees in business administration might
be appropriate. ...However, comprehensive knowledge of
the training that is available, its effectiveness,
and what kinds of training might be most appropriate
is lacking. This suggests that the National Endowment for the Arts%and the ExxonFoundatioh might well
explore the potential in this situation.
In the
future, a program for administrative or management
interns might well be as important to American orches-:
tras as the present program for conductors.

Intervivs in the course of this stUdy have disclosed a very real concern mnong managers regarding
the source o'f well-trained administrators in the
futtlre.
They, more than any others, are aware that
the availability of well-trained staff is crucial to
the future of'American symphony orchestras. There .
now appear to be multiplicity of 'arts administration
courses offered in several universities', as well as a
number of separate (usually small) organizations
addressing some part.of this problem.
By and large,
managers have some skepticism regarding the effectiveness of the training that is now available in

n

Table 1,

ESTIMATED NEED FOR MUSICAL LEADERSHIP, BY TYPE OF ORCHESTRA
Unadjusted Projection*
Five-Year Total

Type of
Orchestra

Music
Directors

Associates
And Assistants

Annual Average
All
Positions

Music
Directors

Major

18

37

55

4

Regional

18

20

38

Metropolitaft

61

42

Urban

25

18

TOTAL

122

117'

Associates

All

And Assistas

Positions

7

11

4

4

"8

103

12

8

20

43

5

3

8

239

25

12

47

c"
*To adju.st for promotion from orchestra staff, these totls should be reduced by:
Majors-'-9 positions
Regional-&--8 positions

Metropolitans--13 positions
Urbans--6 positions

0
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Using Census Data
to Study Characteristics
of American Artists
John C. Beresford and Diana 'Ellis

.

DUALabs has conducted work under contract to The
National Endowment for the Arts to produce studies
based on the 1970 census. Titles of the reports are:
Where Artists Live:
1970
Minorities and Women in the Arts
Migration Patterns of U.S. Artists, 1965-1970.
Employment Patterns of U.S. Artists, 1970
Living Patterns-of U.S. Artists, 1970
Household i Family Characteristics, of Artists, 1970
This .paper is based on some of that work.
Collecting and Coding Census Results
The 1970 Census of the United States included a
group of questions which permitted people to write
out their current or most recent occupation. The
written responses described the "kind of work" a person did, the "most important activities" in this work,
and the "job title." Additional responses identified
the name of the employer and kind of business or
indUstry.
About 16'million Men and women 16'years
old and over answered these questions. They comprised
a randomosample of 20 percent of the 80 million
Americans in the experienced civilian r! labor force.

Replies were examined by Census Bureau coders and
classified into 441 spgcific occupation categ6ries.
Twelve of these occupations were classified into a
broad group called "writers, artists, and entertainers." From this group we selected for study actors,
dancers, designers, musicians and composers, painters
and sculptors, photographers, radio and television
announcers, and a residual category called "other
writers, artists and entertainers." Also included
in this study are the occupations of architects and
" university teachers of art, drama, and music.
(Not
included in- this study, but included in the broad
census group, are athletes, editors and reporters,
.and "public relations men and publicity writers.")
.Using the definition of this study, artists in the
experienced-civilian labor force in 1970 numbered
603,000
(cf. Table 1).
.

Using Dataofor the Nation from Printed Census Reports
Table 2 compares the number of artists as defined,
by thls study with the number of persons in other
occuktion categories. These numbers, with detail on

sex, race, age, employment status, salary, education, weeks worked the year before the census, and
other characteristics are availablein ano.800-page
report from the Census Bureau, titled Occupational
Characteristics.1 With that report and a calculator,
a person responsible for policy can make a substantial number of comparisons of artists with other
occupational groups for the United States in 1970.
For example, a person concerned with equal employment opportunity in the arts could examine the proportion of employed for each occupation group and the
proportion of females employed for each occupation,
as shown in Table 2. The perdentage of employed
female artists is lower then the percentage of
employed females in other professional occupations,
but so is the percentage of total artists employed
lower than total employed in other occupations.
Using Data from Public Use Samples
Certain policy questions may require moredata
For example,
than are available in printed reports.
to understand the significance of variables associated with an occupation, e.g., unemployment and

earnins,onemay wish to examine or remove the
effects oP",<actors such as sex, age, family status,
race, or previous employment history.
This requires
tabulation that can be obtained from the 1970 Census
Public Use Samples.2
There are six samples of the-occupied housing
units and the persons in them:- Each contains one
percent of the population of the nation in .1970.
The
complete samples are large enough to make their
repeated use expensive, complicated, and time consuming.
Therefore, an extract was, prepared cOn'aining all the data for artists and persons in households with artists. Another extracrof about the
same size was prepared for persons il a selected set
of non-artist occupations to be used for comparisons.
These'relatively manageable extract files are.available at the National Endowment and may be used -to
prepare tabulations from the 1970 Cenius at rela.t
tively low cost.
Using these samp).es, it is possible
to look at events which occur.infrequently and to
descrkbe their characteristics: //black'aUthors, selfemployed painters with high earnings, and so on. -As
4
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a simple example, the minority artist population can
be_descTibed (see Table 3).
dn'our work for the Natienal Endowment-, we created
the category of "established artists6. (those artists
.3) years old and over 'who were in the same occupation
five years .ago) to eliminate the effects on income of
youth or Inexperience in the occupation. We learned
that median income kor the racial minority established artist who worked 40 weeks or more was 84% of
the median earnings of the established white,artist
(see Table 4). Compardble data have not-been talculated for.the rest of the population. liowever, in
the total labor force, the median earnings in 1970
for minotities were about 74% that pf whites.
We
conclude that one's race had some effect on how Much
money an artist could earn in 1970, but_ these effects
varied according to the particular artist occupation.
As indicated by _Table c;5, minority actors, University
teacher>, and pUtographers had greater difficulties
in achieving earnings comparable towhite people in.
their occupations than did radio/TV announcers or
painters and sculptors.
There is also evidence from the census data that
the sex'oi artists had an effect both on earnings and
,
oribecoming established in an artist occupation.
Women made up 32% of all artists in our categories,
but are 40% of the professional labor force and 37%
of the total labor. force.- The proportion of women 'in
the individual artist occupations varied considerably,
however, as indicated by Table 6. In addition, the \
established female artists who worked 40 weeks or
more in 1969 earned far less than men: $5,510 compared to $.11,980 (see Table 7).
ihe public use samples are also being used to
explore topics such as the family and household
status of artists, the earnings of self-employed
artists, and family income from other earners as a
There are many other
source of support for artists.
possible topics which could be examined. For those
interested in pursuing the matter, a review Of the
description and technical documentation of the 1970
Census Public Use Sample is recommended.
Researchers who require training to work with. the
data files on the computer can receive "hands-on"
experience in a few days and can, thereafter, access
the data via terminals in their own office. The
training consists mainly
f learning the basic characteristics differentiat ng the-six versions of the
sample, learning to use software that will handle
hierarchically organized data 'files, and learning the
particular terminal access techniques being eMployed
by the Endowment. Those with their own computer
facilities and softWare can acquire copies of the
files on magnetic computer tape arid make their own
arrangements. The regular technical documentation
from the..Bureau of the Censiq for the Public Use
Samples can'be used, supplemented with a report prepdred by DUALabs showing the number'of cases by each
occupational category in the files.
.

.

Using Data from.Printed Repirts for States and
Metropolitan Areas
A third way to use data from the 1970 Census is
to pbtain already summarized numbers for artists in
states or major metropolitan areas. To do this, it
is necessary to work with the printed reports in w4at
is called Volume 1, Chapter D, of the 1970 Census.
They comprise a considerable bulk. If one were interested in doing sbinething fairly simple, for example,
showing the number of employed artists by state or
metropolitan area, one could record the numbers on
,cards, sort the cards to rank the geographic areas,
and produce a table, e.g. , Table 8, the rank of each
state or metropolitan area.
.
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One could also gather data on the dispersion of
artists' occupations across the United States according to their appFoximate numbers in metropolitan
areas. - One Would find that New York and California
have tIl.e highest concentrations of actors. (There is
an anomalous number of actors and dancers in Nevada
beCause of the show busivess activities associated
with gambling.) 'Concentrations of radio and television announcera occur in the sparsely inhabited
There are public policy implications in the
states.
distribution of these artists. The broadcasting .
industry is regulated; transmitter wattage is conHence,
trolled, and local public service is required.
-announcers are geographically dispersed afiproximately
as the general population:
34 of the 50 states edeh Only 15
have one percent or more of all announcers,
of 50 states each have one percefit or more of all:
actors.

A policy of licensing and technical restrictions
dispersed the broadcasting plant in the U.S. ancl
resulted in a dispersal of announcers. To make the
plant pay, a series of.devices for generating local
income and network income evolv4. There are: in
these cases, examples of tge impact-of p'ublic policy
on the dispersion of announcers and the impact of
'
market forces (non-policy) on the concentration of .
actors.
In Finland, a policy of national and local gov
ernment support for live theatre disperses actors
throughout the nation. There are 33 profesSional
theatre groups, one for eaeli 172,000 persons. The
equhialent figure in the U.S. would work out to about
1,200 professional theatre groups, but there are
probably 'less than 200 resident companies with
budgets over $200,000 in the U.S.
By Finnish stan
dards, we are short about 1,090 theatre groups.
Using the 1970 Cehsus data to study residence of
artists can be fabilitated by use of the computer.
The summarized data in the printed reports Lre
already on the so-called "6th cOunt" Amputer tapes
available from the Census Bureau. Alternatively,
needed data can be entered into the computer by
'hand.
In either ease,' programs must be written
before analyses can be made.
If public policy pertaining to residence of artists is contemplated, one
would probably want to consider how artists change
their location in theabsence of polity.
Census
data identify residence in 1965 as well as res'idence
in 4970..
From these two points a kind of abstract
sumMary of long-run migration can be made.
No matter how this migration is analyzed in detail; it tends to follow the pa*ern of all migraT
tion in the U.S.
Further, it represents only 8% of
all artists.
In short, migration alone has linle to
dO with the regional cVstribution of artiAtS in the
U.S.
A'more detailed analysis.from the Public lSe
Sample reveals that the growth in the number .of
artists ii each region is maihly A result of new
labor force entries (see. Table 9).
Regional policy aimed at encouraging new enirants
to thi artist occupations would fit in with the
natural increa4e trends in each region, as of 1970,
and would not be offset, apparmitly, by interregional migration losses. However, the artist occupations
are primarily urban oriented, and the major metropolitan areas of New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles
definitely attract migrants. Between 21 and 31 percent Of the artists in those metropolitan areas in
1970 were living elsewhere in 1965. _We assume that
migration into these artist markets'and training
centers has long been important and would be a
potential problem for public policy.related to migration or regiofial development of-artists. The
places that do the training for any occupation, or
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U.S. Bureau of 'the Census, Censtis of Popula-

provd4le the biggest market (or both) probably tend to
keep the best and the most of those who enter their
domain.
If this-is ndt desirable, ;hen ways to encourage movement to the hinterlands would have to be
devised.
'
As policy alternatives are identified whictc.seem
economically and socially feasible, you may consider
whether census tabulations exist or could be created
which- would aid in deciding which alternatives io
choose.
DUALabs has already prepare4 reporp dealing
with many topics. These will be made available
through the,Natibnal Endowmen:.. We would be pleased
to advise you on any questions relating to availability of public statistical data pertaining'to
4ecific policy'alternatives.

*1970 SUbject Reports, Final Report PC(2)-6A
Employment Status and Worf-Eiperience.
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of POpula1970 Subject Repoits, Final,Report PC(2)-4A
tion:
Family Composition.
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Popuba1970 Subject Reports, Final ReportPC(2)-4B
tion:
Persons' by Family Characteristics.
-U.S. Bureau of the Census,"Census of Popula1970 Subject Reports, Final Report PC(2)-7F
6tion:
Occupations of Persons with Higher Earnings.
U.S. Bureau of the Census,Census of Population: '
1970 Subject Reports, Final-R-eport PC(2)-5B
Educational Attainment.
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census 6f Population:
1970 Subject Reports, Final Report (PC(2)-8B
Earnings by Occupation and Education.
U.S. Bureau' of the Census, Census of Population:
1970 Subject Reports, Final Report PC(2)-8A Sources.
and Structure of Family Income.
tion:

Footnotes
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population:
1
1970 Subject Reports, Final Report PC(2)-7A Occupa-

2
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Public Use Samples
Description
of Basic Research from the 1970 Census:
and Technical Documentation, Washington, D..C., 1972.

tional Charactristics.,
Other reports with detailed information on
'artists and othc i. occupation'al categories inclUde:

ifef
Table 1

I.
ATISTS IN THE EXPERIENCED CIVILIAN LABOR FORGE, 16 YEARS OF AGE AND OVER

4
Census Writers, Artists, and Entertainers

798,000*

Category 1, Used in the 'Study
Actors
Authors .

Danceis
Designers
Musicians and Composers
Painteis and Sculptors
Photographers
Radio and Television Announcers
Other Writers, Artists, and Entertainers

14,000
26,000
7,000
112,000
97,000
107,000
66,000
'22,000

64,000

° Catevry 2, 'Not Used in the Study
Athletes
Editors and Reporters
Public Relations Men and Publicity Writers

53,000
15Z,0n0
76,000

Category 1, Total.
Architects
Teachers of Art, Drama, and Mpsic,(college)

515,000
57,090
31,000

Total Artists Used in the Study

603,000

*Detdil does.net add to tOtal because of rounding

,
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Table 2

MAJOR PROFESSIONAL CATEGORIES WITH 250,000 OR MORE PERSONS,
UNITED STATES, 1970 (NUMBERS IN THOUSANDS)

Experienced Civilian Labor Force
Employed

Force Employed

Total

%Employed

11,667

98.2

40.1

4,572

97.8

Teachers, except college

2,768

98.7

70.6

1,937

98.5

Engineers.

1,266

97.4

1.7

967

98.4

944

899

98.5

Engineers & Science Technicians

843

97.3

11.0

88

94.6

Accountants

721

98.6

25.5

180

97.8

95.4

26.5

150

93.8

All Professionals

96"Female

,.

Registered Narses
0

Artists St4ied

,

603

20

o

.

95.2'

0

Physicians, Dentist, & Related

541

-99.7

8.3

44

97.8

Teachers, College & University

465

98.9

28.2

128

93.7

Table 3

PERSONS 16 YEARS OLD AND OVER IN ARTISTIC LABOR FORCE AND
LABOR RESERVE, BY OCCUPATION AND RACE/ETHNICITY, U.S., 1970

White

Black

SpanishAmerican

Architects

57,219

1,283

1,867

34

1,613

Art-Drama-Music Teachers

32,775

925

334

0

336

Actors

20,563

1,,134

1,266

117

234

116

Authors

30,083

651

534

33

132

17

Dancers

9,406

914

798.

49

389'

Designers

119,596

2,882

5,409

201

2,302

249

Musicians and Composers

109,937

8,657

4,629

269

862

97

Painters and Sculptors

119,,356

2,917

4,297

382

Photographers

71,230

2,585

2,928

.118

Radio/TV Announcers

23,005

652

734

Other Artists/Entertainers
(not elsewhere classified)

'.69,441

3,509

4,89

Total

662,611

26 109

27,655

Occupation

American
-Indian

AsianAmerican

Other
201
50 ,

(University)

SOurce:

1,898.

165

1,141

84

50

65

497

.1,609

318

768

10,566

1,495

68 .-

.

1

,
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Data Use and Access Laboratories, "Tabulations of Artists and Persons in Comparative
Occupations in the United States:
1970," Tables 2 and 3 (prepared for the Natipnal
Endowment for the Arts, January 1977).

wr.
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-Table 4
MEDIAN INCOMES BY OCCUPATION AND RACE/ETHNICITY FOR ARTISTS AGE 30 AND OVER
WHO WORKED 40 WEEKS OR MORE IN 1969 AND WERE IN THE SAME OCCUPATION
.IN 1965 AND 1970, UNITED STATES, 1970

Architects

Black

$15,230

$11,970

$12,170

12,490

9,020

10,000

12,550

9,020,

Art-Drama-Music Teachers
,

SpanishAmerican

White

Occupation

AsianAmerican

American
Indian

$13,670

All

Minorities
$12,610
9,680

(university)

Actors

9,520

c

10,250

10,500

10,520

9,680

10,170

12,040

10,520

6,520

5,200

6,850

8,520

6,200

Painters/Sculptors

10,260

9,670

9,990

10,210

10,130

Photographers

10,080

8,170

7,910

7,490

7,880

Radio/TV Announcers

10,660

13,520

6,520

$11,030

$ 8,230

Authors

10,930

Dancers

10,030

Designers

11,920

Musicians/Composers

All Artist Occupations

'

14,000
*

11,520

$10,660

$ 9,050 $ 7,980

$ 9,310

*Less than 100 established minorities, providing tOo few cases for a meaningful comparison.
data is included in median incomes for "All Minorities" and "All Artist Occupations."
Source:

This

Data Use and Access Laboratories,'"Tabillations of Artists and Persons in Comparative
Occupations in the United States:
1970," Supplemental Tables T005-T008 and T020-T022
(prepared for the National Endowment for the Arts, January 1977, revised November 1977).

Table 5

EARNINGS GAP BETWEEN ESTABLISHED MINORITY AND NON-MINORITY ARTISTS IN EACH ARTIST OCCUPATION, U.S., 1969
Median Minority Earnings
as a Percent of
Occupation*r

Radio/TV Announcers.

Median Non-Minority Eart-OJigs

108%

Painters/Sculptors

99

Musicians/Composers

95

Authcfs

94

Designers

88

Architects

83

P4tographers

78

University Teachers of Art-Music-Drama

77

Actors

76

All Artist Occupation

84%

a

.

* Dancers are excluded because of too few established minorities to provide a meaningful
comparison (34 dancers). They are included in percentage of "All Artist Occupation."
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Table 6

MALE-FEMALE COMPOSITION OF THE
ARTISTIC OCCUPATIONS, U.S., 1970

Male

Female
Dancers

13%

87%

48%

52%

ACtors
56%

44%

.

Painters/Sculptors
60%

40%

Art-Music-Drama Teachers
61%

39%

Musicians/CompOsers
64%

36%

Authors
70%

30%

Designers
81%

19%

Photographers
91%

9%

Radio/TV Announcers
95%

.5%
Architects

Table 7

EARNINGS GAP BETWEEN ESTABLISHED MEN AND WOMEN ARTISTS AGE 30 AND OVER
WHO WORKED 40 WEEKS OR MORE IN 1969 IN EACH ARTISTIC OCCUPATION, LF.S., 1969

Male Earnings
(on the right)

Female Earnings
(on the left)

61

11.5

Dancers

32

11.0

3.5

Radio/TV Announcers

51

10.2

5.2

Photographers

51

11.1

5.7

Painter/Sculptor

21

9.1

2.0

I

3

4

5

6

46

12,0

5.5

All Artists

2

59

13.4

7.9

University Art Teachers

Median Earnings
(in thousands)

62

11.9

7.4

Authors

63

12.8

8.0

Actorg

67

12.5

8.4

Designers

68

15.1

10.2

Architects

Musicians/Composers

Median Earnings
of Women as a
Percent of Median
Earnings of Men

7

8

9

10

11

12

I

I

13

14

15

16

Using Census Data to Study Characteristics of American Artists
Table 9

Table 8
STATE RESIDENCE OF EMPLOYED ARTISTS,
RANKED BY TOTAL NUMBER, 1970

State
New York
California
Illinois
Pennsylvania
Texas
Ohio
Michigan
New Jersey
Florida
Massachusetts
Maryland
Virginia
Connecticut
-Missouri
Minnesota
Wisconsin
Washington
Indiana
N. Carolina
Georgia
Tennessee
Colorado
Louisiana
Alabama
Oregon
Arizona
Kansas
Oklahoma
Kentucky
Iowa

Washington, D.C.
S. Carolina
Hawaii
Nebraska
New Mexico
Utah
Mississippi
Rhode Island
Nevada
Arkansas
W. Virginia
New Hampshire
Maine
Montana
Delaware
Idaho
Vermont
S. Dakota
N. Dakota
Wyoming
Alas)ca

Total

IMPACT OF ARTIST MIGRATION ON RATES OF GROWTH
OF ARTIST POPULATIONS IN REGIONS OF
THE UNITED STATES, 1965 TO 1970

Number

Percent

85,213
79,609
31,211
25,775
25,117
23,496
22,454
22,331
18,105
17,881
13,338
11,561
10,510
9,905
9,543
9,400
9,066
8,716
8,367
8,036
7,096
6,337
5,356
5,106
5,081
4,817
4,777
4,698
4,451
4,441
3,779
3,345
2,863
2,699
2,602
2,488
2,252
2,219
2,207
2,107
1,802
1,796
1,524
1,251

15.75
14.71
5.77
4.76
4.64
4.34
4.15
4.13
3.34
3.31
2.47
2.14
1.94
1.83
1.76
1.74
1.68
1.61
1.55
-1.49
1.31
.1.17

'

.99
.94
.94
.89
.88

733
531
513

541,009

North
Central

South

Migration
Occupational
Change

.87.

.84
.82

.70
.69
.53
.50
.48
.46
.42
.41
.41
.39
.33
.33
.28
.23

/ ,221

1,201
1,152
840

Northeast

.22
.21
.16
.14

.10
.09

100.00

New Labor
Force Entries

West
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Workihop:
The strengths and weaknesses
of alternative techniques
for studying the artist
and craftsman population

Moderated by Elliott W. Galkin, Director, Peabody Conservatory, Peabody Institute of The Johns Hopkins
University, this workshop examined issues underlying
studies of artists and craftsmen, and provided a
.
forum for the presentation of alternative approaches.
A primary issue concerns the identification of
an individual as an artist or craftsman. Self-identification via questionnaires or interviews was rejected
due to the fact that many individuals may think of'
themselves as artists, despite never having produced
or sold a piece of art. Conversely, examples were
cited in which widely recognized artists failed to
identify themselves as such.
0
An alternative to self-identification is to
establish specific criteria which, if met, determine
that the respondent is an artist. Discussion focused
on whether issues such As training or time spent
working in artistic endeavors were more or less important criteria than the quality of the product produced.

At this point, several of the conference's foreign
visitors were queried as to how this question was resolved for public policy purposes in their, respective
Robert Hutchison, Senior Research and Inforcountries.
mation Officer of the Arts Council of Great Britain,
stated that in England a three'-part definition was
used: (1) Does a person call himself an artist? (2)
Is more than 50 percent of his income derived from
art? .(3) 'Has he been trained as an artist? John R.
Thera, Director of Research and Statistics, Arts and
Cultural Branch, Secretary of State, Canada, explained
that a four-part definition of an artist was used in
his country: (1) Over 50 percent of a person's income must come from art; (2) A majority of ehe person's
time must be spent producing art; (3) The person must
be "professional," trained in an artistic discipline;
and (4) The person has to be judged by his or her
(In certain European countries
peers to be an artist.
this last was determined by whether the individual

belonged to an artists' union.)
Discussion immediately turned to the policy implications of various combinations of these criteria,
in that the definition will determine who might beneIt was noted that in the
fit from public support.
latest Dictionary of Occupational Titles (Department
of Labor, Fourth Edition, 1977) several categories
of artists were defined. The 1970 Census asked respondents a series of questions as to-their activities
Based on these'responses, they are
in the prior week.
given an occupational code. As for refining and
improving these codes, Harold Horowitz of the Research Division of the Endowment.noted that the
Division has been involved in a lengthy process to
Inrevise categories prior to the 1980 census.
dividual artists present suggested that,prtists themselves ought to play a role in developing relevant
criteria.
Little time remained to touch on other criticaE
issues, in particular, thoSe relating to the type of
information that ought to be gathered with respect to
Which of their needs are of
artists and craftsmen.
For example, should we be concerned
public concern?
about (1) income? (2) employMent? (3) working environment? (4) marketplace for goods and services? or (5)
training? Assuming, for examplc, concern for artists'
income and employment, we-would need to determine pres-0
ent income and employment levels in the various Artist
Once available, this information would
occupations.
For example,
prompt a number of public policy issues.
.if income and employment levels vary by artist occupation, it may be appropriate to ask whether there is
an "appropriate" level of income or employment ror
each artist-occupation, whether it should be uniform
among the artist occupations, or whether it should be
above or below the national average for all workers..
Additional information in the other areas cited would
prompt similar questions.
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An assessment of this Conference:
Some informal remarks
Joseph Coates

a

I'd liketo make some comments about what I heard and
saw during the last three days. My comments are noV
meant to be critical of the Endowment's research proIn fact, I'm very optimistic about it.
gram.
there is a very real.problem
One thing is clear;
of language pollution when researchers are brought'
into the artistic commu4ty. Many of the papers presented at this conference were filled with jargon,
cliches, and impenetrablesl. At a more substantial
level, it is important to understand what research is
before commenting either on what a research agenda
ought to be or the problems that can beSet it.
Research helps to organize uncertainty and sometimes actually removes it.
It.is also a splendid
technique for deferring decisions.until things cool
off or until you get the sounding of what's what.
Research helps to build the public interest.
It is
reportable and transmittable and can help build a constituency by ,helping to make a point.
Research can
inform policy by focusing interest where it is appropriate and by suggesting alternate ways of achieVing
policy objectives. Research is a tie-breaker.
It is
a great way to settle .disputes or establish a strong
bias among ctherwise intractable parties.
In light of this, let me suggest some of the cri,"
teria to be applied when evaluating the suCcess of a
research program. The research program must be workable.
It's very important to encourage success from
the beginning, to take on bite-size pieces that can be
wrapped up and delivered.
Success engenders success.
Use engenders the desire for more use.
It is essential to do little things well and in a useful format.
Findings should be presented not only in a way that
makes you want to know more, but so as to suggest
that there are more things that would 'be worth knowing.
Research can be dangerous in that findings may fly
in the face of what everyone knows; and what everyone
knows is often the basis for how they allocate their
money, their professional careers, and their egos.
But it is important to fund dangerous research.
It is also important to. realize that a good research program may only obtain 20¢ worth of quality
research for each dollar spent; most programs hardly
do better than 10*, In other words, four out of five
p ojects end up,being useless. And if you .tackle the

big problems, you are going to'encourage more failure.
And there are other risks. Good research is expenMore importantly, it is subject to being polsive.
Knowledge is power; and when you generate
iticized.
knowledge, it will be applied by political forces.
In particular, the Federal government is not always
Wait until the
either a benign or omniscient friend.
Occupational, Safety and Health Administration hits
InfOrmation will tend to politicize,
the theatre.
tend toward regulation, tend toward control.
Researchers themselves are absolutely impossible
to deal with. The business of research is to generBut
ate information; to test and compose hypotheses.
researchers do not want to tell you what.the inforThey must be made to tell.
mation means.
Research can invoke the petty fatcism that is
Research means
second nature to the bureaucrat.
Knowledge means difficulties. The heavy
trouble.
hand of bureaucracy and censorship will immediately
want to impose itself on good work, work that is uncongenial to established interests. Therefore, it is
absolutely es-iential that the program be ventilated
Beware of the expert, the grand old
and reviewed.
man, the scientist, the establishment, and the
bureaucrat. They are not a sufficient base separately and barely a sufficient base together for reThe program must bring in the artists
viewing work.
and the arts community and, at the same time, not be
left in the hands of the elite of the art and administrative communities.
But research success is most importantly assocThe Endowiated with the delivery of information.
ment has an obligation to get information to you not
only as an aid to your thinking, but as the basis for
informed feedback concerning what the Endowment shot.'d
Research should be presented in
or should not offer.
a'format that is clear, engaging, and to the point.
And it must present the implications of what is being
said.

Inevitably, the issue.will arise as to whether the
Endowment should be doing bas4c or applied research.
I believe that at this stage it should be committed
to applied research; research that has a high utility element, and let basic research be handled by
others.

Joseph Coates is Assistant to the Director, Office of Technology Assessment, U.S. Congress.
versiori of informal remarks made at the close of the conference.
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In this regard, I'd like to suggest pme of the
components that might enter into the Endowment's research agenda nd also suggest some of the diversity
that,might i orm this program as it unfolds:
(1) One of the things that is clearly absent is
What is the
the question of the general system.
universe of discourse that we are dealing with?
What are the parts, the elements and how are
they compatible? Who has force?. Who has influence? Where does the-money flow? Who controls the information? It is important to
develop that system fairly early so that one
has a ground plan.. for what's important-in the
way of research, and what is workable as op-.
posed to not worth trying.
(2) The future is now a-credible area of investigation.- It is important to identify theunfolding trends that will determine what is.
important five to tmentv years from now.
Almost every basic factor affecting the future
of the arts is.outside of your control. And if
you're not aware of what those elements are,
you will have no opportunity to anticipate, to
plan, to.compare, or to control.. Thin of the.,
things that have had the most profound effect
on the arts. They are all outside your control;
tele-communications, printing, transportation,
prosperity, higher levels of education, to
Take the more detailed
take the gros:3.. things.
The deuQlopment of the long-playing
things.
record was a ma,lbr infruencing interest in
classical music.'" We have to look at trends in
the economy, in society, in politics, in demogFor example, as America turns
raphy, and so on.
gray, what Will be the effect on the arts?

(3) State of the Art papers need to be expanded .
andencouraged. These would represent a kind
of stock-taking in 20 or 30 areas
(4) Human factors- seem, to me, to be a neglected -element that has the potential to strongly
influence the creative and performing arts.
Let me suggest; for example, that the Russians
are already u4,ing physiological measures at
an early age to pick those who will be trained
in ballet and dance simply because it now seems
to be established beyond a doubt that there arc
physiological indicators of the potential of
If it takes an
being, a first-rate performer.
institutional and a personal investment. of 15
years to train a ballerina, isn't it worthwhile
to turn to science?

(5) One of the long-term trends of American
government has been to develop ifldicators-viable aod appropriate quantitative.data with
Wouldn't
regard to things that are important.
it be marvelous for the Endowment to undettake
a program of developing cultural indicators-a social thermometer to take the temperature
I haven't
of the earth With regard to culture.
any idea of what th&elements of it are, I doubt
if any of you do, but it would be an exciting
thing to provide a day-to-day and annual state
of the culture message based upon data that run
the whole sweep of sodiety.

(6) Unobtrusive measures are a great way of
As the social and psychological
getting data.
element of the program grows, one migHt find
FOr example, if
more room for this approach.
you want to know the number of people watching
a given exhibit or looking at a painting or a
portrait, all you have to do is measure the
wear and tear on the linoleum.
(7) The,labor of the arts needs to be underWe've had a long and extended program
of private and, to a lesser extent, public
grants in the arts. What do we know about
the effects of those grants? Wouldn't it be
interesting to find out'not only whether grants
help artists, but also the kind of artists who
arc helped or hindered? Hoy .do grunts influence the career pattern? We are now opening
and dumping a federal cornucopia and '.that
cornucopia won't care where it hits., Here is
an amazing opportunity to direct and focus that
money on the basis.of historical experience.
stood.

(8) The educational dements, the role of education, the promotion of special schools,
and the effectiveness of art programs are areas
of research that merit extension,
(9) The social psychOlogy needs to be underWe know virtually nothing, as. far as
P-ve been able to deyermine, about the users,
the patrons, fhe buyers, the purchasers of
stood,

art.

Let me end by neting that it is important to build
a long-term commitment on the part of scholars to a
program of arts research; not the kind of in-and-out
contract research that we've heard a good bit of in
I
It is useful.
It is good.
the last three days.
But it is not the limit to what
wouldn't demean it.
ought to be done.

